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With billions of devices operations as a part of the Internet of
"ings (IoT), the operational complexity of the networks
increases to many folds. In terms of threat detection, it
requires moving from a centralised detection model to
decentralised and distributed formations. Distributed
computing facilitates better services; however, it has multiple
ownership issues, requiring better system management [1].
With distributed systems, security needs to be revisited to
make them aloof from cyber threats with new solutions, like
sound and data steganography for authentication [2], pre-
venting stealthy adversaries [3], access control [4], or net-
work anomaly detection [5]. New and advanced solutions
are required to solve the computationally intensive problems
with better offloading in distributed setup targeting smart
mobile IoT. Another prominent issue in distributed IoT
networks is the data-islands dilemma [6], which requires
intelligent and secure mechanisms to handle data integrity
and privacy. Different solutions can be adapted like the use
of distributed ledger technologies, such as blockchain [7], to
take authorisation and access control of many portable
devices without letting the system fall short of decentralised
attacks; Iota Tangle [8] can be used mainly for securing IoT
environment, or gossip protocol-based Hashgraph [9] can
be used for increased fairness and better security constraints
without using block-based architecture. Understanding
smart devices privacy, trust, and security with better au-
thentication protocols is another side to explore [10]. Several
key issues need to be addressed by covering the gap in the

literature, which must help answer concerns related to
achieving password-based authentication, keeping data
privacy, outsourcing security, and intelligent security so-
lutions using machine learning.

In this special issue (SI), a total of ten articles were
selected following a rigorous review process where the ar-
ticles were handled without any competing conflict of in-
terest. "e articles in this SI cover a wide range of security
and privacy issues in distributed computing related to IoT,
blockchain, resource manipulation, industrial control sys-
tems, credit cards, smart homes, and aerial networks. Some
of the highlights include the following: In [11], the authors
proposed an A2 chain that uses an edge computing setup to
decentralise the services. "is article relies on the usage of
sidechain technologies to securely share the identity veri-
fication of IoT devices. "e authors used the proposed
blockchain setup to authenticate the 5G-enabled IoTdevices.
Overall, this approach reduces the authentication time and
communication cost whereby consuming less storage space.
In [12], the authors focused their work on user author-
isation, where the primary task was to detect credit card
frauds from imbalanced data logs. "e authors relied on the
machine learning models and suggested that RUSBoost be a
more appropriate model when imbalanced records need to
be evaluated for fraud detection."e authors used datasets to
show the efficacy of their proposed solution. "eir results
showed a possibility of high precision between 94.20 and
99.30 for three different credit card datasets.
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In the direction of distributed security, rogue devices can
be much harmful in any setup. "ese devices can be silent
attackers that use the system’s weak defence to launch at-
tacks. "e authors considered this area of research in [13],
where they proposed a blockchain-based access control for
mitigating rogue devices in IoT. "e authors aimed at re-
moving the centralised mode of detection by replacing ar-
chitecture with the blockchain, which offers secure device
registration using smart contracts. "e access control
mechanism prohibits unregistered devices, and the approach
is evaluated using a case study and in-depth performance
evaluations. Furthermore, in [14], the authors focused on
secure deployment in flying ad hoc networks using identity-
based generalised signcryption. "eir proposed work used
Mobile Edge Computing (MEC), where UAVs act as a MEC
node with the role of offloading in the network. "e pro-
posed security scheme is based on a hyperelliptic curve. "e
authors formally verified their proposed security scheme
using the AVISPA tool and compared it with five relevant
security schemes against security functionalities.

"rough its collection of diverse articles on distributed
security, we believe that this special issue will benefit the
research community.
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,e smart mobile Internet-of-things (IoT) network lays the foundation of the fourth industrial revolution, the era of hyper-
connectivity, hyperintelligence, and hyperconvergence. As this revolution gains momentum, the security of smart mobile IoT
networks becomes an essential research topic.,is study aimed to provide comprehensive insights on IoTsecurity. To this end, we
conducted a systematic mapping study of the literature to identify evolving trends in IoTsecurity and determine research subjects.
We reviewed the literature from January 2009 to August 2020 to identify influential researchers and trends of keywords. We
additionally performed structural topic modeling to identify current research topics and the most promising ones via topic trend
estimation. We synthesized and interpreted the results of the systematic mapping study to devise future research directions. ,e
results obtained from this study are useful to understand current trends in IoT security and provide insights into research and
development of IoT security.

1. Introduction

,e era of hyper-connectivity, hyper-intelligence, and hyper-
convergence established by the fourth industrial revolution is
continuing in earnest as smart mobile Internet-of-things (M-
IoT) environments are developing. ,e Internet of things
(IoT) establishes a new networking paradigm in which var-
ious devices (e.g., network devices, sensors, and actuators)
become essential elements for communication. Various ob-
jects can be considered as “smart” because they are equipped
with microprocessors and network transceivers, enabling
communication and the provision of autonomous services.
IoT is a promising field of research related to building device
networks connected to the Internet and promotes smart
environments. IoT is associated with many research areas and
new computing paradigms. ,e M-IoT cloud-computing
domain, which lies at the intersection of the cloud, mobile,
and IoTdomains, provides new paradigms of fog computing,
edge computing, mobile-edge computing (MEC), the se-
mantic web of things, and mobile crowdsensing. Elazhary [1]
summarized various related concepts. ,e Internet of mobile

things (i.e., M-IoT) is a special case of IoT concerned with
mobile IoT devices. Such devices include smartphones, ve-
hicles, and wearable devices [2]. ,e IoT paradigm is also
evolving into smart M-IoT devices, which in turn provide
smart services and computing functions.

IoT-based smart systems and services are being de-
veloped in various fields, such as home automation,
energy management, healthcare, and financial transaction
management [3–6]. It is also branching into new do-
mains, such as social IoT, in which smart objects are
transformed into social objects; industrial IoT, which
converges with different industries; smart-wearable IoT,
which combines deep learning and wearable technologies;
and medical IoT, which is integrated with medical ap-
plications [3–6].

Smart M-IoT provides smart convergence services to
users of IoT environments. Accordingly, many researchers
in various fields are now involved with IoTdevelopment. For
the continued spread and development of smart M-IoT, it is
necessary to consider security, as the devices and platforms
of smart M-IoTmainly remain threatened [7]. ,e emphasis
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on security will increase, and both consolidated and new
researchers need understanding and insights on IoTsecurity.

,e remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses related work about the study on IoT
topics and trends. Section 3 describes the conducted sys-
tematic mapping study on IoT security. Section 4 discusses
the main findings. Influential authors are identified in
Section 4.1, and keyword-based clusters and keyword trends
are presented in Section 4.2. Research topics related to IoT
security are categorized in Section 4.3, and the trend of
topics is discussed in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 provides future
perspectives by synthesizing the keyword and topic trends.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Related Work

2.1. ResearchMethodology. One of the first challenges before
conducting research in any field of study is identifying
relevant previous studies and establishing the need for new
research [8]. Secondary research analyzes existing studies
(primary research) and seeks to provide relevant insights to
researchers and guide the design of future research. Sec-
ondary research methodologies include the review, sys-
tematic literature review (SLR), and systematic mapping
study.

In the review or survey, researchers select important
literature according to their expertise. ,en, they synthesize
and organize the contents. ,e review provides new un-
derstanding and insights about the content through in-depth
content comparison analyses. However, as the content
should be analyzed closely, there is a limit to the number of
documents that can be included in the study due to time and
cost constraints [8, 9].

,e SLR applies an explicit and systematic protocol for
collecting, selecting, and analyzing research literature [10]. It
provides quantitative and statistical insights on the subject
by analyzing primary studies to answer research questions
while providing aggregate result data [11]. ,erefore, SLRs
can be performed with studies that can quantitatively extract
information meeting the aggregation criteria.

,e relatively recently developed systematic mapping
study is a more open form of SLR, which aims to organize a
research area [9]. ,is method uses the same protocol as the
SLR to find and select research literature. Unlike the SLR, the
systematic mapping study classifies subfields of a research
area [11, 12] and focuses on identifying and classifying
themes by collecting as many studies as possible [13]. ,e
categories used are generally based on publication infor-
mation (e.g., author name, author affiliation, publication
source, publication type, and publication date) and/or in-
formation about the adopted research method [13]. A sys-
tematic mapping study is sometimes conducted as a
preliminary study before the SLR [14, 15]. It classifies subject
areas and identifies those requiring detailed content com-
parisons. Research on text mining and visualization tools
that can be used to efficiently perform this type of analysis is
ongoing [14, 16, 17]. Petersen et al. [9, 15] noted that
performing a systematic mapping study before an SLR
provided valuable research design criteria. Kitchenham et al.

[13, 18] stated that systematic mapping can provide input
data for subsequent studies. In other words, systematic
mapping reduces the preparation time for subsequent re-
search. In addition, it provides an overview of research areas
and identifies research gaps.Moreover, it helps in identifying
research trends and educational materials.

2.2. Comparison with Related Reviews. To better understand
existing secondary research related to IoT, Scopus articles
classified as “review” between January 2012 and October
2020 were collected, obtaining 472 review articles. ,ese
articles were then further categorized into labels “IoT se-
curity review,” “IoT application review,” or “IoT review,” as
shown in Figure 1.

Reviews related to IoT have been increasing rapidly since
2018. IoT applications including smart cities [19, 20], smart
health [21, 22], smart agriculture [23, 24], and smart vehicles
[25, 26] were the most frequently reviewed. In 2020, IoT
security reviews were more numerous than IoT reviews.
Note that we did not classify articles that have partially
discussed security under label “IoTsecurity review.” Instead,
we classified the articles that exclusively focus on security
under this label. Table 1 compares recent reviews on IoT
security from 2017 to 2020 in terms of methodology. Most of
these reviews synthesized and organized contents using a
review/survey method. From them, articles similar to our
study are listed in Table 2.

Existing studies have some limitations. Alaba et al. [27]
focused on the classification of security threats but did not
cover the overall contents and did not discuss new tech-
nologies, such as machine learning (ML). Mendez Mena
et al. [28] focused on IoT architectures but did not consider
applications. Obaidat et al. [32] aimed to comprehensively
cover IoT security but omitted related applications. In
contrast, Hassija et al. [29] did not cover IoT as a whole,
focusing only on applications. Hameed et al. [31] did not
deal with trust as a security requirement. ,e major limi-
tation of the abovementioned reviews is that they fail to
provide research trends.

Sharma et al. [7] dealt with the most recent paradigm in
depth, focusing on smart M-IoT, and provided a roadmap
for related surveys. However, it was not a study focused on
providing early insights to researchers entering from other
fields. Macedo et al. [30] focused on providing insights and
research trends using an SLR, but they omitted privacy. In
addition, they only selected 131 articles for review. Most of
the review studies not listed in Table 2 focused on specific
areas of IoT security, such as layer protocols [33], intrusion
detection [34], device security [35, 36], trust [37], and se-
curity of specific IoT applications [38]. ,us, a systematic
mapping study is still required to determine research topics
and trends in IoT security and gain insights on this field.

2.3. Contributions of 'is Study. For the transition to a se-
cure, smart M-IoT, we should understand the available
resources on IoT security. We aimed to provide researchers
interested in IoT research with early insights on IoT security
by conducting a systematic mapping study. To the best of our
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knowledge, no such studies focused on IoT security are
available. We applied big data mining tools to large volumes
of literature for the systematic mapping study, which is thus
unbiased and replicable. We classify research on IoTsecurity
based on keywords and topics. We also explain trends and
provide new understanding about keyword evolution and
promising research topics. ,e results from this study may
be used by lecturers to teach the overview, main topics, and
trends related to IoT security. In addition, a qualitative
content analysis provides future research directions.

In this study, we also demonstrated the application of big
data mining to a systematic mapping study. ,e methods
and findings reported in this paper may provide research
opportunities by improving the overall understanding of IoT
security and its research trends. In addition, the results of
this study can be useful to researchers in other fields who
intend to investigate IoT convergence.

3. Methods

In this study, we conducted a systematic mapping study of
current research related to IoT security by mixing quanti-
tative and qualitative approaches. ,e quantitative approach
involves collecting literature on IoTsecurity and conducting
a systematic mapping study to identify influential re-
searchers and concurrent keywords. We then classify the
topics using an ML-based structural topic model (STM).
Next, we perform qualitative content analysis to devise
future research directions by synthesizing and discussing the

latest keyword and topic trends. Our research aims to answer
the following research questions:

RQ1. Who are influential researchers in IoT security?
RQ2. What are the major keywords in IoT security?
RQ2-1. What is the keyword-based research area?
RQ2-2. How are keywords evolving?
RQ3. What are the topics in IoT security field?
RQ3-1. What is topic-based research classification?
RQ3-2. What is the trend of topics?
RQ4. What are the most influential keywords in IoT
security?
RQ5. What are promising research topics in IoT
security?

Figure 2 shows the research framework that we used to
understand the current status and trends in IoT security.

We selected studies according to PRISMA (Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews andMeta-Analyses)
[8]. We adopted a review protocol consisting of search
terms, resources to be searched, study selection criteria, and
study selection procedures, as listed in Table 3. We used
Boolean operator AND to combine IoT and security-related
terms (e.g., “secure,” “security,” “privacy,” and “trust”). We
filtered the data based on the document type (e.g., “article”),
source (e.g., “journal”), and language (e.g., “English”). ,e
main research question and review protocols are listed in
Table 3. Our literature search was conducted using 1,365
studies published from January 2009 to August 2020. Unlike
existing review studies, we analyzed a large volume of articles
to obtain comprehensive insights. To process that large
volume, we used big data mining tools.

3.1. Bibliometric Mapping Study on IoT Security. In recent
years, bibliometric analyses, co-citation network analyses, and
keyword co-occurrence network analyses have been widely
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Figure 1: Trends in IoT-related review articles.

Table 1: Comparison of methodology used in IoT security review
articles from 2017 to 2020.

Methodology 2017 2018 2019 2020
Review/Survey 11 15 25 47
SLR 0 0 4 5
Systematic mapping study 0 0 0 0
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used to determine research trends [39–41]. Co-citation net-
work analysis determines the structure of scientific com-
munications by analyzing the associations among citations.

Co-occurrence keyword network analysis allows to under-
stand the knowledge structure underlying a technical field by
analyzing links between keywords found in the literature.

Table 2: Comparison with related review articles.

Article Adopted
methodology Main focus Contribution/impact

Alaba et al. [27] Review IoT security threats and
vulnerabilities

(i) Classification of security threats in the context of applications,
architecture, communication, and data
(ii) Attack analysis for security scenarios

Mendez Mena
et al. [28] Review Security from the perspective

of IoT architecture

(i) IoT architecture technology and protocol review by layer
(ii) Review of privacy issues
(iii) Summarize ongoing security issues of IoT

Hassija et al.
[29] Review Security of IoT application

(i) IoT application security related issues and threat sources review
(ii) Discussion of technology to increase trust in IoT applications
(iii) Discussion of the latest technology to increase the level of
security

Macedo et al.
[30] SLR IoT security overall

(i) Review of literature over the last 8 years to identify security issues
and trends in terms of authentication, access control, data
protection, and trust

Hameed et al.
[31] Review Requirements of IoT security

(i) Review privacy, lightweight encryption framework, security
routing, internal attack detection, and resilience management as
security requirements
(ii) Explain the latest technology for resilience management and
detection of internal attacks

Obaidat et al.
[32] Review IoT security overall

(i) Comprehensive investigation of security, privacy, security
frameworks, technologies, threats, vulnerabilities, and
countermeasures.
(ii) Classification of the impact of attacks according to -NIST’s FIPS
199 definitions

Sharma et al.
[7] Review Security, privacy, and trust in

smart M-IoT

(i) ,e first survey discussing the security of smart M-IoT
(ii) Describe the security framework of smart M-IoTand conduct an
in-depth investigation in terms of security, privacy, and trust to
provide research tasks, unresolved issues, and research directions

Our study Systematic
mapping study IoT security overall

(i) Classify large-volume literature related to IoT security from 2009
to the present
(ii) Discussion of research trends through co-occurrence keyword
mapping
(iii) Discussion of research trends through topic mapping
(iv) Provide future research direction

Literature collection according to PRISMA protocol

3.1. Bibliometric mapping study on IoT security

3.1.1. Co-citation analysis

3.1.2. Co-occurrence keyword analysis

3.2. Topic mapping study on IoT security

Text preprocessing 3.2.1. STM-based topic
extraction

3.2.2. STM-based trend
estimation of topics

4.1. Identification of
leading researchers

4.2. Keyword clusterig
and evolution

4.3. Identification of topics

4.4. Trend estimation of
topics

4. Results and Discussion

Figure 2: Research framework adopted in this study.
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Radhakrishnan et al. [41] demonstrated the role of keyword
co-occurrence networks in systematic reviews. In this current
study, we conducted co-citation and co-occurrence keyword
mapping studies to provide answers to RQ1 and RQ2.

3.1.1. Co-Citation Network Analysis to Identify Authors of
IoT Security Research. By analyzing the co-citations of
studies on IoT security, we can identify influential re-
searchers and understand the research flow [42–44], and
then we can answer RQ1. We performed author clustering
by the relevance obtained from direct citation relationships.
We used the quality function proposed by Traag et al. [45]
and modified by Waltman and Van Eck [42] for clustering.
,e quality function is given by

Q x1, . . . , xn(  � 
n

i�1

n

j�1
δ xi, xj  aij −

c

2n
 , (1)

where n is the number of studies, aij measures the relation
between studies i and j, c is a resolution parameter, and xi

denotes the cluster to which study i is assigned. Function
δ(xi, xj) is 1 if xi � xj and 0 otherwise. ,e relation between
studies i and j is measured as follows:

aij �
cij


n
k�1 cik

. (2)

In equation (2), if study i cites study j or vice versa, cij is
1, whereas it is 0 otherwise. Hence, if there is no direct
citation relation between studies i and j, the relation mea-
sure, cij, is zero.

We used the CitNetExplorer tool for citation analysis
[46] and set resolution parameter c to 1 and the number of
parameter optimization iterations to 10.

3.1.2. Co-Occurrence Keyword Network Analysis to Map
Keyword Evolution on IoT Security. Keyword co-occurrence
analysis is commonly used to determine research trends, and
it has been used to conduct a systematic literature review in
[41]. We adopted the method proposed by Van Eck and
Waltman [47] to construct and analyze a co-occurrence
keyword network that answers RQ2 and RQ4.

We performed co-occurrence analysis on keywords
collected from different studies. A keyword may appear in
various forms (e.g., “blockchain,” “blockchain,”

“blockchain,” or “blockchains”). ,erefore, after arranging
a thesaurus, we applied it and grouped the keywords with
the same meaning to then create a keyword co-occurrence
matrix. Next, we generated a similarity matrix normalized
according to the association strength of the keyword co-
occurrence matrix [48]. Similarity sij between items i and j
according to the association strength is given by

sij �
cij

cicj

, (3)

where cij represents the number of co-occurrences of items i
and j, and ci and cj represent the total number of occurrences
of items i and j, respectively.

Next, we visualized the similarities based on the sim-
ilarity matrix by constructing a 2D map [49], where item 1,
..., n is allocated such that the distance between any pair of
items i and j reflects similarity sij as accurately as possible.
Items with high similarity were grouped closely, and those
with low similarity remained distant. Specifically, we
minimized the weighted sum of the squared Euclidean
distances between all pairs. ,e higher the similarity be-
tween the two items, the higher the weight of the squared
distance in the sum. ,e objective function for minimi-
zation is given by

V x1, . . . , xn(  � 
i< j

sij xi − x
2
j







, (4)

where vector xi � (xi1, xi2) represents the position of item i
in the 2D map and || · || represents the Euclidean norm.

From bibliometric mapping, we obtained the nodes
corresponding to the keywords in the co-occurrence net-
work, link weight, total link strength, and occurrence
weights. ,e link weight corresponds to the number of links
per node, and the total link strength is the number of links
from other nodes connected to a target node. In addition, the
occurrence weight represents the frequency of keyword
occurrence. We then performed clustering based on the
mapping results according to the method proposed by
Waltman et al. [49]. To improve clustering accuracy, we
applied the smart local-moving algorithm developed by
Waltman and Van Eck [50].

Finally, we used the VOSviewer tool to create and vi-
sualize the bibliometric map for keyword co-occurrence

Table 3: Research question and review protocol.

Research goal What are the research trends in IoT security?

Review
protocol

Search terms (“IoT” OR “Internet of things”) AND (“secure” OR “security” OR “privacy” OR “trust”)
in title

Resources Scopus
Study selection criteria Journal articles written in English

Study selection procedures Two researchers searched the databases and checked each other’s work.
No. of studies satisfying

criteria 1,528

Study filtering

Duplication −2
Unavailable abstract −13

Unavailable author keywords −148
No. of studies after filtering 1,365
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network analysis [47]. We set the minimum number of
occurrences of a keyword to 5 as a parameter in VOSviewer
and set resolution c to 1 with a minimum cluster size of 5.
We consulted two IoT experts to analyze the clusters re-
garding the similarities of the co-occurrence keyword
network.

3.2. Topic Mapping Study to Identify Topics in IoT Security.
Regarding RQ3 and RQ5, we conducted text mining to
categorize research related to IoT security and identify its
trends. Text mining, also known as knowledge discovery
from text, relies on various text analyses and processes to
extract meaningful information from unstructured text data
using natural language processing [51, 52]. In this study, we
conducted STM-based topic modeling.

3.2.1. STM-Based Topic Extraction to Classify Topics in IoT
Security. Topic modeling is an unsupervised learning
method to determine and classify topics underlying textual

data. ,e STM proposed by Roberts et al. [53] is a modified
and extended version of the latent Dirichlet allocation, the
most widely used topic modeling method. ,e STM de-
termines the distribution of words constituting a topic based
on the frequency of words in a document along with
metadata (e.g., author’s gender and age, publication year).
,e STM estimates the correlation between topics using the
covariance matrix of the corresponding logistic normal
distribution [53]. Figure 3 illustrates the STM, which can be
divided into three components: a topic prevalence model
that controls how words are allocated to topics as a function
of covariates; a topical content model that controls the
frequency of the terms in each topic as a function of the
covariates; and a core language model [54].

According to Roberts et al. [53], given the number of
topics (K), observed words and design matrices wd,n , topic
prevalence (X), topical content (Y), and K-dimensional
hyperparameter vector (σ), data generation for document d
can be modeled as

ck ∼ Normalp 0, σ2kIp  , for k � 1, . . . , K − 1, (5)

θd ∼ LogisticNormalK−1 Γ′xd
′,Σ( , (6)

Zd,n ∼ Multinominal K θd( , for n � 1, . . . , Nd, (7)

Wd,n ∼ MultinominalV βZd,n
  for n � 1, . . . , Nd, (8)

βd,k,v �
exp mv + K

(t)
k,v + K

(c)
yd,v + K

(i)
yd,k,v 

vexp mv + K
(t)
k,v + K

(c)
yd,v + K

(i)
yd,k,v 

, for v � 1, . . . , V and k � 1, . . . , K, (9)

where Γ � [c1| . . . |cK] is a P × (K − 1) matrix of coefficients
for the topic prevalence model specified by equations (5) and
(6), and K(t)

.,. , K(c)
.,. , K(i)

.,. is a collection of coefficients for the
topical content model specified by equation (9). Equations
(7) and (8) constitute the core language model.

In topic extraction, it is essential to determine the op-
timal number of topics (K) for the STM [55, 56]. To this end,
the STM provides useful indicators, with the most widely
used being the held-out likelihood and semantic coherence.
From Figure 4, as the number of topics gradually increases
from 5 to 20, we can determine the point where both the
held-out likelihood and semantic coherence have high
values [56], obtaining 12 as the optimal number of topics.

To interpret the topics derived according to their optimal
quantity in the STM, main words representing each topic
can be analyzed. We selected the main words of a topic
according to four criteria: highest probability, frequency and
exclusivity, lift weight, and score. Highest probability words
are the upper words in the topic-word distribution. Fre-
quency and exclusivity words are those derived using the
weighted harmonic mean of the word rank, which reflects

frequently used and exclusive words in a topic. Lift-weight
words are derived by assigning high weights to less frequent
words in other topics. ,e score is obtained by dividing the
log frequency of a specific word in a specific topic by the log
frequency of that word in other topics. To extract and an-
alyze latent topics related to IoT security from the abstracts
of the analyzed articles, we implemented the STM on the R
software [55].

3.2.2. STM-Based Trend Estimation of Topics in IoT Security.
We identified hot topics with uptrends and cold topics with
downtrends in IoT security. ,e trend of a topic was esti-
mated by setting the publication year as the covariate for that
topic.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Identification of Leading Researchers in IoT Security.
,e results from the co-citation network analysis are shown
in Figure 5. We analyzed and visualized the co-citation
network using CitNetExplorer, obtaining 8 clusters of 52
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frequently cited publications. In the co-citation network,
highly relevant clusters are located close together.,us, the 8
clusters are closely related, as can be seen from the un-
separated location of the nodes in the cluster. ,e articles on
IoTsecurity by Heer et al. [57] and Roman et al. [58] received
high attention in the research community since 2011. ,e

study with the highest citation score was authored by Sicari
et al. [59] and published in 2015.

4.2. Keyword Clustering and Evolution of Research on IoT
Security. From the 3,142 keywords in the 1,365 studies, 147
were derived by setting the minimum number of
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Figure 4: Diagnostic indicators to determine the optimal number of topics. (a) Held-out likelihood. (b) Semantic coherence.
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Figure 5: Co-citation network with the 52 most frequently cited publications grouped in 8 clusters (one color per cluster). ,e network was
obtained using CitNetExplorer.
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occurrences of a keyword to 5, and the keyword co-oc-
currence network analysis was performed on 146 keywords,
excluding IoT, which was present in all the studies given its
use with Boolean operation AND during the search.

Figure 6 shows the obtained keyword co-occurrence
network with 10 clusters, and Table 4 summarizes the
network and cluster information. In Figure 6, the node size is
proportional to the number of occurrences of the corre-
sponding keyword, and the link thickness is proportional to
the weight of the links connecting the nodes. ,e node color
represents the cluster containing that node.

,e main keywords of cluster 1, represented by red
nodes, are “sdn,” “machine learning,” “trust,” “attacks,”
“ddos,” and “secure routing.” ,is cluster was summarized
as the study on the introduction of artificial intelligence (e.g.,
ML and deep learning) to improve IoTsecurity performance.
,ere is increasing interest in research to improve security
by introducing ML or deep learning to detect DDoS (dis-
tributed denial-of-service) attacks, malicious code, abnor-
mal behavior, and abnormal energy consumption for IoT
devices [60–66]. ,ere was also a study aimed to ensure
secure content-sharing in an IoT environment by applying
ML to explore the social trust of smart device users [67, 68].

Cluster 2, represented by green nodes, consists of main
keywords “ecc,” “encryption,” “cryptography,” “aes,” “energy
efficiency,” and “lightweight cryptography.” ,is cluster is
associated with lightweight encryption for resource-con-
strained IoT devices, such as those with a small size, limited
computing power, and low-power consumption. Research on
lightweight encryption algorithms has been conducted in re-
lation to data and personal information security in a resource-
limited environment of smart devices. ,e advanced encryp-
tion standard (AES) and error-correcting codes (ECC) are
mainly used as basic lightweight encryption elements. Various
studies have been aimed to optimize lightweight encryption
while balancing security and performance management
[69–76].

In cluster 3, represented by blue nodes, “privacy pres-
ervation,” “cloud computing,” “fog computing,” “edge
computing,” “data privacy,” and “differential privacy” are
the main keywords. ,is cluster can be summarized with the
topic of privacy preservation in IoT devices. ,e crowd-
sensing mode of smart M-IoT, a new paradigm of IoT,
collects and delivers more privacy data. ,us, privacy
preservation is becoming more important [77–79]. In ad-
dition, intelligent IoT applications enhanced with cloud,
edge, and fog computing increasingly deal with personal
information to provide intelligent services, andmany studies
on personal information protection and data protection are
being conducted [80–83]. Among the personal information
protection approaches, differential privacy is gaining at-
tention as a mechanism to provide intelligent services by
grasping user behavior patterns without infringing on
personal information by adding noise to prevent the
identification of personal information [81, 84–88].

Cluster 4, represented by yellow nodes, consists of main
keywords, “wsn,” “cps,” “coap,” “6lowpan,” “smart object,”
and “sensor node.”,is cluster is related to studies on secure
communication of smart objects in wireless sensor networks

(WSNs). To transmit the information measured by sensor
nodes in smart M-IoT, security is essential [89–91]. In this
regard, studies on the use of IPSec/IPv6 and OpenSSL in
virtual private networks have been performed to protect
smart objects and provide end-to-end security [92]. ,e
same is true for studies on end-to-end security framework
development of the Constrained Application Protocol
(CoAP) [93–95] and on frameworks in which smart-object
users designate privacy preferences to protect personal in-
formation generated and consumed by smart objects [96].
Smart objects that have recently attracted attention are
vehicles that are equipped with various sensor devices, ac-
tuators, GPS (global positioning system) receivers, and
micro-embedded computers to collect, process, and transmit
vast amounts of data [97, 98]. Vehicular sensor networks
provide connected sensor devices that collect data and
enable safer and more fluid road traffic [99].,e Internet-of-
vehicles concept supports real-time vehicle-to-everything
(V2X) wireless communication based on fog and edge
computing [100–102]. ,erefore, safe data transmission and
privacy protection in vehicles, which are now smart objects,
play an essential role in their development.

In cluster 5, represented by purple nodes, the main
keywords are “key management,” “signcryption,” “elliptic
curves,” and “digital signature.”,is cluster is thus related to
digital signcryption. Digital signature encryption has been
investigated on algorithms, such as the elliptic curve digital-
signature algorithm, digital-signature mobile applications,
and digital-signature systems, to achieve document integrity
and provide nonrepudiation security services in a distrib-
uted computing environment [103–107]. It is also important
to satisfy reliability and confidentiality requirements of
crowdsourced data [108, 109].

Cluster 6, represented by cyan nodes, comprises key-
words “smart home,” “raspberry pi,” “arduino,” and “face
detection.” ,is cluster can be described as building safe
smart homes in an IoT environment. Wireless communi-
cations and sensor technologies, key components of IoT
applications, are prerequisites for the security and confi-
dentiality of smart homes [110, 111]. Before data trans-
mission through the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) in a
home network, mutual safety verification should be con-
ducted between devices to block advance devices that may
cause risks. To this end, a secure trust relationship should be
established between smart home devices, external smart
devices, and other IoT devices [112–114]. A study has been
conducted to design a secure IoT microcontroller module
using the Raspberry Pi platform and various IoT sensors
[115–117]. To achieve flexible device utilization, heteroge-
neous device interoperability, security enhancement of
smart homes, and software-defined networks (SDN) have
been applied [118, 119].

In cluster 7, represented by orange nodes, the main
keywords are “privacy,” “healthcare,” “information secu-
rity,” “e-health,” and “wban.” ,is cluster can be related to
IoT-based healthcare system security. As medical infor-
mation systems manage patient data, data security and
privacy protection are important. In IoT-based healthcare,
studies on encryption and authentication protocols for user
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Figure 6: Keyword co-occurrence network obtained using VOSviewer.

Table 4: Specifications of keyword co-occurrence network.

Cluster Keywords X Y Weight (occurrences) Weight (links) Weight (total link strength)

1

SDN 0.292 −0.598 32 35 30
Machine learning 0.178 −0.393 27 29 23
Deep learning 0.498 −0.244 17 25 16
Game theory 0.322 −0.537 11 17 9
Social IoT 0.464 −0.378 11 11 8

2

ECC −0.294 0.170 39 46 37
5G −0.057 −0.207 16 25 15

Lightweight cryptography −0.412 −0.279 12 13 10
Lightweight encryption −0.763 −0.342 5 9 4

3

Privacy preservation −0.047 0.570 79 49 53
Cloud computing −0.203 0.114 62 46 55
Fog computing −0.120 0.506 39 39 35
Edge computing −0.296 0.228 29 38 27

4

WSN −0.084 0.142 62 55 50
CPS (Cyber-physical systems) −0.363 −0.155 20 24 19

IoT device −0.021 −0.345 9 12 8
Smart object −0.409 −0.759 6 8 6

5

Key management 0.045 0.366 15 25 15
Authentication protocol 0.029 0.668 10 10 9

Signcryption −0.677 0.809 6 8 6
Digital signature −0.549 0.769 5 10 4
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authentication [120–123] and data encryption for patient
privacy protection [124–127] are relevant. Safe and efficient
medical data retrieval is important for remote medical
monitoring. Given the difficulty to collect medical data safely
and efficiently owing to the resource limitations of IoT
devices, various studies on providing medical services by
combining IoT and edge clouds have been conducted [128,
129]. In addition, to collect data, aggregate them safely and
efficiently, and transmit them to a server, a study has been
conducted on a system leveraging fog computing [130, 131].
,ere is also a growing interest in introducing unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) as smart objects for collecting health
data. In fact, UAVs can collect health data, encrypt them,
and transmit them to authenticated body sensor hives using
low-power secure communications [132].

In cluster 8, represented by brown nodes, the main
keywords are “blockchain,” “iiot,” “safety,” “smart contract,”
and “industry 4.0.” ,is cluster can be described as a
blockchain applied to IoT applications. It is essential to
ensure the integrity of data generated in IoT environments.
In this regard, research on blockchain-based encryption has
been conducted [133–136]. Trust relationships must be
established between disparate entities in the IoT ecosystem
[137]. An analysis on the combination of blockchain and
trust evaluation technologies has been conducted accord-
ingly [138, 139]. Regarding Industry 4.0, the interest in
industrial IoT (IIoT) is increasing. In particular, blockchain-
based smart contracts have been studied. In addition,
blockchains that provide transaction transparency, immu-
tability, auditability, and high security for IoT-based in-
ternational trade have been proposed [140, 141]. In recent
years, the interest in decentralized security mechanisms
based on blockchain has increased regarding the storage of
important data generated by IoT systems [142, 143].

Cluster 9, represented by pink nodes, consists of main
keywords “authentication,” “rfid,” “mutual authentication,”
“key agreement,” and “user authentication.” ,is cluster is
thus related to multiple forms of authentication. Smart
M-IoT environments establish networks that provide smart
services based on user information. ,erefore, the privacy of
users and the confidentiality of sensitive data must be
guaranteed. Device authentication, radio-frequency identi-
fication (RFID), and user authentication are security func-
tions that must be provided in any IoT environment
[144–151].

Cluster 10, represented by coral-pink nodes, has main
keywords “smart city,” “pls,” “cybersecurity,” “middleware,”
and “mobile-edge computing.” ,is cluster can be sum-
marized by security related to IoT-based smart cities. A
smart city is an IoT application that manages a city with
minimal or without human intervention and provides smart
services. Beyond the smart home, it connects all sensors and
smart objects at the city level to provide real-time smart
services. ,erefore, research on the protection of citizens’
personal information [152–154], management of IoTdevices
in heterogeneous device network environments [155, 156],
and integrated security solutions considering the entire
security stack [157, 158] has been conducted.

We also conducted a co-occurrence keyword network
considering the year of publication to find answer RQ2-2.
Figure 7 shows the obtained network with temporal in-
formation (publication year) encoded as a color map. Until
2017, there were many keywords related to networks, such as
“6lowpan,” “dtls,” “m2m communications,” “ips,” “rfid,”
“sensor networks,” and “middleware.” During the first half
of 2018, many studies included keywords related to the
security of data delivered over IoT applications, such as
“privacy preservation,” “authentication,” and “data

Table 4: Continued.

Cluster Keywords X Y Weight (occurrences) Weight (links) Weight (total link strength)

6

Sensor 0.465 −0.137 28 43 27
Smart home 1.090 −0.013 27 26 23
Raspberry Pi 1.378 −0.086 16 10 9
Arduino 1.323 0.012 7 10 7

7

Privacy 0.163 −0.150 138 82 126
Healthcare 0.514 0.553 20 22 17

Information security 0.150 0.185 20 21 14
E-health 0.660 0.484 10 20 10

8

Security −0.052 −0.142 360 119 306
Blockchain −0.487 0.141 86 57 68

Industrial IoT −0.525 0.456 41 37 37
Smart contract −0.746 −0.022 7 11 7

9

Mutual authentication 0.157 0.673 19 25 17
Key agreement 0.391 0.789 17 21 17

BAN (Burrows–Abadi–Needham) logic 0.441 1.195 6 11 5
User authentication 0.512 1.028 6 9 6

10

Smart city 0.295 −0.005 31 35 27
Cybersecurity 0.306 −0.028 23 32 20

Mobile edge computing 0.761 0.491 5 7 5
Secure energy efficiency 0.750 0.536 5 5 5

Note. Column keywords contain the four most representative words (from most to least important) for each cluster. Columns X and Y indicate the
coordinates in the corresponding axes of the keyword node on the network shown in Figure 6.
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integrity.” During the second half of 2018, keywords, such as
“trust,” “fog computing,” “healthcare,” and “smart city,”
were prevalent. Since 2019, keywords related to the con-
vergence of new technologies in the Industry 4.0 and other
fields, such as “blockchain,” “software-defined networking,”
“iiot,” “machine learning,” “deep learning,” and “social iot,”
have become predominant.

4.3. Identification of Topics in IoT Security. Information
about the identified topics is summarized in Table 5. For
each topic, 10 top words were considered under four criteria:
highest probability, frequency and exclusivity, lift weight,
and score. ,e three most meaningful keywords per crite-
rion are included in Table 5. We also created a label
explaining each topic by analyzing the five studies with the
highest proportion of contents related to that topic and
containing its top words. We discussed with two IoTexperts
the selection of the top words and topic labels.

Topic 1 is related to understanding the characteristics of
IoT across a variety of aspects and the analysis and dis-
cussion of security issues and solutions for the layers of IoT
networks [159–169].

Topic 2 is related to encryption and authentication for
securely sharing data in an IoT-based healthcare environ-
ment considering detailed access control. With the spread of

IoT applications, smart health is becoming an attractive
paradigm. As it deals with user information and sensitive
medical information, the security and mutual authentication
of medical sensor devices for personal information pro-
tection, encryption, and real-time monitoring are key ele-
ments [125, 170–181].

Topic 3 is related to secure and lightweight encryption
designs tailored for IoTapplications. Lightweight encryption
with low processing time and low power consumption is
required to protect and secure data transmissions of re-
source-constrained IoT devices. Block encryption, such as
AES and S-box, Galois Counter Mode, and physical
unclonable functions, are being utilized, evaluated, and
proposed [70, 72, 73, 182–188].

Topic 4 is related to security using ML. Considering the
heterogeneity of IoT networks and devices, it has become
more common for SDN technologies to be integrated into
IoT applications to form flexible and manageable architec-
ture. When a network attack occurs in an SDN, ML can be
introduced as a detection technology to dynamically control
and route the communication flow. Recently, studies using
ML to detect and automatically respond to DDoS attacks,
abnormal patterns, and data leaks against IoT networks and
devices have increased [60, 189–199].

Topic 5 is related to risk assessment and prioritization of
IoT security threats. For a secure IoT environment, various

Figure 7: Keyword co-occurrence network reflecting temporal evolution. ,e network was obtained using VOSviewer.
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studies have prioritized security threats by applying ap-
proaches such as product-development life cycle, decision-
making trial-and-evaluation laboratory, analytic network
processing, and graph theory to develop risk assessment and
management frameworks [200–207].

Topic 6 corresponds to research on the development of
user mutual authentication protocols for social IoT, IoT-
based Long-Term Evolution (LTE), LTE-advanced net-
works, WSNs, and NFC (near-field communication)

payment systems [144, 208–218]. In addition, the verifica-
tion of authentication protocols using software tools, such as
BAN and AVISPA, has gained popularity [213, 214, 217,
219–221]. Recently, the target of authentication has gained
attention for mobile smart objects, such as drones and
vehicles [219, 221, 222].

Topic 7 is related to MEC security. MEC integrated with
IoT applications offload computationally intensive tasks at
the network edge. As the edges are susceptible to cyber

Table 5: STM-based topic extraction results and top words per topic according to four criteria.

Topic
(proportions)

Top words
Topic labelHighest

probability Frequency and exclusivity Lift weight Score

1 (15%)
Security Discuss Attitude Layer

IoT security issuesIssue Issue Society Security
Challenge Challenge Taxonomy WSN

2 (9%)

Data Patient Biometric Patient
Secure data sharing

for healthcare
Access Medical Ciphertext-policy Medical

Encrypt Healthcare CP-ABE (Ciphertext-policy
attribute-based encryption Signature

3 (6.5%)

Algorithm PUF (Physical unclonable
function Scalar PUF

Lightweight
encryption

Encrypt FPGA (field
programmable gate array) Simeck

S-box
(substitution-

box)

Power S-box
AES-GCM (advanced

encryption standard-Galois
counter mode)

FPGA

4 (7.6%)
Device SDN OpenFlow Detect

Security with MLAttack Learning SDN-IoT Attack
Detect Intrusion Cyber-attack SDN

5 (9%)
Model Risk ANP (analytic network process) Workforce

Risk assessmentDevelop Assess Casual Risk
Risk Measure Diagram Assess

6 (8.5%)

Authentication Authentication BAN Authentication Mutual
authentication

protocol

Protocol Mutual PMIPv6 (Proxy mobile IPv6) Protocol

Attack Protocol AVISPA (automated validation
of Internet security protocols) Mutual

7 (7.4%)
Cloud Edge Colluding Fog

MEC securityEdge Eavesdropping SSR (secrecy sum rate) Eavesdropping
Fog Fog Tensor-based Offload

8 (8%)

Node Rout Acyclic Rout

Energy-efficient
routing protocolEnergy

RPL (routing protocol for
low-power and lossy

networks)
Leach Energy

Rout Cluster RPL Cluster

9 (6.5%)
Sensor Camera Burglar Arduino Secure home

automation systemControl Arduino Caution Camera
Home Raspberry Diabetes Gadget

10 (6%)
Smart City Commerce Blockchain Integration of

blockchain and IoTBlockchain Blockchain Campus Smart
Home Smart Cart City

11 (8.5%)
Privacy Privacy Cyber-physics Privacy

Privacy preservationUser Preserving Mile Preserving
Collect User Participant Data

12 (8%)

Device DTLS (datagram transport
layer security)

EDHOC (ephemeral Diffie-
Hellman over common open

software environment)
DTLS

End-to-end securityProtocol CoAP Rekey TLS

Key End-end AEAD (authenticated
encryption with associated data) CoAP
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threats, there is a growing interest in their security.,emain
related studies include areas such as personal information
protection and secure data collection, and transmission for
MEC-supported IoT applications [223–241].

Topic 8 is related to the development of energy-efficient
routing protocols that minimize the transmission power for
routing between nodes in IoT networks. For instance, a
routing protocol for low-power and lossy networks (RPL), a
protocol for low-power and low-loss networks, and corre-
sponding security methods have been developed [242–253].

Topic 9 is related to secure home automation systems
toward automation, safety, and security through the control
of home appliances and sensors. Research on this subject has
two main subtopics. ,e first subtopic is related to security
against cyberattacks in the home network [112, 254–259],
and the second one is related to home automation providing
safety against external physical intrusion [260–266].

Topic 10 is related to the adoption of blockchain in
smart-IoT applications, such as smart contracts, smart in-
ventory management, smart e-commerce, and smart
shopping systems [140, 155, 267–279].

Topic 11 concerns privacy decisions and privacy pres-
ervation in the value chain of IoT data in environments
where IoTdevices collect personal data and forward them to
third parties. Research on this subject has two main sub-
topics. ,e first subtopic is related to personal information
security [280–283].,e second subtopic is related to the data
value chain, including information related to the owner’s
perception of privacy protection and the right to make
decisions about personal information protection [96,
284–287].

Topic 12 includes studies on transport protocols for end-
to-end security [288–290]. To achieve end-to-end secure
communication between an IoT back end and resource-
limited smart things, various studies on communication
protocols such as DTLS and CoAP [291, 292] and key setting
protocols such as EDHOC have been conducted [293, 294].

4.4. Trend Estimation of Topics in IoT Security. To answer
RQ5, we estimated the trends over time for each topic by
setting the year as a covariate, obtaining the results shown in
Figure 8. Topics with an upward trend (increasing influence)
are topics 4 (security through ML), 7 (MEC security), 8
(energy-efficient routing protocols), and 10 (blockchain and
IoT integration). On the other hand, topics 1 (IoT security
issues), 5 (risk assessment), 6 (mutual authentication pro-
tocol), and 12 (end-to-end security)show a decreasing trend.

4.5. Challenges and Future Perspectives. We identify the
evolution of keywords in Section 4.2. Figure 9 shows the part
of Figure 6 containing the keywords (colored nodes) of
clusters closely related to “blockchain,” which is the core of
keyword evolution, as identified in Figure 7.

In Figure 9, “blockchain” is connected to “machine
learning,” “deep learning,” “ai,” and “sdn” at the bottom-
right area. ,us, there is a relation to topic 4. Node “edge
computing” shown above “blockchain” can be linked to
topic 7. In addition, “efficiency,” which is connected to the

upper-left area of “blockchain,” and “rpl,” which is con-
nected at the bottom of the center area, can be related to
topic 8. ,ese results indicate that the trends obtained from
keywords and topics suitably agree. Based on the analyzed
studies and discussions, we summarize below challenges and
future perspectives related to secure distributed smart
M-IoT applications.

4.5.1. Secure Distributed Framework for Smart M-IoT
Applications. Various studies on the integration of SDN, fog
and edge computing, and blockchain have been conducted
aiming to improve the security of IoTapplications [270, 275,
276, 278, 295–302].

Medhane et al. [295] proposed a blockchain-enabled
distributed security framework for next-generation IoT
applications by implementing an edge cloud security
framework using an SDN.,e proposed framework consists
of an IoTdevice layer, an edge cloud layer, and a blockchain-
enabled SDN. Gateway nodes in the edge cloud layer act as
access points for the distributed SDN and quickly detect
attacks by analyzing real-time data received from IoT de-
vices. All roaming IoT devices and SDN servers share data
through blockchain technology. ,e proposed security
framework shows improved results in terms of packet de-
livery rate, throughput, and delay compared with frame-
works without blockchain, edge cloud, and SDN. ,e
framework is also effective for data confidentiality, integrity,
and availability. However, energy consumption has
increased.

,e blockchain-based decentralized security architecture
proposed by Rathore et al. [298] is a layered model con-
sisting of sensing, edge computing, fog computing, and
cloud layers. ,e sensing layer comprises many smart de-
vices and widely distributed sensing nodes that monitor
various environments and activities in public infrastructure.
,e edge computing layer consists of low-power high-
performance SDN switches at the edge of the network. Each
SDN switch at the edge computing layer connects to mul-
tiple sensors, and the switch processes and analyzes the data
traffic of sensors. ,e fog computing layer with several SDN
controllers is connected to the SDN switch cluster at the edge
computing layer and analyzes the processed data. ,e SDN
controller of a fog computing node consists of four com-
ponents: traffic flow analyzer, traffic flow classifier, block-
chain-based attack detection module, and attack mitigation
module. Learning attack detection in the fog computing
layer can be distributed to reduce the computational
overhead and provide a fast response through simultaneous
computations. Moreover, the fog computing layer transmits
the traffic analysis results to the cloud layer. ,is decen-
tralized architecture improves the attack detection perfor-
mance by dynamically updating the attack detection model
of each fog computing node using blockchain technology. It
also prevents single points of failure inherent to centralized
architecture. However, there is an overhead for blockchain
operations.

It remains necessary to develop a secure distributed IoT
framework that integrates fog and edge computing, ML-
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based SDN, and blockchain technology. Using fog and edge
computing, the fog computing layer must analyze malicious
traffic flows using ML algorithms to construct an intelligent
attack detection model and dynamically update and manage
traffic rules at edge computing nodes.,is way, anML-based
SDN controller can enable fast attack detection. In addition,
data privacy at the fog node level must be considered. ,e
decentralized nature of blockchain supports secure dis-
tributed computing through the distributed trust concept.
IoT devices and SDN servers can safely share data using
blockchain [270, 295–298]. ,erefore, a secure and energy-
efficient blockchain-enabled architecture of ML-based SDN
controllers for IoT networks is still required [303]. As new
devices and applications are connected to IoT applications
over time, unknown attacks can be developed. ML-based
security is important to detect unknown attacks and respond

properly in real time. In addition, in a secure distributed
framework, IoT devices with limited resources can support
routing protocols with high throughput, low latency, and
low energy consumption. ,us, it remains necessary to
develop a blockchain-based lightweight security protocol
[281, 303].

4.5.2. Smart Objects in Smart M-IoT Applications. IoT de-
vices can detect valuable data to build many intelligent
applications. In addition, they canmake important decisions
to control their surroundings. Several IoT applications rely
on end-to-end security between IoT devices and the cloud.
However, realizing end-to-end security in IoTapplications is
difficult due to the wide variety of devices. In addition, most
IoTdevices have limited resources and cannot support heavy
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Figure 8: Topic trend estimation over time. We set the covariate to year and estimated the trends based on the change in the proportion of
studies on each topic over time.
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security applications such as firewalls. In [1], the intro-
duction of edge computing into IoT device security for
various applications is analyzed. Firewalls, intrusion de-
tection systems, distributed traffic monitoring, attribute-
based access control, and authentication protocols are an-
alyzed at the edge computing layer for resource-limited IoT
devices. To integrate edge computing, an algorithm and a
lightweight secure communication protocol to establish
trust between IoT devices and the edge should be first
developed.

Talavera et al. [2] investigated security issues between the
sensing layer and IoTdevices and those at the IoTapplication
layer, which involves smart homes, smart meters, smart
cities, smart grids, and other solutions that directly handle
end users and provide services. ,erefore, unique security
issues occur at this layer, such as data theft and privacy
issues. ,us, a method to quantify and manage risk levels
through rigorous penetration testing of IoT devices is re-
quired. Whenever IoT devices interact, a seamless authen-
tication process must be implemented. To protect the user
and environment data from being captured, mechanisms
based on cryptographic techniques such as RSA, SHA256, or
hash chain are needed. In addition, to increase the security
level, Talavera et al. [2] recommend further development of
recent technologies such as blockchain, fog and edge
computing, and ML-based solutions.

Shin and Byun [3] proposed a privacy protectionmethod
for IoT devices in a smart city by applying edge computing.
By processing data in near real time at the edge, they solve
the heterogeneity problem of IoT devices and improve the
overall performance, resulting in faster response times.

,erefore, their method provides better quality of service for
IoT applications.

To achieve smart applications, numerous IoT devices
deployed around the world should generate large amounts of
user and environment data. Consequently, much personal
information can be leaked, posing a threat to individuals and
the society as a whole. ,erefore, IoT applications and their
smart objects must be stable, secure, and robust. Smart objects
that have attracted increasing interest in recent years include
autonomous vehicles and UAVs. ,ey have been combined
with IoT to establish V2X communication and the Internet of
drones. However, security concerns such as personal infor-
mation protection, data encryption, and authentication re-
main to be addressed. Fog and edge computing, blockchain-
based and SDN-enabled V2X communication, and Internet of
drones can complete the available range of smart M-IoT
services that include smart health, smart homes, smart cities,
smart factories, smart agriculture, and smart transportation.
As a result, more diverse smart services should be proposed,
and the convergence of various fields will be promoted [101,
102, 132, 221, 302].

5. Conclusions

For the successful introduction and spread of smart M-IoT
applications, security is an essential requirement. Many re-
view studies have been conducted to understand IoTsecurity.
However, many of them have focused on specific areas of IoT
security. In addition, existing studies have primarily provided
in-depth professional content analysis. In contrast, we pro-
vide comprehensive initial insights in a different approach

Figure 9: Keywords closely related to the keyword “blockchain” in Figure 6.
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than previous studies. Our study provides IoT security key-
word clusters, keyword trends, topic classification, and topic
trends to interested researchers. ,en, we synthesize and
explain keyword evolution and topics with increasing influ-
ence. We recommend pursuing research on the development
of a secure decentralized framework integrating edge com-
puting,ML-based SDN, and blockchain, as well as research on
vehicles and UAVs as smart M-IoT objects.

Our research has various limitations. For instance, when
collecting articles to be analyzed, a keyword search was
performed on the article titles. ,erefore, articles implicitly
related to IoT security may be omitted from this study.
Nevertheless, our study provides new researchers with
comprehensive initial insights on the security required for
smart M-IoT. In addition, this study has demonstrated the
application of a method to perform a systematic mapping
study using big data mining to process many documents.
,is method can be applied to systematic reviews in other
fields.
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+e fifth-generationmobile communication technology (5G) provides high-bandwidth and low-latency data channels for massive
IoT terminals to access the core business network. At the same time, it also brings higher security threats and challenges. Terminal
identity authentication is an important security mechanism to ensure the core business network; however, most of the existing
solutions adopt a centralized authentication model. Once the number of authentication requests exceeds the processing capacity
of the authentication center service, it will cause authentication request congestion or deadlock. +e decentralized authentication
model can effectively solve the above problems. +is article proposes a decentralized IoT authentication scheme called A2 Chain.
First, A2 Chain uses edge computing to decentralize the processing of authentication requests and eliminate the burden on
authentication services and the network. Second, to implement cross-domain identity verification of IoT devices, A2 Chain uses
blockchain, and sidechain technologies are used to securely share the identity verification information of IoT devices. Addi-
tionally, A2 Chain replaces public key infrastructure (PKI) algorithm with identity-based cryptography (IBC) algorithm to
eliminate the management overhead caused by centralized authentication model.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of 5G networks, their fast speed,
low latency, and high access will provide a broader platform
for the development of IoT technology [1–3]. As defined by
3GPP, 5G supports access to at least 106 devices per square
kilometre [4]. As 5G powers IoT, it also brings huge chal-
lenges to IoT security [5]. +e authentication of IoT devices
is an important step in ensuring IoT security.

Traditional authentication schemes are usually central-
ized, which has high latency and untimely response prob-
lems in the 5G mass IoT device access scenario [6]. On the
one hand, the authentication server or network node will
have serious network congestion when massive IoT devices
ask for authentication in this era where IoT devices are
ubiquitous, and this will seriously affect the service quality of
IoT applications [7–11]. On the other hand, centralized
authentication usually requires the authentication center to
respond to the authentication request of the IoT device.

However, due to the long link distance, it cannot satisfy the
delay-sensitive applications (for example, the internet of
vehicles and unmanned aerial drones) [12]. Also, traditional
centralized authentication uses a public key infrastructure-
based authentication structure, which carries high compu-
tational and communication costs for IoT devices that have
limited resources in terms of power, memory, and pro-
cessing power [13, 14]. Secondly, in traditional public key
infrastructure- (PKI-) based authentication models, there is
a single point of failure and third-party trustworthiness
issues [15].

Decentralized IoT authentication can meet the authen-
tication needs of a large number of IoT devices, and au-
thentication latency issues can be solved by authenticating the
device identity through edge nodes. In decentralized au-
thentication scheme of IoT, the decentralized security
mechanism is necessary to protect network resources or data,
especially to ensure the consistency of authentication data of
edge authentication services. In recent years, blockchain
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technology has gained widespread attention in authentication
and access control research due to its decentralized and
cryptographic properties. +ere is a natural fit between
blockchain technology as a distributed ledger and the
decentralized edge computing model, and researchers have
already adopted edge computing to support services in
blockchain networks [16–18]. Besides, blockchain’s non-
falsifiability and fault tolerance make it a good solution to
authentication problems [19]. For example, in [20], the
feasibility of using blockchain technology for IoT device
authentication in edge computing systems is discussed, and
blockchain-based smart contracts are introduced to handle
the operation of authentication-related certificates; Jia et al.
[21] proposed a blockchain-based cross-domain authentica-
tion system applied to the authentication process for data
access to different IoT application domains; +e study [22]
was based on blockchain and elliptic curve cryptosystem
cross-data center authentication and key exchange programs.

However, in existing blockchain-based authentication
schemes, the authentication information of a large number
of IoT devices is stored in a single blockchain, which poses
a huge storage burden and scalability problem for block-
chain nodes. In this paper, we propose a decentralized IoT
authentication scheme combining edge computing and
sidechain techniques. We named it A2 Chain since the
proposed authentication model includes two types of
blockchains: application domain blockchain and alliance
blockchain. Compared to past work, the innovations and
contributions in this paper are as follows:

(1) Edge computing technology is adopted to de-
centralize the processing of authentication requests
through the authentication service nodes deployed at
the edge of the network. On the one hand, it reduces
the server burden caused by a large number of IoT
authentication requests. On the other hand, the
authentication service processing is close to the
terminal, which can reduce the network burden and
authentication delay and improve communication
efficiency.

(2) An IoTauthentication structure based on application
domain-alliance chains is proposed to deploy
blockchains in different application domains as well
as between application domains, respectively. +e
application domain blockchain acts as a sidechain for
the alliance blockchain. Each application domain
blockchain can run the intradomain authentication
process independently within the application do-
main. +e federation chain stores the authentication
information index of the application domain devices
and proves the existence of the authentication in-
formation by simplified payment verification (SPV)
proof when cross-domain authentication is required.
+is structure occupies less storage space and im-
proves the efficiency of searching for target
information.

(3) Identity-based cryptography (IBC) is proposed for
identity authentication without introducing any

trusted third parties. In this case, public key certif-
icates are no longer required, reducing the heavy
workload of issuing, maintaining, and revoking
digital certificates.

+e remainder of this paper is organized as follows: an
overview of the related work is given in Section 2. In Section
3, the problem is further stated. Section 4 provides an
overview of the proposed solution, Section 5 details the
certification process of the solution, and Section 6 verifies
the effectiveness and efficiency of the solution through ex-
periments. In Section 7, we discuss the shortcomings of the
program and look forward to future research directions.
Finally, in Section 8, we conclude the paper.

2. Related Work

2.1. Authentication Scheme Based on Traditional Scheme.
At present, IoT usually adopts centralized authentication,
which is more costly, prone to a single point of failure, and
less efficient in the case of mass device authentication. [23].
Esfahani et al. [24] proposed a lightweight industrial Internet
of +ings (IIoT) device authentication mechanism, but it
stores the authentication data on a local server. +erefore, it
is susceptible to a single point of failure. In order to meet the
authentication requirements of many IoT devices in the 5G
network environment, Ni et al. [25] used fog computing and
network slicing technology to propose an efficient and se-
cure service-oriented authentication framework. Users can
use the fog node to select the appropriate network slice
according to the service type of the access service and ef-
ficiently establish a connection with the core network. Gross
et al. [26] introduced an authentication method based on
IPsec and TLS. However, the higher computational cost
required by Gross’ scheme is intolerable for resource-con-
strained IoT devices. Lai et al. [27] proposed the CPAL
scheme in order to enable IoT devices to access the mobile
Internet all the time. In CPAL, secure roaming authenti-
cation can be provided for IoT devices through group sig-
nature technology.

2.2. Authentication Scheme Based on Blockchain.
Blockchain will play an important role in IoT device
management and security due to its characteristics such as
decentralized and untamperable. In [28], Hammi et al.
discussed the current dilemma in IoT authentication and
propose bubbles of trust, a decentralized authentication
scheme based on blockchain, to create a secure virtual area in
the blockchain, which enables IoT devices to communicate
securely. However, due to the closed nature of its virtual
region, IoT devices can only communicate with devices
belonging to the same region and cannot communicate
across domains. In [29], Bao et al. proposed the IoT Chain
scheme, which consists of an authentication layer, a block-
chain layer, and an application layer to achieve authenti-
cation, access control, privacy protection, lightweight
features, regional node fault tolerance, denial-of-service
resilience, and storage integrity. Khalid et al. [30] proposed
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a lightweight decentralized IoT based on the fog computing
and blockchain technology Internet authentication scheme,
IoT devices will be tied to the IoT application system where
they are located when they register, and the latter will issue
tokens for them, thus enabling secure communication be-
tween devices. Zhang et al. [31] proposed a blockchain-based
decentralized vehicle authentication scheme and designed
collaborative authentication based on secret sharing and
blockchain-based data tracking and trust management in
a dynamic agent edge computing model. Cui et al. [32], in
his study, a hybrid blockchain-based multi-WSN authen-
tication scheme, designed a wireless-aware network hier-
archical model and a hybrid blockchain model combining
private and public blockchains. For different types of de-
vices, different blockchains were used for authentication.
+e authentication information of all nodes was stored on
the public blockchain at that time, which caused a certain
storage burden.

3. Proposed Scheme

In this part, we design an application domain-alliance chain
IoT authentication model called A2 Chain to meet the need
for secure authentication in IoT. Firstly, the problem pre-
sented in this paper is stated; secondly, reasonable as-
sumptions are made about the scheme; and finally, based on
the above assumptions, our proposed authentication scheme
is presented.

3.1. Motivation and Basic Idea. Authentication is one of the
indispensable means to ensure the security of network
communication. 5G enables IoT to have higher transmission
speed and capacity and lower transmission delay and can
provide high coverage and massive device deployment for
the Internet of +ings applications [2, 3]. +ese massively
connected terminal devices simultaneously initiate au-
thentication requests, which will have a serious impact on
the authentication server [9–11]. In traditional authentica-
tion mechanisms, a centralized mechanism is usually used,
as in Figure 1(a), where all devices are authenticated through
a centrally located authentication server. In the case of
massive device access, centralized authentication will bring
about a challenge to the availability of legitimate devices, or
a weak link in resource exhaustion attacks [15, 33].

As a decentralized and distributed technology, block-
chain provides a new solution to the problems that exist in
IoT authentication [28, 34, 35]. As in Figure 1(b), block-
chain-based authentication schemes decentralize IoT au-
thentication by establishing a blockchain network at
a gateway or authentication server in the system to achieve
distributed management of the authentication process.
+ese solutions work well to overcome the single point of
failure of centralized authentication, third-party trust, and
the difficulty of resisting DoS attacks. However, there are still
some limitations and challenges of existing blockchain-
based authentication schemes as follows:

(1) Low authentication efficiency: the authentication
process for IoT applications requires an

authentication server to handle authentication re-
quests, although blockchain-based authentication
schemes enable distributed management of the au-
thentication process and no longer rely on a single
centralized authentication center. However, au-
thentication servers are usually deployed on the side
away from the end device or on cloud servers. +is
imposes higher latency and bandwidth consumption
on the authentication process [36]. And when in IoT
applications, latency-sensitive applications have
strict requirements on response time. In addition, as
the number of IoT devices increases, the burden on
the authentication server increases significantly,
which will also bring bottlenecks and delays in the
system communication, thus limiting the quality of
the system service.

(2) Scalability problem: with the popularity of IoT, the
identity authentication problem in IoTdoes not only
exist in a single IoT application, but also in different
IoT applications with the same authentication needs
[21, 37], which we call cross-domain authentication.
Blockchain-based authentication schemes are usu-
ally deployed in a single application domain or in-
telligent system, and authentication information
from different application domains or systems is not
interoperable, lacking an effective cross-domain
authentication scheme.

(3) Storage overload: even though some schemes solve
the cross-domain authentication problem to some
extent by forming federated blockchains [38–40],
due to the nature of the blockchain, the full node of
the blockchain must store every block on the
blockchain and the transactions it contains. +ere-
fore, each authentication server has to store all
registered IoT endpoint authentication information,
which includes not only authentication information
from this application, but also information from
other application domains. +e information from
other application domains may include a large
number of devices that do not require cross-domain
authentication, resulting in a waste of storage space.
All device information is stored in the federated
blockchain, and frequent authentication operations
consume a lot of resources and time, which does not
meet the real-time requirements of IoT.

To overcome the aforementioned shortcomings of
blockchain-based authentication, we propose to combine
blockchain-sidechain technology as well as edge computing
technology to authenticate IoT devices. In the decentralized
authentication scheme proposed in this paper, the basic
ideas include the following aspects. First, in the organization
of the authentication architecture, we propose an authen-
tication architecture based on edge computing to deploy
authentication service nodes at the edge of the network,
which we call edge authentication nodes (EAs). Since the
authentication service is closer to the end device side, au-
thentication requests from a large number of endpoints do
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not need to be sent to the core network, which can effectively
reduce authentication latency and network burden [41, 42].
Second, we use blockchain and sidechain technology to build
different application domain blockchains and alliance
blockchains to share authentication information, instead of
the trusted third-party authorization process. On the one
hand, different application domains can ensure the in-
dependence of their own applications in different sidechains;
on the other hand, sidechain technology provides a secure
decentralized peer-to-peer data-sharing platform, and each
application domain does not need to store unnecessary
authentication information, which reduces the storage
burden of blockchain nodes and improves the scalability of
the authentication model [43, 44]. Finally, in terms of the
signature algorithm, we propose to adopt an identity-based
signature algorithm [45], which can determine the au-
thenticity of the user without a trusted third party and
reduce the overhead of storing certificates on the end device.

When a user’s device wants to access the network of the
application domain to which it belongs, it can initiate an
authentication request to the nearest edge authentication
server to quickly pass identity authentication. When the
device wants to access the network or data of other appli-
cation domains, it can use sidechain technology to prove the
reliability of its authentication information through SPV to
achieve cross-domain authentication. In the following
chapters, we will describe our plan in detail.

3.2. Assumptions. We propose an IoT authentication model
scheme based on an application domain-alliance blockchain
based on several reasonable assumptions that can be satisfied
under certain conditions. +e assumptions are as follows:

(1) Each IoT device has a unique object identifier [21],
the object identifier (OID) structure is <Domain_ID.
Category_ ID. Entity_ID>, and Table 1 describes the
meaning of each field

(2) All domain management nodes and edge authenti-
cation nodes are legitimate and trusted

(3) +e system initialization and key distribution pro-
cess is secure

3.3. System Architecture. According to different node
functions, IoT nodes can be divided into domain manage-
ment nodes, edge authentication nodes, and terminal de-
vices. In order to facilitate the management of IoT devices
and achieve their secure authentication, the system archi-
tecture is designed as shown in Figure 2 according to the
different terminal device functions or usage scenarios. +e
entire architecture is divided into multiple application do-
mains, and each network includes domain management
nodes, edge authentication nodes, and end devices:

(1) Domain manage node (DM): the main function is to
manage the nodes in the application domain. As
a node manager, it is trusted by the nodes in the
network, and the terminal devices in the application
domain need to register with the domain manage
node before entering the network, and the domain
manage node generates the private key for them
according to the identity information provided and
returns to the terminal devices.

(2) Edge authentication node (EA): edge authentication
node is used to authenticate the identity of end
devices and has strong computational and storage
capabilities. Edge authentication nodes are deployed
decentralized at the edge of the network, near the end
device side, and have low latency, which reduces the
load on authentication services and the network [12].
+rough distributed edge authentication nodes, we
have realized the decentralization of the authenti-
cation structure.
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Figure 1: (a) Centralized and (b) decentralized authentication models.
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(3) Terminal device (TD): +is consists mainly of a large
number of IoT terminal devices deployed in various
application scenarios for sensing, serving, and
communicating.+ese devices can detect or generate
data for transmission to different IoT applications.
Authentication is required to access the network or
to access data.

3.3.1. Types of Authentication. +e various nodes in the
network collaborate with each other to accomplish various
IoT application tasks. When a terminal device accesses the
network or needs to access data, it needs to be authenticated,
and in our proposed scenario, two types of authentication
scenarios are involved:

(A) Intradomain authentication: due to business re-
quirements, the terminal device needs access to its
registered application domain data, as shown in
Request 1 in Figure 2. In this case, the edge au-
thentication node can easily retrieve the public
parameters of the terminal signature through the
application domain blockchain to authenticate the
identity of the terminal device. Such authentication
type we call intradomain authentication.

(B) Cross-domain authentication: with the rapid de-
velopment of IoT, the number of application do-
mains is increasing rapidly, and the interaction
between different application domains is becoming
more frequent. In some cases, devices from different
application domains need to collaborate to complete
a task, and terminal devices need to access appli-
cation domain data outside their registered appli-
cation domain, such as request 2 in Figure 2. Unlike
intradomain authentication scenarios, application
domains do not necessarily trust each other, as
a domain is usually reluctant to let others access its
sensitive data. In addition, the edge authentication
node and the terminal device belong to different
application domains, and the public parameters of
the system signature are also different; in order to
achieve the secure transmission of data from dif-
ferent application domains and terminal commu-
nication, cross-domain authentication of IoT
terminals needs to be implemented, and the detailed
process is described in Section 4.

3.3.2. A2 Chain Model. In the past blockchain-based au-
thentication schemes, IoT nodes join the same blockchain
network, but a large number of IoT nodes frequently un-
dergoing authentication operations will bring a lot of re-
sources and time consumption, cannot meet the real-time

requirements of IoT devices [29]; at the same time, different
application domains join the same blockchain, application
domain authentication devices not only need to store the
authentication information in this domain, but also need to
store the authentication information of other application
domains, greatly increasing the storage pressure of the
authentication device and information search space, will also
affect the efficiency of the authentication service.

To this end, in this paper, we propose an A2 Chain
authentication model, which consists of two main parts: the
application domain blockchain and the alliance blockchain.

(1) Alliance blockchain: all domain management nodes
are connected to the alliance blockchain as nodes of
the alliance blockchain. +e alliance blockchain is
connected to multiple application domain block-
chains via domain management nodes for secure
management and sharing of authentication in-
formation between different application domains.

(2) Application domain blockchain: application domain
blockchain consists of domain management nodes
and edge authentication nodes according to the
application domain and location, which avoids the
consumption of computation and storage irrelevant
transactions and reduces the delay caused by
transmission. +e application domain blockchain is
used to store the authentication information of end
devices within the domain.

In addition, through the noncentralized nature of the
blockchain, A2 Chain does not require a trusted third-party
entity and achieves a good decentralized authentication.

3.4. Signature Algorithm. In the authentication process, the
proposed system uses an identity-based cryptosystem [45].
Since there is no need to use public key certificates in
identity-based cryptographic systems and no trusted third-
party entities to issue certificates, it satisfies the need for
decentralized authentication. Moreover, the use of identity-
based signature algorithms can reduce the complexity of
deployment and management and has unique advantages in
protecting IoT applications.

We use the identity-based cryptographic standard SM9
[46] issued by the State Cryptography Administration for
authentication, and the strength of SM9’s encryption is
equivalent to the RSA encryption algorithm for 3072-bit
keys.

+e SM9 signature algorithm consists of five steps:
system parameter generation, master key generation, device
key generation, signature generation, and signature verifi-
cation. +e signer holds an identity and a corresponding
private key, which is generated by the key generation server

Table 1: OID description.

Field Mandatory (M)/Option (O) Interpretation
Domain ID M Registered domain ID
Category ID O Categories of entities in the security domain, such as devices and servers
Entity ID M +e unique number assigned to the entity
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(KGS) through the combination of the master private key
and the signer’s identity. +e signer uses its own private key
to generate a digital signature on the data, and the verifier
uses the signer’s identity to generate its public key to verify
the reliability of the signature, i.e., to verify the authenticity
and integrity of the sent data and the identity of the data
sender:

System parameter generation (SPG): it includes the
curve identifier cid; the parameters q of the base field Fq

of the elliptic curve; the parameters a and b of the
elliptic curve equation; the prime factor N of the curve
order and the residual factor cf relative toN; the
embedding degree k of the curve E(Fq) with respect to
N; the generator P1 of the N order cyclic subgroup G1
of E(Fqd1), where d1 divides k; the generator P2 of the
N-order cyclic subgroup G2 of E(Fqd2), where d2 di-
vides k; identifier eid for bilinear pair e, bilinear pair
e: G1 × G2⟶ GT, the order of GT is N; optionally, the
homomorphic mapping Ψ from G2 to G1.
System master key generation (MKGen): the KGS
server generates a random number s ∈ [1, N − 1] as the
system’s master private key and computes the element
Ppub � [s]P2 in G2 as the system’s master public key
pair (s, Ppub).
Device signature key generation (DKGen): KGS selects
and exposes a byte to represent the private key gen-
eration function identifier hid. Assuming the device’s
identity is ID, to generate the device’s private key d,
KGS first computes t1 � H1(ID‖hid, N) + s on the

finite domain FN. If t1 � 0, then it is necessary to re-
generate the master private key, compute and expose
the master public key, and update the existing device’s
private key; otherwise compute t2 � s · t−1

1 , and then
calculate d � [t2]P1. d is the user’s signed private key.
Signature generation (SigGen): assuming the message
to be signed is a bit string M, perform the algorithmic
steps given in Algorithm 1 as a signature device in order
to obtain the digital signature (h, S) of the message M.
Signature verification (SigVer): in order to verify the
received message M and its digital signature (h, S), the
verifier performs the following arithmetic steps:

4. Authentication Mechanism

In this section, we will present the working of the proposed
A2 Chain. +e system consists of three main phases: the
initialization phase, the registration phase, and the device
authentication phase.

4.1. Initialization Phase. In the initialization phase, each
domain management node uses the SPG algorithm to
generate public parameter group parameters and calls
MKGen and DKGen to generate master key pair (s, Ppub)

and asymmetric key pairs DMSK, DMI D of the domain
management node, in which DMSK demonstrates the signed
private key of the domain management node and DMI D

represents the identity of the domain management node and
the public key corresponding to DMSK.
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Figure 2: System architecture of A2 Chain.
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After generating public parameters and keys, the domain
management node broadcasts them in the application do-
main; creates blocks with the identity ID DMI D, the public
parameter group parameters, and the master public key
P pub; writes them into the application domain blockchain;
and stores their block numbers in the alliance blockchain.
+e relevant steps are as follows:

(1) First, the domain management node generates the
public parameter group parameters, the master key
pair (s, Ppub), and the asymmetric key pair
DMSK, DMI D

(2) +e domain management node creates a transaction
T1 � (DI D, DMI D, parameters, Ppub) in the appli-
cation domain blockchain and checks whether there
is a DMI Din the blockchain to verify the transaction,
where DID indicates the application domain ID

(3) If DMI D already exists in the application domain
blockchain, the transaction validation fails and an
error notification is returned to the domain man-
agement node

(4) If theDMI D does not exist in the application domain
blockchain, the transaction will be allowed and a new
block will be created for it

(5) When the domain management node initialization is
successful, the domain management node DMI D,
domain ID, and its block number Block_num are

uploaded to the alliance blockchain to form a ref-
erence record of the authentication information
sharing process

(6) +e domain management node calls the DKGen
algorithm to generate the device’s signature private
key TDSK according to the device’s identification
TDI D, and the domain management node calls the
SigGen algorithm to sign the TDSK and generate the
signature Sig (TDSK) to send the device’s signature
private key TDSK with the signature Sig (TDSK) to
the device TDI Din a secure manner

4.2. Registration Phase. During this phase, the IoT device
will register with a domain management node within its
application domain, and upon successful registration, the
device will be associated with that application domain and
the associated information will be counted in the alliance
blockchain.

+e main steps in the registration phase are as follows:

(1) +e device sends the registration request message
M1 � TDI D

����DMI D

���� RequestReg
����� LT ‖ TS ‖SigGen

(TDI D

�����DMI D

�����RequestReg
�����LT‖TS)TDSK

to the do-
main management node; M1 includes the identifier
TDI D, the domain management node DMI D, the
registration request ReqestReg, life time (LT), time-
stamp (TS), and the corresponding signature

Input: message M, Ppub, and parametersm private key d
Output: signature (h, S)

(1) Compute the element g � e(P1, Ppub) in group GT;
(2) Generate a random number r ∈ [1, N − 1];
(3) Compute the element� gr in the group GT, converting the data type of ω to a bit string;
(4) Compute the integer h � H2(M‖ω, N);
(5) Compute the integer L � (r − h) mod N; if L� 0, then return 2;
(6) Compute the element S � [L]d in group G1;
(7) Convert the data types h and S to byte strings and the signature of the message M is (h, S).

ALGORITHM 1: Signature generation (SigGen) algorithm.

Input: message M, Ppub, parameters, ID, and signature (h, S)
Output: verification result—succeed or fail.

(1) Convert the data type of h to an integer, check whether h ∈ [1, N − 1] holds, and if it does not, the verification fails;
(2) Convert the data type of S to a point on an elliptic curve, and check whether S ∈ G1 holds, and if not, the verification fails;
(3) Compute the element g � e(P1, Ppub) in the group GT;
(4) Compute the element t � gh in the group GT;
(5) Compute the integer h1 � H1(ID‖hid, N);
(6) Compute the element P � [h1]P2 + Ppub in the group G2;
(7) Compute the element u � e(S, P) in the group GT;
(8) Compute the element ω � u · t in the group GT, converting the data type of ω to a bit string;
(9) Compute the integer h2 � H2(M‖ω, N), check whether h2 � h is valid, if so the verification passes; otherwise the verification fails.

ALGORITHM 2: Signature verification (SigVer) algorithm.
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(2) Upon receipt of the message M1, the domain
management node verifies that the received DMI D is
in this application domain and that theTDI D has not
been registered

(3) If the DMI D does not belong to the application
domain or a device with a TDI D that has been
registered, registration will not be allowed and the
registration process will be terminated

(4) If the DMI D belongs to the application domain and
the TDI D is not registered, registration is allowed

(5) Call the SigVer algorithm to verify the validity of the
message by verifying the signature. If the validation
is valid, the registration process continues; otherwise
the registration process is aborted

(6) +e domain management node creates a transaction
T2 �

TDI D‖DMI D‖LT‖SigGen(UI D‖DMI D‖LT)DMSK
in

the application domain blockchain, and the block
structure is shown in Figure 3

(7) When the new device registration is successful, the
device TDI D and its block number Block_num will
be uploaded to the alliance blockchain along with
the corresponding domain management node
DMI D to form a reference record of the authen-
tication information sharing process, as shown in
Figure 4

Due to the business requirements of IoTapplications, etc.,
the terminal device may need access to the network or data of
other application domains. When a terminal device requests
access to other application domains, the terminal device needs
to be authenticated, i.e., cross-domain authentication. At this
point, it can be combined with our previous study—IRBA
scheme [21], where an end device with cross-domain access
needs can make a cross-domain authorization request to the
domain management node and the end device obtains the
authorization from the management node of the application
domain it needs to access through a threshold signature and
credits the authorization to the alliance blockchain.

Similar to the terminal device registration process, an
edge authentication node registers with the domain man-
agement node of the application domain to which it belongs
in the same way to obtain its signature key pair. EAI D and its
block number Block_num and the corresponding domain
management node DMI D are also uploaded to the alliance
blockchain to form a reference record of the authentication
information sharing process.

4.3. Authentication Phase. In the authentication phase, the
authentication process is divided into intradomain and
cross-domain authentication.

4.3.1. Intradomain Authentication. +e edge authentication
node authenticates the identity of the registered device. +e
edge authentication node authenticates the following con-
ditions to allow the device to communicate and access to
other devices or to the system: (1) the DMI Dexists in the

application domain blockchain; (2) the TDI D is registered in
the application domain blockchain; (3) the TDI D is in the
life cycle of the registration; (4) verify that the registration
information is valid; and (5) verify that the TDI D signature
is valid.

+e authentication process within the application do-
main is described as follows:

(1) +e device TD sends authentication request mes-
sage M2 � RequestAuth local

�����DI D

����DMI D

���� TDI D

����

TS‖Hash(Sig(TDI D

����DMI D

����LT)DMSK
)

������Sig

(RequestAuth local

����� DI D

����DMI D

����TDI D

����TS)TDSK
,

RequestAuth local on behalf of the application do-
main authentication request, DI D on behalf of the
application domain to which the terminal device
belongs,DMI D indicates the domain management
node identity associated with the device,
TDI Dindicates the identity of the device, TS for the
timestamp, and Sig indicates the Signature for
TDI D.

(2) +e edge authentication nodes check for the
presence of the application domain blockchain for
DMI D.

(3) If DMID does not exist in the application domain
blockchain, the authentication process ends with
an error; otherwise, the edge authentication node
obtains the master public key Ppub and the public
parameter parameters of DMI D and proceeds to
the next authentication step.

(4) Checking for the presence of TDI D in the appli-
cation domain blockchain.

(5) If the given TDI D does not exist in the application
domain blockchain, the authentication process
stops due to an error. Otherwise, the process will
continue to the next step.

(6) Check that TDI D is within the life cycle of the
registration.

(7) If not in the life cycle, stop the authentication;
otherwise continue to the next step.

(8) Check that the hash of the
����DMI D signature of the

registration information is consistent.
(9) Verifying the validity of the signature

Sig(RequestAuth local

�����DI D

����DMI D

����TDI D

����TS)TDSK
.

(10) If the signature validation is successful, the au-
thentication is successful; if the signature validation
fails, the authentication fails.

(11) +e edge authentication node returns the authen-
tication results to the device and signs the results
using the private key.

(12) +e terminal device confirms the validity of the
result by verifying the signature of the authenti-
cation result.

Because the device authentication process is implemented at
the nearest edge authentication node rather than on a cloud-
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based server, the communication burden and latency are greatly
reduced.

4.3.2. Cross-Domain Authentication. At present, a wide
range of IoTapplications are widely used and a large amount
of IoT data is generated in different applications. Sharing
data with other areas can be more useful as data sharing
allows for a more rational allocation of resources and saves
social costs. In order to achieve secure data sharing, future
IoT networks need to implement a secure data sharing
mechanism. In this case, if the terminal device needs to
access data across application domains, the accessing ap-
plication domain needs to be authenticated. However, if the
previous authentication information block does not exist in
the accessed application domain, the device will be required
to re-register in the new application domain, which will take
a lot of effort and time. +erefore, the authentication in-
formation should be able to be shared between application
domains. In the cross-domain authentication process, we
propose the use of sidechaining techniques to share au-
thentication information from different application domains
and use SPVs to prove the validity of the authentication
information.

(1) Sidechain andMerkel Tree. Sidechain technology [47] was
proposed to improve the scalability and extensibility of the
blockchain, the basic idea being that digital assets can be
transferred from one blockchain to another via sidechain
protocols and to reduce the burden on the main chain,
thereby increasing the throughput and speed of transactions
[44, 48]. +e flow of data between the main chain and the
sidechains can be done using SPV (simple payment verifi-
cation) proofs. SPV proofs consist of two parts: a list of block
headers and a cryptographic proof, such as a Merkle proof,
which indicates that a certain output occurred at a certain
block in the list [49]. To prove that a certain transaction
exists in a block, simply calculate the final Merkle root using
the hash of this transaction against the hash of other related
transactions and compare it to the root of the block header.
If the result of the calculation agrees with the Merkle root of
the block header, the transaction is proven to exist in this
block. As shown in Figure 5, if we need to verify that a block
contains a transaction Tx C and can get the hash value of the
Merkle tree root, then we only need the Merkle path con-
sisting of the hash values of N3 and N4 to prove it, as follows:

(1) First calculate the hash value of the transaction TX C,
N2�Hash (TX C).

(2) +e hash value of the parent node is then obtained by
summing the hash values of N2 and N3 and cal-
culating the hash: N5�Hash (N2+N3).

(3) As above, calculate the hash value of the root node
from the hash values of N4 and N5: root� hash
(N4 +N5)

(4) Finally compare the hash value from the previous
calculation with the root hash value ofMerkle Tree in
the block header; if it is the same then, the trans-
action TX C exists; otherwise it does not.

As we discussed in Section 3.1, existing blockchain-based
authentication schemes suffer from authentication in-
efficiencies, scalability, and storage overloads. We propose to
use a decentralized edge computing model to reduce au-
thentication latency to improve authentication efficiency. To
handle scalability and storage problems, we propose to build
blockchains of different application domains using sidechain
technology.

Sidechain, which is an extension of the blockchain,
provides a decentralized peer-to-peer platform to maintain
stored data while securely transferring authentication in-
formation between different application domains. +e ad-
vantage of A2 Chain’s use of sidechain architecture is the
independence of data and smart contracts, the alliance
blockchain is primarily responsible for indexing, and the
burden of the alliance blockchain does not increase with the
number of application domains, avoiding the problem of
rapid growth of data in the alliance blockchain. If the index
between the alliance blockchain and the application domain
blockchain is discarded, the application domain blockchain
is an independently running blockchain that can run the
domain authentication process independently. Based on the
above, the sidechain technology not only improves the
overall scalability of the system but also reduces the storage
space of each application domain server and improves the
search efficiency.

(2) Cross-Domain Authentication Process. +e cross-domain
authentication process is described below:

(1) +e device TD sends an authentication request
message M3 � RequestAuth cross

�����DI D

���� DMI D

����

TDI D

����TS‖parameters
����Ppub

�����Sig(TDI D

���� DMI D

����

LT)DMSK

������Sig(RequestAuth cross

�����DI D

����DMI D

����TDI D
���� TS)TDSK

to the edge authentication node EAB to
access the application domain B. +e DI D terminal
device belongs to the application domain,
RequestAuth cross is a cross-domain authentication
request, DMI D indicates the domain management
node identity associated with the device, TDI D

indicates the identity of the device, TS is a time-
stamp, parameters, Ppub indicates the public pa-
rameters required for its signature, and Sig indicates
the signature of TDI D.

(2) +e edge authentication node EAB receives the
authentication request, and the authentication re-
quest is forwarded to the domainmanagement node
DMB of the application domain in which it is
located.
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(3) After the domain management node DMB receives
the request, it searches the alliance blockchain
containing the corresponding information
(includingDMI D,TDI D, and the corresponding
Block_num) through the authentication terminal
device ID and its management domain manage-
ment node ID to judge that the terminal device has
been registered. If it is not registered, then stop the
authentication; otherwise, continue the authenti-
cation process.

(4) Get the Merkle_Path of DMI D andTDI D in the
blockchain of the application domain to which it
belongs via Block_num.

(5) Verify the authentication information provided
by the device. Compute the hash value of the
authentication information provided by the end
device and the hash value of each node on its
Merkle_Path, and compute the hash Merkle_hash
of the Merkle root of the block in which it is
located.

(6) Check that the computed Merkle_hash matches the
Merkle_Root of the block header of the block in
which it is located.

(7) Verify that the signature
Sig(RequestAuth cross

�����DI D

����DMI D

����TDI D

����TS)TDSK

is valid.
(8) Get terminal device authorization information to

verify that the signature is valid.
(9) Return authentication results to the edge authen-

tication server.

(10) +e edge authentication server forwards the results
to the terminal device and attaches a signature that
uses the private key.

(11) Upon receipt of the authentication result that has
been signed by the EAB node, the terminal device
will perform the same validation process to verify
the signature to confirm the validity of the au-
thentication result.

+e authentication process and algorithm are shown in
Figure 6 and Algorithm 3, respectively. At the end of the
authentication process, the accessed application domain
saves the end device’s authentication information in the local
blockchain so that the end device can later achieve fast
authentication and simplify the cross-domain authentica-
tion process. (Algorithm 3).

5. Security Evaluation

In order to ensure the effective operation and service of the
proposed authentication scheme, in this section, we analyse
the proposed scheme for common security requirements
and attacks in IoT applications:

(1) Integrity authentication: requests in the proposed
system are signed by the requesting party using an
identity-based signature algorithm before they are
sent, and the final request message contains the data
and the signature of the requestor. +e receiving
party can verify the message with the signature. In
addition, authentication-related information is
submitted to the alliance blockchain and the

Registration phase

Intradomain auth

Cross-domain auth

UE EA_A DM_A EA_BDomain
blockchain A

Alliance
blockchain

Verify

Verify

Verify

Return result

Return information

Return

Return auth_result

Return auth_result

Search information

Search information

Request_auth_cross

Request_Reg

Request_auth_local

SPV verification

Store device information
Store index

Figure 6: Overview of the authentication process. +e device TD belongs to application domain A with intradomain authentication and
cross-domain authentication, respectively.
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application domain blockchain. Due to the features
of the blockchain, the data cannot be tampered with
once submitted, also ensuring the integrity of the
message.

(2) Scalability: due to a large number of IoT appli-
cations and terminal devices, scalability is one of
the important security requirements for IoT ap-
plications. In our proposed solution, terminal

devices that can effectively authenticate access an
identity-based signature scheme, and terminals do
not need to store CA certificates, which is more
flexible. +e combination of application domain
blockchain and alliance blockchain makes cross-
domain authentication more convenient and
business expansion of IoT applications more
convenient and secure.

Initialization phase
(1) if (DMID.exist� true) then
(2) return error()
(3) else
(4) creat.block(DID, DMID, parameters, Ppub, Domian_Chain)
(5) creat.block(DID, DMID, Block_num, Alliance_Chain)
(6) end if
Registration phase
(1) if (DID.exist� true) then
(2) get(parameters, Ppub)
(3) If (TDID.exist� false) then
(4) If (Sig.TDID � valid) then
(5) creat.block(TDID,DMID, LT, Sig(TDID‖DMID‖LT)(DMSK),Domain Chain)

(6) creat.block(TDID,DMID,Block num, cross authorization,Alliance Chain)

(7) reg_sucess
(8) end if
(9) end if
(10) else
(11) return error()
(12) end if
Intradomain authentication
(1) if (DMID.exist� true) then
(2) get(parameters, Ppub)
(3) if (TDID.exist&LT� true) then
(4) if (Hash(Sig.DMID)&Sig.TDID � valid) then
(5) return auth_sucess
(6) end if
(7) end if
(8) else
(9) return error()
(10) end if
Cross-domain authentication
(1) if (DMID.exist&TDID.exit� true) then
(2) get(parameters, Ppub)
(3) DMID.Merkle_Path� getDomainChainPath(DMID.Block_num)
(4) DMID.Merkle_Root� getDomainChainPath(DMID.Block_num)
(5) DMID.Merkle_hash� computeMerkleTree(DMID_info, Merkle_Path)
(6) if (DMID.Merkle_hash�DMID.Merkle_Root) then
(7) TDID.Merkle_Path� getDomainChainPath(TDID.Block_num)
(8) TDID.Merkle_Root� getDomainChainRoot(TDID.Block_num)
(9) TDID.Merkle_hash� computeMerkleTree(TDID_info, Merkle_Path)
(10) if (TDID.Merkle_hash�TDID.Merkle_Root) then
(11) if (Sig.TDID)&cross_authorization� valid) then
(12) return auth_sucess
(13) end if
(14) end if
(15) end if
(16) else
(17) return error()
(18) end if

ALGORITHM 3: Authentication mechanism.
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(3) Non-repudiation authentication: requests require
a signature from the sender, and the private key used
for the signature is generated by the sender’s identifier
and is kept by the sender. +erefore, the sender cannot
repudiate the authentication request it has made.

(4) Authentication: for the terminal device that is going
to access the network, it will first be registered in the
system. +e registration information will remain in
the blockchain, and during the authentication pro-
cess, the smart contract will check its legitimacy to
allow the device to access the network.

(5) Mutual authentication: first, in our scheme, we assume
that all domain management nodes and edge au-
thentication nodes are trustworthy; if there are mali-
cious nodes disguised as authentication nodes to
perform phishing attacks on terminal devices, in our
scheme, we require the authentication nodes to sign the
authentication results, and the terminal devices can
identify whether the authentication nodes are trust-
worthy and the validity of the authentication results by
verifying the signatures.

(6) Sybil attack: in our proposed scheme, each endpoint
device has a unique TDID in the network and is as-
sociatedwith its registered application domainDID and
domain management node DMID during the regis-
tration process, and each communication is preceded
by endpoint authentication. Authentication takes place
on the application domain blockchain and the feder-
ation blockchain. It is not possible for an attacker to
forge legitimate nodes in the network to communicate
with other nodes.

(7) Spoofing attack: because each communication must be
authenticated and its signature must be verified each
time to prove its unique identity, an attacker cannot
fake the identity of another node for an attack.

(8) Message replay attack: in our scheme, authentication
requests need to be signed with a timestamped token
attached to them. A request with invalid signature
validation will be rejected by the system.

(9) Denial of service attack: authentication servers are
scattered around the edge of the network, and attackers
cannot expend significant resources on denial of service
attacks against all authentication nodes. Even if one or
some of the nodes fail, the remaining nodes can still work
without affecting the normal operation of the system.

+rough the above analysis, we compare it with existing
blockchain-based IoT authentication solutions and get the
results as shown in Table 2. Our proposed solution is more
comprehensive in terms of security.

6. Performance Evaluation

6.1. Experimental Setup. We simulate two application do-
main blockchains and one alliance blockchain in our ex-
periments, each containing the necessary entities, including
domain management nodes and edge authentication nodes.

+e edge authentication node for each application domain
runs on a separate host configured with an Intel (R) Core
(TM) i7-6600U CPU with 8 GB of RAM. +e domain
management nodes run in a virtual machine that uses
VMware Workstation 15 Pro hosted on an Intel (R) Core
(TM) i7-6700 CPU 3.40 GHZ and 16GB RAM. Four edge
authentication nodes are set up per application domain. All
machines are interconnected in a local network. +e net-
work connection of the virtual machines is configured to
connect directly to the same LAN as the host in bridge
mode. Terminal device operations are performed on
a laptop with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6300HQ and 4GB
RAM.

+e blockchain platform we have chosen for the pro-
posed system is Hyperledger Fabric [51]. Hyperledger
Fabric provides a scalable and extensible architecture that
provides the basis for developing blockchain applications
with a modular architecture. Unlike public blockchains, the
Fabric platform is license-based, meaning that the par-
ticipants in the blockchain network are not completely
trustless with each other, which ensures the trustworthiness
of the nodes. Smart contracts in Fabric become chain codes,
and the writing of chain codes in Fabric can be done using
the Written in a common programming language (e.g., Go,
Node.js, and Java) rather than being restricted to domain-
specific languages (domain-specific language, DSL), and
Fabric does not require any transaction fees to perform
operations such as chain coding or querying blockchain
information. For authentication services, we use remote
authentication dial-in user service (RADIUS) [52] to build
the authentication servicer, which is often used to provide
AAA (authenticate, authority, and audit) services. We
chose the open source project, YH-RADIUS [53]. +is
project implements an extensible development framework
for RADIUS.

6.2. Computing Consumption. Each entity is involved in
different cryptographic operations during the system op-
eration. We summarize the cryptographic operations in-
volved in the operation of the system, as shown in Table 3 (in
statistics, the authorization issuance and verification of the
cross-domain authentication process is not available yet).
Also, Table 4 shows the computational burden of the dif-
ferent components of the system during its operation. It
should be noted that operations such as hashing, integer
addition, and multiplication are not taken into account, as
they take very little time in the tests.

Table 2: Security comparison of different schemes.

[37] [17] [18] [28] [29] [50] A2

Chain
Sybil ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Message replay ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
DOS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Scalability ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Cross-domain
authentication ✓ ✓ ✓

Decentralization ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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Table 5 shows the computational overhead of the dif-
ferent components of the test in different processes. From
the computational overhead, it can be seen that the main
overhead of our proposed system lies in the initialization of
the domain management nodes and the registration process
of the end devices, which do not need to be performed in the
authentication. +e results show that common smart IoT
devices can bear the computational burden of the system. In
addition, the bilinear pair computation g � e(P1, Ppub) in
the used SM9 signature algorithm can be stored as a constant
in advance in the end devices during the signature process to
further reduce the computational burden.

To further demonstrate the advantage of our proposed
system in terms of computational overhead, we compare it with
existing authentication schemes ES3A [25], CPAL [27], LCCH
[54], and E-AUA [55]. We first compared the overhead on the
user side, as shown in Figure 7(a). It is clear that our proposed
scheme takes less time to implement on the user side than the
other schemes, as shown in Figure 7(b). We compared the
computational overhead on the service side, and our proposed
scheme also outperforms the other schemes.

In order to assess the time cost of the relevant operations
on the blockchain, we used the blockchain testing tool
Hyperledger Caliper [56] to test each type of operation
10,000 times, with run times as shown in Table 6. +e time
cost of both the registration and the transaction process is
about 200ms, which may seem high, but it is acceptable.
+erefore, registration and transactions do not happen
frequently, but only when new devices are registered and
device authentication information is changed. It takes about
10 milliseconds to look up the authentication information
on the blockchain. In the authentication process, even taking
into account the time spent querying the blockchain, the
time spent is far less compared to other schemes.

We further counted the number of computational oper-
ations included in each scheme, as shown in Table 7. It can be
seen from the table that ES3A [25], CPAL [27], and LCCH [54]
are the three schemes with more complex cryptographic op-
erations. E-AUA [55] and our proposed scheme are simpler in
terms of cryptographic operations compared to the other three
schemes, thus achieving a better performance.

6.3. Communication Consumption. In this section, we an-
alyse the communication overhead of the proposed scheme.
+e end device sends 192 bytes signed authentication re-
quest to the edge authentication node. In the intra-appli-
cation domain authentication process, the edge

authentication node obtains the relevant authentication
information directly from the local blockchain to verify the
signature and authenticate the end device. In the cross-
domain authentication process, the edge authentication
node forwards the request to the domain management node
after receiving the authentication request. +e domain
management node obtains 196 bytes of authentication in-
formation in a two-way Peg protocol. At the end of the
authentication, the 32-byte authentication result is returned
to the interrupting device. +erefore, the communication
overhead of our scheme during intradomain and cross-
domain authentication is 228 bytes and 616 bytes,
respectively.

+e number of interactions of our proposed scheme is
significantly less than other schemes in the authentication
process, and there is no certificate exchange process.
+erefore, compared with ES3A, LCCH, CPAL, and E-AUA
whose communication cost is 1336 bytes, 2016 bytes, 1232
bytes, and 652 bytes, respectively, the communication cost of
our scheme is much smaller and more efficient. In Figure 8,
we list the cost comparison between the above schemes and
our scheme, which shows more visually the advantages of
our scheme in communication overhead performance.

6.4. Storage Consumption. Different from existing block-
chain-based authentication schemes, in our scheme the
alliance blockchain stores only the index information of
the IoT devices, so only simplified blocks of information
need to be stored additionally in the domain management
nodes. In contrast, in the existing scheme, the entire
blockchain is updated by all nodes each time a new device
is registered.

In our scheme, it is assumed that there are 10 application
domains, each containing 10,000 IoT devices. As described
in the scheme, the authentication information of the
blockchain storage device in the application domain is about
8 bytes in the federation blockchain storage device ID and
block number. +e block header is 80 bytes, and the au-
thentication information is about 192 bytes. For the tradi-
tional blockchain-based case and our proposed scheme, the
storage overhead is about 26.32MB and 5.95MB, re-
spectively. Our proposed scheme is only 22.6% of the tra-
ditional blockchain-based scheme, which greatly reduces the
available storage space.

7. Discussion

A2 Chain builds a decentralized IoT authentication scheme
by introducing blockchain-sidechain technology with edge
computing technology. In this scheme, we utilize the edge
computing model to reduce authentication latency. How-
ever, in IoTapplications, there are some scenarios where the
terminals are dense. In this case, the authentication service
needs to implement load balancing and congestion control
for authentication requests.+is is one of our future research
directions.

In addition, in our scheme, we apply an identity-based
signature algorithm SM9, and the keys of the terminal

Table 3: Notation description of cryptographic operations.

Notation Description
TPA1 A point addition in G1
TPA2 A point addition in G2
TSM1 A scale multiplication in G1
TSM2 A scale multiplication in G2
TSMT A scale multiplication in GT

TET A exponentiation in GT

TBP A bilinear pairing
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Figure 7: Comparison of computational overhead. (a) Cost on users for authentication. (b) Cost on servers for authentication.

Table 7: Comparison of time cost cryptographic operations in authentication.

Scheme User Server
A2 Chain TSM1 +TSM2 + 2TSMT +TPA2 + 2TET + 2TBP TSM1 +TSM2 +2TSMT +TPA2+2TET+2TBP
ES3A [25] 6TSM1 + 3TSM2 + 3TBP +TET 3TSM1 + 8TBP + 4TET
CPAL [27] 16TET + 7TBP 10TET + 7TBP
LCCH [54] 30TE1

1 + 8TET + 8TBP 23TE1 + 6TET + 5TBP
E-AUA [55] 2TSM1 +3TPA1 +TE1 2TBP + 2TE1 +TH

1TE1 indicates the exponentiation in G1, and the meanings of other symbols are similar to the above definition.

Table 5: Computation cost on each entity.

Computation cost (ms)
Setup and register Intradomain authentication Cross-domain authentication

UE 23.866 25.754
EA — 15.872 —
DM 85.067 — 34.538

Table 6: Time costs (in s) of the blockchain.

Operations Registration Query Transfer
Max time (s) 2.19 0.06 2.23
Min time (s) 0.03 0.01 0.03
Avg time (s) 0.18 0.01 0.16
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devices are generated by the domain management nodes.
In our scheme, we assume that the domain management
node is honest and trustworthy. In practice, there may be
a malicious domain management node or a domain
management node that is controlled by an adversary. In
this case, it may lead to the leakage of the device’s private
key and jeopardize the security of the IoT application. In
future work, we need to investigate the signature algo-
rithm in case the key generation center is not fully
trustworthy.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an application domain blockchain-
alliance blockchain combined decentralized IoT authenti-
cation scheme called A2 Chain, which enables a secure
authentication information sharing process. Simulation
results show that the scheme can significantly shorten the
authentication time and reduce the communication cost and
storage space compared to existing IoT authentication
methods. In addition, we deploy the authentication server at
the edge of the network through edge computing technol-
ogy, which greatly reduces the authentication time and
network latency.
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Nowadays, Android malware uses sensitive APIs to manipulate an Android device’s resources frequently. Conventional malware
analysis uses hooking techniques to detect this harmful behavior. However, this approach is facing many problems, such as low
coverage rate and computational overhead. To solve this problem, we proposedHALWatcher, an alternative technique to monitor
resource manipulation on Android Open Source Project (AOSP). By modifying Hardware Abstract Layer (HAL) resource
accessing interfaces and their implementation, we can embed more monitoring functions at critical methods that are in charge of
transferring data between the Hardware Driver and the Framework Layer. Hence, HALWatcher provides a lightweight and high
coverage rate system that can perform resource manipulation monitoring for Android OS. In this paper, we prove that the
hooking technique is limited in detecting resource manipulation attacks. Besides that, HALWatcher shows an outperform
detection rate with a low computational effort.

1. Introduction

Many studies have been published in recent years on
malicious code on Android devices [1–5]. *ey have
invested a huge effort to generate effective architectures to
defend against Android malware [6]. Generally, a detection
solution has twomain parts: Malware analysis and Detection
algorithm. *e analysis part can be done by two main ap-
proaches: Static and Dynamic Approach. In the end, this
part provides a set of patterns or features which are fed to the
Detection algorithm.

Both Static and Dynamic approaches try to figure out the
malicious behaviors of malware. Resource manipulation is
one of the most popular harmful attacks. By different
techniques, the malicious apps manipulate user’s device
resources, e.g., Camera, Phone, and SMS, to steal sensitive
information or send messages to premium numbers without
user awareness [7]. *e privilege escalation attack is even
more dangerous. *ey can take over device resources
without user interaction. So there is a great need to design a
detecting model for resource manipulation attacks.

Existing analysis techniques can be applied to solve this
problem. One of the typical static analysis approaches is

building a flowgraph based on critical API calls. Based on
that, we can deduce what resources the malicious app
manipulates. However, Android malicious samples have
been obfuscated or encrypted using various evasion tech-
niques. *is difficulty significantly decreases detection ac-
curacy. Dynamic behavior analysis seems to be a good
supplementary solution. *is approach uses hooking tools,
such as xPosed, Frida, etc., to monitor and trace malware
behaviors. *ere are many sensitive APIs that are related to
controlling the device’s resources. Hooking into all of these
APIs may cause the computational overhead problem due to
mobile devices’ limited computing resources. *erefore,
malicious apps are often crashed while the analysis is op-
erating. Moreover, hooking tools are detectable due to its
direct interference with the process’s memory.

To address the limitation of hooking techniques, we
design HALWatcher, a general method for monitoring
Android hardware resources inside Hardware Abstract
Layer (HAL). *e idea is that HAL provides the interface for
the communication between the Android Framework Layer,
which handles the requests of getting resources from ap-
plications or processes, and the Hardware Driver inside the
kernel layer. By modifying HAL interfaces and
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implementation codes, we can keep track of all the ma-
nipulating hardware resources without any knowledge
requirement about various vendors’ hardware drivers.
Moreover, HALWatcher does not require root permission
because it is already working as a part of the Android
system. Furthermore, the detection of HALWatcher in the
system is almost impossible because of the various ways of
modifying HAL in such a large number of developers.
Although the flexibility is not high, our method dra-
matically reduces the amount of data collection work from
dynamic analysis while also providing sufficient infor-
mation for Android devices’ protection service against
bad actors.

HALWatcher architecture can be applied to develop
various applications both in research and industry field. It is
a useful technology to track malware behaviors, then con-
structing a complete dataset for dynamic analysis is
achievable. Besides, this technology is suitable for all An-
droid mobile device hardware because it only interferes with
Hardware Abstract Layer. *erefore, developing a hard-
ware resources manipulation system on real-world An-
droid devices is uncomplicated. Moreover, root privilege
is nonessential for HALWatcher, in which other hooking
frameworks are strongly dependent.

In summary, this paper has the following contributions.

We demonstrated that the hooking techniques might
not be useful for detecting resource manipulation
attacks.
We proposedHALWatcher, an efficient and lightweight
method to detect resource manipulation attacks. By
modifying HAL, this module runs along with the
Android system so that it is almost undetectable.

*e rest of this paper is organized as follows: the
background of HAL and resource manipulation moni-
toring is introduced in the second section. In the third
section, we discuss how to detect resource manipulation
attacks. After that, we present HALWatcher, a HAL based
resource monitoring system running along with the
Android OS. *e implementation and the design of ex-
periments are shown in the next section. Finally, we will
discuss future work and conclusions about our work.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1. Resources Manipulation. Android malware analysis is
well-studied nowadays [8]. Analytical techniques include
dynamic analysis [9–13] and static analysis [5, 14–17]. Some
frameworks seek to classify malicious code through appli-
cation behavior following signature [9, 14], while others
track data flow [15, 18]. Static analysis is the way to un-
derstand the application by finding the signatures of mali-
cious code (e.g., permissions that the application has
declared, APIs that the application uses). Dynamic analysis
directly executes malicious apps in a sandbox environment
[3], then collects the necessary information and organizes
them to process. *e data from dynamic analysis and static
analysis are then fed into algorithms to assess application
behavior. In particular, the application of machine learning

and deep learning in the classification of malicious apps is
trendy due to its high accuracy [6, 12, 19–22].

Data collection from the dynamic and static analysis has
always faced many difficulties and obstacles [4]. Evasion
techniques make it difficult for static analysis to locate the
used APIs or to figure out the execution flow of data [15].
Meanwhile, dynamic analysis has difficulty finding ways to
execute all the behavior of the application being analyzed
automatically [10], along with a large amount of information
that may not be needed after running malicious apps.
However, we must recognize the flexibility that current
dynamic analytical techniques are very high. *e hybrid
approach combines static analysis and dynamic analysis to
solve the limitations of each technique [4, 23]. Wong et al.
proposed IntelliDroid [24] that generates input for the
dynamic analysis using the static analysis technique.

Malware behavior tracking is a common problem. One
of the efficient ways to track malicious behavior is to detect
resources that are manipulated by malware from an Android
device. Almost all attackers’ purposes are trying to steal
sensitive data from the user by manipulating the phone
resources such as CAMERA, MICROPHONE, PHONE, and
SMS. Jiang et al. designed a resource management system
architecture to collect data for behavior detection [25]. Static
analysis is limited to detect unauthorized resource usage.
Meng et al. constructed a graph-based model to describe the
control flow of an application. However, their approach does
not seem much effective with 89.5% precision [26]. Zhao
et al. leveraged the power of Androguard to extract a set of
sensitive APIs to represent the application’s behavior [27].
*e dynamic analysis uses hooking techniques. Using Java
function hooking technology, Soewito and Suwandary
successfully illustrate that their proposal is applicable to data
leakage prevention [28]. Hooking technologies are easy to
install and detectable to monitor resource manipulation. For
instance, Frida, a hooking framework, interferes with the
application’s memory, which process it needs to analyze.*e
agent and then needs high privileged access because the
Linux kernel does not allow any processes to interfere with
each other’s memory without authorization. *erefore, to
use the hooking techniques, the devicemust be rooted, or the
agent of the hooking framework must be attached to the
application they want to analyze.

Frida framework has two ways to hook the function of
target APK. First, it needs to run frida server inside the
devices as root permission or nonroot permission with
enough capability to access other processes ‘memory. *e
frida server then modifies the memory to overwrite the
functions which are specified in the JavaScript-based
hooking script. *e target app will use the overwritten
function instead of the original function for its execution.
For the second way of using Frida, we need to attach the
frida-agent.so library into the target APK and repackage the
APK. frida-agent.so then acts as frida server but with no root
privileges requirement because the attaching agent is now a
part of the application to fully access its memory.

Strace is a possible solution to hide from evasion mal-
ware. However, the massive log of the system call is quite
complex to process.
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2.2. Hardware Abstract Layer. A HAL (Hardware Abstract
Layer)1 defines a standard interface for hardware vendors to
implement, enabling Android to be agnostic about lower-
level driver implementation. Using a HAL allows you to
implement functionality without affecting or modifying the
higher-level or lower-level system. *e legacy HALs is the
old architecture for Android Nougat (7.0) and the previous
versions. In Android 8.0 and higher, the architecture is
designed to meet the requirements of modularity.

3. Resource Manipulation Attack Detection

Currently, the dynamic analysis approach can use the
hooking technique for detecting resource manipulation
attacks. Figure 1(a) describes the method of using Frida to
keep track of the SendSMS function. To know whether the
app manipulates SMS resources by requesting SendSMS or
not, we hook into sendTextMessage(). *e logging method is
used in this example to gather the manipulation informa-
tion. We found some disadvantages to this method.

Detectable. Hooking techniques require access to ap-
plication memory during the analysis. Self-checking
memory is one way to figure out the strange agents
(e.g., frida-agent.so). Besides, the requirement of root
privileges (i.e., in the case of frida server) makes it
exposed to the Android system. Darvin claims in his
blog2 that there are many ways for an application to
detect the existence of Frida inside the execution en-
vironment. Szczepanik et al. proposed an algorithm
using stack-trace on detecting hooking tools[29].
Messy or Imperfect Data. Some SDK APIs call each
other when the app requests a resource. Even the
analyzer tries to reduce the number of sensitive APIs,
but this is hard work. On the other hand, some APIs
might be missed in the hooking list leading to the
increasing of False-positive and False-negative.
Inapplicable to End-User Products.Most of the hooking
techniques are applied in solving behavior analysis
problems. It is hard to include these techniques into
real end-user products due to the risk of misappro-
priation for wrong usage (i.e., bypass the protection
mechanisms of apps).

Modifying HAL is the best choice for monitoring ma-
nipulation resources for many reasons. Firstly, all hardware
resource requests go through HAL. *erefore, monitoring
resources based on HAL gives a high coverage rate. Sec-
ondly, HAL is independent of the hardware driver. *e
monitoring module in HAL can work correctly for a wide
range of Android devices. Last but not least, even the attack
aimed to get rooted in the Android device, it cannot disable
the monitoring module in HAL because this module is not
running as a service, a part of the Android Operation
System. We started to investigate the HAL source code and
then came to these conclusions.

First, we can simply add more functions to monitor the
manipulating resources with a small coding effort. Listing 1
shows a simple logging code of sendSms() function inside

HAL. Line 5 is the only code that we need to add. On the
other side, Frida needs more effort (i.e., see Listing 1 to hook
into sendTextMessage(), which will request for sending SMS
(i.e., the same resource of example in Listing 1).

Second, the information collected from HAL interfaces
or functions is sufficient for detecting resource manipulation
attacks. *ere are multiple Android APIs that act the same
behavior. For instance, both sendTextMessage() and
sendMultipartTextMessage() can be used to send SMS
through radio network. Moreover, sendTextMessage() have 2
different overloading methods. *erefore, there is a need to
develop two hooking functions for each sendTextMessage()
to cover all the resource manipulation APIs. Besides,
HALWatcher performs monitoring procedure accurately by
adding one line of code (i.e., for logging) into the sendSms()
implementation function (i.e., for the sendSms interface) as
shown in Listing 2.

4.HALWatcher: Resource Manipulation
Monitoring Module

HALWatcher, as shown in Figure 2, then works as a part of the
Android Operation System.*erefore, there is no requirement
of the rooted system or repackaging the target application. All
of the installed packages from the Play store or other Vendor
market can be monitored. Besides, the process generated from
a Remote Code Execution (RCE) attack is also under moni-
toring. Moreover, because of the diversity of vendor Android
firmware (or ROM) types, the detection of HALWatcher is
almost impossible. Ourmodel generates information whenever
the resource requests the hardware. *erefore, the amount of
information (e.g., logs) is significantly reduced but ensures that
all resourcemanipulation behavior is recorded and reported. In
the next subsection, wewill give some examples of how to build
HALWatcher in many types of hardware resources.

Based on the previous section’s conclusions examining
the HAL source code, we provide a detailed design for
HALWatcher. First of all, all requests to access hardware
information and resources will start from the Framework
Layer, namely, the Java Native Interface (JNI). We consider
the Malware or RCE attack in equal measure because all
hardware resource manipulating requests must go through
the JNI. *e information will then be moved down to the
Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL). In HAL, interfaces are
feature independent; that is, there are no interfaces that
share the same purpose. At the critical methods of each
resource type (which we discuss in more detail in the next
section), we embed one or more code lines to record any
action and related information about the manipulated re-
source. *ese code lines are called resource monitoring
modules. Listing 2 shows an example of one resource
monitoring module. At line number 5, we add one line of
code into the RadioImpl::sendSms interface to monitor the
SMS resource by logging whenever this interface is called. In
short, all resource monitoring modules are developed fol-
lowing three steps: figure out resources implementing in-
terface source code in HAL, embed monitoring functions
into the interfaces, manage, and send monitoring infor-
mation to monitoring service.
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5. Resources Manipulation Monitoring
Module in HAL

*e resource monitoring modules are basically located in
many critical HAL interfaces and implementation functions.
In this work, we illustrate HALWatcher in monitoring SMS,
PHONE, and CAMERA resources in detail. For other
resources, we conduct a list of modules’ locations of
HALWatcher for further works.

5.1. SMS and Phone. Both SMS and Phone permissions on
the Android device allow the application of the right to
access carrier service. Android communicates with carrier
providers through SIM (subscriber identity module), which
needs a radio baseband device to run radio service. Each
baseband device has its own vendor’s driver represented as
“libril-vendor.so” file. Android HAL performs a RIL (Radio
Interface Layer) connecting Android Framework and ven-
dor’s driver.*erefore, all resource usage related to SMS and
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Figure 1: Frida vs. HALWatcher architecture for SMS resource monitoring. (a) Using Frida to monitor whether sending SMS API is called.
Note that there are several APIs to send SMS. (b) HAL based resource monitoring.

(1) var hook� Java.use( android.telephony.SmsManager );

(2) hook.sendTextMessage.overload( java.lang.String , java.lang.String , java.lang.String ,
android.app.PendingIntent , android.app.PendingIntent ).implementation�

(3) function(arg_0, arg_1, arg_2, arg_3, arg_4){
(4) var olog� Java.use( android.util.Log );

(5) olog.d( sendTextMessage is called );
(6) return this.sendTextMessage(arg_0, arg_1, arg_2, arg_3, arg_4);

}

LISTING 1: Example of Frida hooking into sendTextMessage() function (Android SDK).

(1) Return<void> RadioImpl:sendSms(int32_t serial, const GsmSmsMessage& message) {
(2) #if VDBG

(3) RLOGD( sendSms: serial %d , serial);
(4) #endif
(5) RLOGD( [%d] [HALWatcher] RIL_REQUEST_SEND_SMS: serial %d ,(int)time(NULL), serial);
(6) dispatchStrings(serial, mSlotId, RIL_REQUEST_SEND_SMS, false,

(7) 2, message.smscPdu.c_str(),
(8) message.pdu.c_str());

return Void();
}

LISTING 2: Example of HAL modifying in sendSms() function (HAL).
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Phone permissions go through RIL. While analyzing the
RILD, we found two types of RIL command: REQUEST and
UNSOL. REQUEST command is used by the Android
Framework Layer (i.e., rilj), to request data (e.g., signal
strength) or functions (e.g., send SMS, conduct a call).
UNSOL stands for unsolicited responses, which originate
from the baseband (e.g., new SMS).

5.2.Camera. Recently, sensitive information leaked through
Camera.*e Android application might run as a service that
has no activity screen. In that case, the malicious application
or vulnerable application attacked by an intruder can handle
a camera resource silently without any notification to the
user. HAL Camera interfaces have been implemented inside
hardware/camera/device/1.0/default/CameraDevice.cpp.

*ese interfaces provide methods to communicate to
Camera hardware driver such as getCameraInfo(),
dumpState(), etc. Some focus on managing the memory
resources for Camera device (e.g, CameraHeapMemory()),
others open or close Camera device (e.g., Camera::open(),
Camera::close()), and others provide normal task of the
Camera functions such as startRecording(), stopRecording(),
takePicture(), cancelPicture(). In order to keep an eye on
Camera resources, we create logs about the function when
the Camera is opened and closed. We also keep a log for the
working time of the Camera because of the irregular using
period.

5.3. Other Resources Monitoring. Similar to Camera re-
sources, other resources also have the implementation code
inside/hardware/resource_name. Table 1 shows the list of
hardware resources and their implementation source code.
Regarding resource monitoring, we can add more features
than logging the needed information for those resources.

5.4. ResourcesManipulationMonitoring Service. *is service
is responsible for getting data from the monitoring module
inside HAL. By using the logging method, this component is
not required because the log data can be got from logcat
command. HAL resources manipulation module does not
log for any sensitive data of the user or the phone so that this
log data can be public. *e service can be any application

inside or outside the phone, which is the only convenient
purpose for the user or analysis researcher.

6. Implementation and Evaluation

6.1. Implementation. We implemented our approach using
AOSP version 9.0.0_r47 on a Hikey960 board3. *e limi-
tation of the Hikey960 is that it does not support full
hardware that usually exists on a real phone (e.g., Vibrator).
*erefore, to prove that the HAL modifying method for
resource monitoring is possible, we focused on SMS and
PHONE resources. *ese resources HAL interface are
implemented in hardware/ril/ as known as Radio Interface
Layer Deamon, which stands in the middle of the com-
munication between the Android Framework Layer (RILJ)
and the Hardware driver (i.e., carrier baseband).

Hikey960 board has a list of hardware devices that need
the corresponding HAL modules to work with. *ese
components are defined in hikey/device-common.mk and
hikey/hikey960/device-hikey960.mk config file. Because of
the limitation of hardware that the Hikey960 board supports,
we can only see the impact of HAL modifying when we
change the source code of the component that we listed in
Table 2.

Hikey960 does not have a SIM card reader.*erefore, we
used the Huawei 4G E173 USB stick as a SIM card reader.
*en we added the Huawei lib-ril (i.e., the driver that
supports E173 USB stick to work as a baseband device) at the
driver layer of the final compiled AOSP. Typically, the Linux
kernel will accept USB as a storage device. *erefore, to
make the kernel recognize the dongle as a 3G/4G USB
device, we switched the USB mode of the device using
usb_modeswitch tool. *en we needed to customize the
Hikey960 kernel (i.e., kernel 4.9) and add more kernel
module that supports the usb_modeswitch function. We also
customized the RIL daemon to automatically switch the USB
device to PPP mode before loading the driver.

We evaluate our method by modifying directly to log
information that goes through radio methods in RIL. In
total, we customize several requesting methods, which are
most related to send SMS and conduct phone calls. We also
can hook the other implementation functions in the same
way.

6.2. Evaluation

6.2.1. High Coverage Rate. We used the default Messaging of
AOSP to send normal SMS, Premium SMS, conduct Phone
calls, and send USSD.*en, we tried to send an SMS without
using the application.We found a way to send SMSmessages
through iSms service-a default service in AOSP. We denote
that Frida can not work in this situation of monitoring SMS
resources.*e iSms service is called by service call command
through ADB shell4 with the form: adb shell service call isms
7 i32 0 s16 “com.android.mms.service” s16 “+1234567890”
s16 “null” s16 “Hello” s16 “null” s16 “null”. To prove that
HALWatcher can work without root privileges, we removed/
xbin/su binary and built a non-userdebug version of AOSP to
unroot the ADB shell. Finally, we ran Trojan-SMS on both

Framework layer (JNI)

Hardware abstract layer
Resource 

monitoring 
modules

Monitoring 
service

HAL watcher

Hardware driver

Figure 2: HALWatcher general design.
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rooted and nonrooted systems to prove the limitation of
Frida hooking.

*e result in Table 3 shows that 100% of data can be
logged using HALWatcher. For some samples of Trojan-
SMS, they detect root device so that the app immediately
crashes. Somemalware samples use obfuscation techniques,
so the frida-agent.somay be wrongly embedded and leads to
crash the app after spawning. Obviously, HALWatcher
performs resource monitoring better than the Frida
framework.

6.2.2. Compact and Complete Data. In comparison with
hooking techniques, HALWatcher is less flexible (i.e., the
need for rebuilding AOSP). However, this method gives
compact and complete data that can be used for real-time
hardware resources manipulation and malware analysis. To

observe this possibility, we compared HALWatcher with
Frida by hooking into sensitive APIs that require the use of
SMS [27]. We looked at two datasets, benign and malicious
applications (e.g., FakePlayer). For HALWatcher, we
recorded RIL requests related to SMS. Both Frida and
HALWatcher used the same logging method, which logged
only the called function’s name and the timestamp of the
calling. We ran and triggered the app to send SMS, then
terminate the apps.

*e result in Figure 3 shows that the log from HAL-
Watcher is less than hooking techniques, while the testing
application manipulates the same hardware resources.
Listing 3 shows the example of different log sizes between
HALWatcher and Frida on monitoring send SMS resources.
*e log size retrieved from hooking on the normal app is
much larger than malware. We found that the normal
message application has call getSubscriptionId() API

Table 1: HAL implementation source code related to some group of Dangerous and Protection permission.

Resource hardware Permission level HAL interface
CAMERA Dangerous Hardware/interface/camera/device/1.0/default/
LOCATION Dangerous Hardware/interface/GNSS/1.0/default/
PHONE/SMS Dangerous Hardware/ril/
SENSORS Dangerous Hardware/interface/sensors/1.0/default/
AUDIO Dangerous Hardware/interface/audio/core/2.0/default/
NFC Protection Hardware/interface/nfc/1.0/default/
BLUETOOTH Protection Hardware/interface/bluetooth/1.0/default/
WIFI Protection Hardware/interface/wifi/1.2/default/
VIBRATOR Protection Hardware/interface/vibrator/1.0/default/

Table 2: Hikey960 HAL components.

Hardware Package name
WIFI https://android.hardware.wifi@1.0-service

AUDIO

https://android.hardware.audio@2.0-impl
https://android.hardware.audio.effect@2.0-impl

https://android.hardware.broadcastradio@1.0-impl
https://android.hardware.soundtrigger@2.0-impl

PHONE/SMS rild
DRM android.hardware.drm@1.0-impl
BLUETOOTH android.hardware.bluetooth@1.0-service.btlinux
POWER android.hardware.power@1.0-impl
LOCATION android.hardware.gnss@1.0-impl
KEYMASTER android.hardware.keymaster@3.0-impl
SENSORS android.hardware.sensors@1.0-service

Table 3: HALWatcher vs. Frida in resource manipulation monitoring.

Test cases HALWathcer Frida
Ability to hook into the process which

Send SMS with normal app on rooted device 100% 100%
Send SMS with normal app on nonrooted device 100% 0%
Trojan-SMS request sendSMS on rooted device 100% 76%
Trojan-SMS request sendSMS on nonrooted device 100% 93%
Send SMS using ADB shell on rooted device 100% 0%
Send SMS using ADB shell on nonrooted device 100% 0%
Log size retrieved in the test of (#line)
Normal SMS apps 1 6.8
Trojan-SMS apps 1.84 3.84
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multiple times before calling sendTextmessage(). Moreover,
the default Messaging app of AOSP calls both sendText-
message() and sendMultipartMessage(). Note that the log is
always collected from the start of opening the applications.

We compared the total CPU usage andMemory usage in
three scenarios: (1) run the samples without Frida hooking
and HALWatcher; (2) run the samples with Frida hooking;
(3) run the samples withHALWatcher. For Frida hooking on
(2), we conducted hooking progress on the target process
only.

As shown in Figure 4, both CPU andMemory usage rates
in (2) are more 5% higher than (1) and (3). We denote that
the hooking script is injected into only the target application.
However, in a practical resource monitoring system, we
should implement instrumentation for all running pro-
cesses. At that time, the system might be crashed (i.e., 5%
extra computational resource for each process). Meanwhile,
the indicators are almost no different in (1) and (3) whether
the sample is malware or benign. Besides, the crashing
samples rate is dramatically increased while we were running
the test.*is crashing happens because some samples are not
suitable in AOSP 9.0; some samples are only crashed while
we start Frida for hooking progress.

7. Conclusions and Discussion

Resource manipulation attacks are the most widespread
malicious behaviors of Android malware. Current solutions,
including static and dynamic analysis, are not efficient
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(a) HALWatcher log of the default SMS app

(1) [1590389070] [HALMonitor] RIL_REQUEST_SEND_SMS: serial 485
(b) Frida hooking log of the default SMS app

(1) [1590389069] [android.telephony.SmsManager] [getSubscriptionId]
(2) [1590389069] [android.telephony.SmsManager] [getSubscriptionId]

(3) [1590389069] [android.telephony.SmsManager] [getSubscriptionId]
(4) [1590389069] [android.telephony.SmsManager] [getSubscriptionId]

(5) [1590389069] [android.telephony.SmsManager] [sendTextMessage]
(6) [1590389069] [android.telephony.SmsManager] [sendMultipartTextMessage]

LISTING 3: Example of log content of HALWatcher (a) and Frida (b) c. Low computational effort.
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Figure 4: Computational evaluation result for (1) Normal system,
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enough to detect this attack.HALWatcher is a new approach
that modifies Hardware Abstract Layer to monitor re-
sources. *is approach addresses the limitations of hooking
techniques. HALWatcher provides a high coverage rate in
monitoring hardware resources with low computational
effort. In addition, HALWatcher can be applied to build a
protecting mechanism in real-world devices because of the
nonrooted environment requirement. However, HAL-
Watcher faces some limitations. First, there is a need for
strong knowledge about the Hardware Abstract Layer de-
velopment to extend and deploy HALWatcher. Second,
HALWatcher is only capable of monitoring hardware re-
sources, not for others, which are already stored in system
storage (e.g., CALENDAR, CONTACT, PHOTO, etc.). For
our future research, we plan to research the new approach to
monitoring other system resources that can integrate with
HALWatcher to make a complete resource manipulation
defending framework.

Data Availability

*e source code and log file can be found at https://github.
com/josebeo2016/HALModifying.
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+e industrial control system (ICS) inherits the attributes of the traditional information system, but because it has its own
characteristics that availability of triad (CIA) of information security should be a top priority, it needs to be set differently from the
traditional information security requirements. In response to the issue, TTAK.KO-12.0307 (Standard for Industrial Control
System Information Security Requirements) proposed by the National Security Research Institute (NSRI) and established by the
Telecommunications Technology Association (TTA) is being used. However, it is difficult to apply security requirements of
TTAK.KO-12.0307 uniformly because of the reason that the characteristics of the ICS in each layer are different. +ere is also a
limit to invest the security resources with equivalent priority for all requirements and ICS layers. It is still unresolved in the
previous research studies which are related to information security resources, for example, Choi (2013), Ko et al. (2013), and Nah
et al.’s (2016) studies.+erefore, this study tried to focus on what a top priority of information security requirements by the ICS in
each layer is, using the analytic hierarchy process. As a result, we derived that the top priority requirement in the operation layer is
“Identification Authentication Access Control,” in the control layer is “Event Response,” and in the field device layer is “Physical
Interface Protection” with the highest importance. +e results of this study can be utilized as a guideline for the security strategy
and policy design by determining security requirements that should be prioritized in each layer of the ICS.

1. Introduction

Our society has achieved rapid industrial development based
on the use of the industrial control system (ICS) in the core
infrastructure such as automated processes, power genera-
tion, energy supply, transportation, and smart cities and
factories [1]. ICS with closed characteristics (air-gap) from
the external network that is completely different from the
traditional information systems were considered relatively
safe from cyberattacks and did not consider security in
system design and deployment. However, in recent years, the
ICS has been actively adopting IT technologies [2]. Although
the digital transformation of ICSs represents the foundation
for resource-efficient and flexible industrial plants, this
change increases the attack surface, leading to the emergence
of new threats [3]. +e convergence of the ICS and the latest

IT technology creates more complex problems in the se-
curity environment, and the emergence of Internet of things
(IoT) technology, in particular, makes the need related se-
curity functions (e.g., key management, intrusion detection,
access control, privacy protection, and wireless sensor
networks security) [4, 5] more urgent [6]. IoT technologies
such as beacons, for example, may have security vulnera-
bilities such as spoofing, DoS, and hijacking [7]. Substantial
recent investment for the ICS has been directed towards the
development of the ICS, that is, relies on the creation of a
bridge between digital and physical environments through
IoT technologies, as well the ICS itself [8]. In other words,
many IoTdevices are installed in the field device layer area of
the ICS system and are operated based on communication
with the control layer. In response, the ICS includes a smart
IoT mobile environment that supports IoT-based mobility,
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so secure computing should be guaranteed. If the ICS is
exposed to cyber threats, serious disasters can occur
throughout society. In 2010, 1,000 centrifuges were
destroyed in an attack on Iran’s nuclear facilities using
Stuxnet, known as the first malicious code for the ICS, in
which the programmable logic controller (PLC), a controller
that controls field devices at nuclear facilities, was infected
[9]. A lot of research studies on information security of the
ICS have been invested, and a lot of efforts have been made
to apply relevant security measures since the Stuxnet inci-
dent case.

It is necessary to develop and apply exclusive security
requirements because the security requirements for the
traditional information system are not applicable to the ICS.
+e biggest differences between the ICS and the information
system are the purpose of cyberattacks and the priority of
information security triad (CIA). In IT systems, the security
is generally defined in terms of three key principles: con-
fidentiality, integrity, and availability (also known as the CIA
triad). Confidentiality focuses on ensuring assets are not
disclosed to those entities who are not authorized to view it;
integrity relates to protecting assets from unauthorized
modifications; and availability is defined in terms of making
the assets accessible to authorized entities at all permitted
times [8]. Availability is known as a top priority and is also
the main target of cyberattacks, as the collapse of the ICS
could cause great damage. Availability is known as a top
priority and is also the main target of cyberattacks, as the
collapse of the ICS could cause great damage. In response to
the issue, the National Security Research Institute (NSR)
proposed Security Requirements for Industrial Control
System by defining the features of the ICS, and it was
established as a standard (TTAK.KO-12.0307) [10] by the
Telecommunications Technology Association (TTA).

However, it is difficult to apply uniformly security
requirements of TTAK.KO-12.0307 because the features of
the ICS in each layer are different, and security resources
are always not enough. In addition, it is still unresolved in
the previous research studies which are related to infor-
mation security resources, for example, Choi [11], Ko et al.
[12], and Nah et al. [13]. Choi proposed an appropriate
security assessment methodology and a checklist for the
ICS, but the checklist does not provide a priority based on
the characteristics of the devices; so, it is difficult to de-
termine which areas focus more in terms of security re-
sources. Ko et al. proposed an assessment method for
measuring the security threat on smart grid based on the
priority, but a limit of their study was the mean time-to-
compromise (MTTC) model; they used to determine
simply the number of security vulnerabilities that exist on
the attack path when calculating an important weight.
HoonNah and JungChan suggested the need to establish an
ICS security standard same as TTAK.KO-12.0307, but
there is no specific discussion of what level of security each
component or layer should respond to. So, it is necessary to
prioritize and apply security requirements with the stan-
dard TTAK.KO-12.0307. In particular, the ICS is a huge
system divided into layers which are operated by ex-
changing data with each other.

+erefore, security requirements priorities should be
derived and applied for each layer suitably. For this, the
security requirements of TTAK.KO-12.0307 are used to
analyze the priority of security requirements for each layer in
this paper. Based on this, it is intended to help determine
where the portion of information security resources in-
vestment should be prioritized. +e results of this study
provide a guideline to avoid uniform security requirements
for all layers. Prioritization can be derived through the
assessment of security requirements for each layer using the
analytic hierarchy process method, thereby contributing to
effective investment in information security resources. +e
results of this study are also expected to be an important
contribution to IoTsecurity and privacy protection as well as
to the ICS. To discuss this, ICS security and prior research
are discussed in Section 2, and the design of the research
model to be used for priority analysis using AHP is discussed
in Section 3, and empirical analysis conducted based on this
is discussed in Section 4. +e implications of the analysis
results are discussed in Section 5 and finally concluded in
Section 6.

2. Background

2.1. Information Security of ICS. +e ICS basically inherits
many attributes of the traditional IT system. However, in
order to derive an information security investment priority,
we need to look at a variety of different aspects from the
traditional IT system [6]. First, in hardware and software
aspects, the IT system operates on a short-term replacement
cycle, but the ICS has at least 15 years of long-term re-
placement cycles generally. +e ITsystem also uses universal
operating systems (general-purpose) such as Windows and
Linux, but the ICS uses exclusive operating systems. In
addition, maintenance and repair, such as system patches,
on the ICS are more difficult than traditional IT systems. At
last, in network performance aspect, the IT system focuses
on overall performance, such as the reliability of responses is
important and tolerability exists for some communication
delays, but the ICS focuses on real-time responsiveness and
is inflexible for communication delays. For risk management
objectives, the ICS does not allow the control device to be
shut down, and system availability is very important, but the
integrity of the data is more important, and some failures
can be allowed in the ITsystem. As a result, the ITsystem can
end up with relatively minor economic damage, such as
inconvenience or delay, due to cyberattacks or incidents
caused by its own defects. However, the ICS could imme-
diately halt operations at industrial sites, leading to human
casualties and massive disasters, which could result in huge
social and economic damages. +is means that among the
CIA triad of information security, the traditional IT system
should prioritize “Confidentiality” and “Integrity,” while the
ICS should prioritize “Availability.”

+ese characteristics set the cyberattacker’s goals dif-
ferently. While cyberattacks on the traditional IT system
were primarily aimed at leaking classified information, at-
tacks targeting on the ICS are mainly focused on operational
paralysis. +is is because stopping the ICS will cause great
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damage. In the 2010 Stuxnet case, the attack was carried out by
infecting Siemens PLC to paralyze operations by manipulating
the number of rotations of connected centrifuges, and themain
objective in subsequent series of major cyberattacks against the
ICS was to disrupt normal operations.

2.2. Literature Review. +e past ICS was recognized as safe
by configuring an independent network, but the vulnera-
bility was revealed in a bypass attack by the malicious code.
In order to respond, HoonNah and JungChan insisted that
comprehensive and systematic security measures are needed
to defend themselves in depth from cyberattacks and spe-
cifically suggested the need to establish standards for security
of the ICS. Particularly important is that they took the same
argument as this paper, judging that it is unrealistic to take
measures at an equal security level for all vulnerabilities [13].
However, there is a limit to driving their arguments because
there is no specific discussion of what level of security each
component or layer should respond to.

Since the ICS operates in various environments, in-
cluding major national infrastructure and social overhead
capital facilities, the security assessment and security re-
source investment are of great importance. +erefore, the
security assessment of the ICS should be carried out using an
objective and feasible inspection process. Choi [11] proposed
an appropriate security assessment methodology and
checklist for the ICS, taking into account the characteristics
of the ICS environment, devices, and operation methods.
However, its usefulness could not be verified because there
were no examples to verify the proposed methodology, and
moreover, the proposed methodology does not provide a
checklist that should be prioritized based on the charac-
teristics of the devices; so, it is difficult to determine which
areas to focus more on security resources.

Ko et al. proposed an assessment method for measuring
the security threat on smart grid [12]. In particular, the ICS
network has a hierarchical structure, and security sensitivity
of the produced data by each layer is different; so, they
suggested that it is necessary to make a level as layers with
similar data sensitivity into one area. And they used these
levels (consumer level, advanced metering infrastructure
head end level, and control center level) to prioritize what
needs to be protected in that network. +ey explained that if
protection is relatively unnecessary or if it is difficult for an
attacker to access for attack, they can increase efficiency by
excluding it from the vulnerability target. +eir research can
be seen as a previous study of the need investment priorities
of information security resource for the ICS to be discussed
in this paper.+ey used a quantified network model to assess
security threats applied to advanced metering infrastructure
and validated the security threat assessment for the proposed
model using mean-time-to-compromise (MTTC) proposed
by Leversage and Byres [14] for the resulting attack scenario.
However, there is a limitation that the evaluation method
using MTTC does not evaluate the overall security threat to
the ICS. +is is because MTTC simply determines that the
number of security vulnerabilities that exist on the attack
path is an important weight.

As such, manymethodologies for security assessment are
important to effectively respond to security threats for the
ICS. Although many studies have been conducted, it is
difficult to find a discussion that the security assessment uses
the information security standard for the ICS.+is is because
there has been no definition of specific information security
requirements to the ICS. It is also understood that although
there are already established ICS information security re-
quirements, there is a lack of discussion on the methodology
for applying them to each ICS. +erefore, in this paper, we
want to provide guidelines for efficient investment of se-
curity resources by analyzing the priorities of each layer
when using TTAK.KO-12.0307.

3. Design of Analysis

3.1. Analytic Hierarchy Process Methodology. In this study,
the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) method was used to
analyze the investment priority of information security re-
sources in the ICS. +e AHP was developed by Tomas in the
1970s as part of the decision-making method through the
multiple assessment criteria for multiple alternatives [15]. In
general, decision-making problems should be solved by
choosing the optimal alternative under multiple criteria, and
many existing decision-making problems have been solved
using statistical models under controlled assumptions [16]. In
addition, decision-making problems often include qualitative
criteria, which led to the need to quantify criteria with sub-
jective values [16]. In other words, many other real-world
problems involve the need to combine quantitative measures
with qualitative concerns [17]. +is has the problem of pri-
oritizing ICS information security requirements, depending
on the responder with different levels of awareness and ex-
pertise of information security. In particular, since a big part of
information security relates to qualitative and nonfinancial
concerns, traditional economic approaches are severely con-
strained [17]. Saaty developed the AHP to analyzemulticriteria
decision problems involving both quantitative and qualitative
criteria [17–19]. AHP methodology uses the concept of hi-
erarchy to lay out the different elements (purpose, alternatives,
and factors) needed to make decisions, thereby providing a
more detailed and logical view of the relationship between the
different elements [20].+eAHPmethodology for performing
pairwise comparisons between elements of each layer has been
widely used in multidecision-making problems, with two
typical advantages: first, weighting between assessment ele-
ments can be determined through systematic quantitative
procedures. In addition, the choice of optimal alternatives has
the advantage of being easier to understand than conventional
statistical decisions and being able to use the subjective and
objective information of experts comprehensively. Second, it
provides indicators to determine the consistency of decision
makers (experts). And the analysis procedures are consistent
with reasonable decision-making procedures [21].

3.2. Analysis Model Design. In order to analyze the relative
investments priorities of information security resource in the
ICS, this study has established assessment criteria based on the
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classification divided in ICS information security requirements
(TTAK.KO-12.0307) of TTA. However, the method of pri-
oritizing information security investment for the entire ICS has
a wide range of coverage, and there is ambiguity in the selection
of priorities. +erefore, it is desirable to perform an analysis of
the investment priorities of information security resources by
classifying the ICS into each layer.

+ere are several definitions for layers in the ICS. Irfan
Ahmed et al. suggested that information security of ICS/
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) should
be classified into six layers, based on connectivity between
components in the system and connectivity between other
networks, such as the system network and the Internet [22].
However, it is difficult to use it as an analysis model because
it does not include field devices such as sensors and actu-
ators, and wired and wireless devices are not considered.

On the other hand, TTAK.KO-12.0307 presents the
“Security Reference Model” to define the information se-
curity requirements of the ICS and is divided into 3 layers
which consisted of the “Operation Layer,” “Control Layer,”
and “Field Device Layer” (Figure 1). +e “Operation Layer”
uses the data received from the control layer to monitor the
status of the field devices or send control commands, in-
cluding engineering workstation (EWS) and human-ma-
chine interface (HMI) [10]. +e “Control Layer” is
responsible for transferring the measured and collected data
from the field devices to the operation layer. And the layer is
also responsible for controlling the field devices with
command from the operation layer, including the PLC,
distributed control system (DCS), and remote terminal unit
(RTU) [10]. +e “Field Device Layer” includes a field device
used to measure, collect, and control status data, such as
sensors and actuators, and the field device is connected to
the control layer by wired and wireless networks or by serial
cables [10]. +e priority assessment criteria of this paper are
based on the classification of TTAK.KO-12.0307.

However, some of information security requirements of
TTAK.KO-12.0307 were merged because there were many
assessment criteria to be used as the AHP method. +en
“Identification Certification” and “Access Control” were
merged among security functions on hierarchy I, and
“TransmissionData Protection” and “Stored Data Protection”
were merged in the same way. Finally, the analysis model to
be used for priority assessment is shown in Figure 2.

TTAK.KO-12.0307 set different assessment criteria for the
operation layer and control/field device layer. So, there were
also twomodels for investment priority of information security
resource analysis. Figure 2 was used in the operation layer, and
Figure 3 was used in the control layer and field device layer.

3.3. Analysis Criteria. Table 1 shows the assessment criteria
and its descriptions in TTAK.KO-12.0307.

4. Empirical Analysis

4.1. Analysis Method and Tool. +e analysis of this study
uses the AHP, a hierarchical decision analysis method,
but also provides a description of each assessment criteria

to help the survey respondents understand. In the AHP
analysis method, it is very important to ensure objectivity
and expertise in response. +e AHP survey was con-
ducted by selecting researchers, practical experts, and a
professor related to the ICS, cyber physics system (CPS),
and SCADA system. +ey are affiliated in National Se-
curity Research Institute, Electronics and Telecommu-
nications Research Institute (these 2 are government-
based research institutes), Incheon International Airport,
Naonwork, OnSecurity, Coontec (these 4 are corpora-
tions related on ICS information security), and Ajou
University.

+e assessment criteria were based on TTAK.KO-12.0307
as described above, but there is only one assessment criterion
in the network robustness section of the “Operation Layer;”
so, the pairwise comparison was not conducted (Figure 2). In
addition, as discussed above, “Identification·Authentication”
and “Access Control,” which are classified as the security
functions section, were set by merging into “Identi-
fication·Authentication·Access Control” due to similarity in
content. In the same way, “Transmission Data Protection”
and “Stored Data Protection” were also set by merging into
“Data Protection.” Finally, the survey was conducted by
setting up 3 assessment criteria in hierarchy I and 10 as-
sessment criteria in hierarchy II (but 8 assessment criteria for
the “Operating Layer”) (Table 1).

4.2. Verification Consistency of Survey Responses. +e AHP
survey of this study was conducted for a month from
December 2019 to January 2020 and was conducted on
industry, academia, and research experts related to infor-
mation security of the ICS. +ere are a few of discussions
regarding the appropriate sample size in order to carry out
the AHP analysis. Melillo and Pecchia insisted that smaller
sample size is required in case of equally important al-
ternative [23]. +e reliability of AHP results is more rel-
evant to the respondents’ expertise rather than the number
of response samples. In this study, the experts responded to
the survey in the field of information security of the ICS
with at least more than five years of related experience. A
total of 19 experts were surveyed, and 19 responses were
collected. AHP analysis of response data used the DRESS
tool.

+e AHP analysis method determines consistency index
(CI) of the response to ensure reliability of the analysis results.
Due to the characteristic of the pairwise comparison, the lower
the CI, the more consistent it is, which is related to the re-
spondents’ expertise. Generally, responses with a CI value of
10% or less are considered consistent. In this study, 4 surveys
with a CI value of 0.1 or higher were excluded from the results
analysis, so only 15 responses were used for the analysis.

5. AHP Analysis Result

In this study, the results of AHP analysis were divided into
the “Operation Layer,” “Control Layer,” and “Field Device
Layer” for the investment priority of information security
resources in the ICS.
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5.1. Operation Layer. +e AHP results for the analysis of
investment priority of information security resource by the
“Operation Layer” of the ICS are as follows.

An analysis result of the priority on hierarchy I showed
that “Security Functions” was the highest priority with an
importance 0.371, “Service Continuity” was the second

priority with an importance 0.358, and “Network Robustness”
was the third priority with an importance 0.271 (Table 2).

In “Security Functions” section, which was ranked the
highest priority in hierarchy I, “Identification·Authentication·

Access Control” was the highest priority with an importance
0.291, “Security Function Management” was the second priority
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Figure 1: Security reference model of TTAK.KO-12.0307 [13].
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with an importance 0.195, and “Data Protection” was the third
priority with an importance 0.194, followed by “State Man-
agement” and “Security Audit” in order (Table 3). In “Service
Continuity” section, which was ranked the second priority in
hierarchy I, “Event Response” was the highest priority with an

importance 0.534 and “Resource Availability” was the second
priority with an importance 0.466. In “Network Robustness”
section, which was ranked the third priority in hierarchy I, there
is only one assessment criterion, which is the “Fuzzing Test” in
the sector, so the pairwise comparison survey was not

Investment priority of if information security resources
for control and field device layers on the ICS
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Figure 3: Investment priority of information security resources for the “operation layer” on the ICS.

Table 1: Criteria and descriptions of ICS security requirements.

Hierarchy I Hierarchy II
Criteria Description Criteria Description

ICS security
requirements

Network
robustness

Require network robustness
against external cyberattacks or
internal abnormal behavior

Fuzzing test
Require handling capability to sustain the
ICS service when receiving abnormal

network packet

Stress test Require providing ICS service even when
overloading the network traffic

Resource availability

Require resource management procedures,
such as backup and recovery, so that
resources can perform their normal

functions

Service
continuity

Require stable and continuous
service

Physical interface
protection

Require resource management procedures,
such as backup and recovery, so that
resources can perform their normal

functions

Event response
Require checking the status of devices,
systems, and networks in real-time and

responding to failures

Security
functions

Require security features such as
component identification,

authentication, and access control

Security audit Require security audits through creating
and encrypting audit-logs for major events

Identification,
authentication, and

access control

Require separation or restriction about
identification and access authority of

devices/users with a user authentication
procedure

Data protection Require confidentiality and integrity of
sensitive transmission or stored data

Security functions
management

Require network and security settings of
the control software, secure encryption

algorithms, and key management

State management

Require state management such as
integrity verification of the execution code,
normal operation test, and vulnerability

response
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conducted, but the importance can be very high. Because
TTAK.KO-12.0307 security requirements require network ro-
bustness even in the following cases through the “Fuzzing Test.”
(1) In case of the order of the field in packets is changed, (2) in
case of a part of the field in packets is cut, (3) in case of the field
size in packets is different, (4) in case of the fixed value of the
field in packets is different, and (5) in case of the value of the field
in packets is not within the valid range [10].

As a result of the priority pairwise comparison of all
criteria in the “Operation Layer” of the ICS, “Identi-
fication·Authentication·Access Control” was the highest
priority with an importance 0.171, “Event Response” was the
second priority with an importance 0.168, and “Resource
Availability” was the third priority with an importance 0.122,
followed by “Security Function Management,” “State
Management,” “Data Protection,” “Fuzzing Test,” and
“Security Audit” in order (Table 4).

5.2. Control Layer. +e AHP results for the analysis of in-
vestment priority of information security resource by the
“Control Layer” of the ICS are as follows.

An analysis result of the priority on hierarchy I showed
that “Service Continuity” was the highest priority with an
importance 0.439, “Network Robustness” was the second
priority with an importance 0.281, and “Security Functions”
was the third priority with an importance 0.280 (Table 2).

In “Service Continuity” section, which was ranked the
highest priority in hierarchy I, “Physical Interface Protec-
tion” was the highest priority with an importance 0.362,
“Resource Availability” was the second priority with an
importance 0.336, and “Event Response” was the third
priority with an importance 0.302 (Table 5). In “Network
Robustness” section, which was ranked the second priority
in hierarchy I, the “Fuzzing Test” was the highest priority
with an importance 0.510, and the “Stress Test” was the

second priority with an importance 0.490. In “Security
Functions” section, which was ranked the third priority in
hierarchy I, “Identification·Authentication·Access Control”
was the highest priority with an importance 0.256, “State
Management” was the second priority with an importance
0.215, and “Security Function Management” was the third
priority with an importance 0.203, followed by “Data Pro-
tection” and “Security Audit” in order.

As a result of the priority pairwise comparison of all
criteria in the “Control Layer” of the ICS, “Event Response”
was the highest priority with an importance 0.128, “Resource
Availability” was the second priority with an importance
0.122, and “Identification·Authentication·Access Control”
was the third priority with an importance 0.119, followed by
the “State Management,” “Physical Interface Protection,”
“Security FunctionManagement,” “Data Protection,” “Stress
Test,” “Security Audit,” and “Fuzzing Test” in order
(Table 6).

5.3. Field Device Layer. +e AHP results for the analysis of
investment priority of information security resource by the
“Field Device Layer” of the ICS are as follows.

An analysis result of the priority on hierarchy I showed
that “Service Continuity” was the highest priority with an
importance of 0.463, “Security Functions” was the second
priority with an importance 0.279, and “Network Robustness”
was the third priority with an importance 0.258 (Table 2).

In “Service Continuity” section, which was ranked the
highest priority in hierarchy I, “Physical Interface Protec-
tion” was the highest priority with an importance 0.375,
“Event Response” was the second priority with an impor-
tance 0.333, and “Resource Availability” was the third pri-
ority with an importance 0.292 (Table 7). In “Security
Functions” section, which was ranked the second priority in
hierarchy I, “State Management” was the highest priority

Table 2: AHP result of hierarchy I on all layers.

Layer Operation layer Control layer Field device layer
Hierarchy I Importance Priority Importance Priority Importance Priority
Network robustness 0.271 3 0.281 2 0.258 3
Service continuity 0.358 2 0.439 1 0.463 1
Security functions 0.371 1 0.280 3 0.279 2
Consistency index 0.02 0.02 0.03
+e highest priority of each layer is shown in bold.

Table 3: AHP result of hierarchy II on the operation layer.

Hierarchy I Hierarchy II Importance Priority C.I.
Network robustness Fuzzing test — 1 —

Service continuity Resource availability 0.466 2 0.00Event response 0.534 1

Security functions

Security audit 0.153 5

0.07
Identification authentication access control 0.291 1

Data protection 0.194 3
Security function management 0.195 2

State management 0.168 4
+e highest priority of each hierarchy on operation layer is shown in bold.
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with an importance 0.256, and the “Identi-
fication·Authentication·Access Control” was the second
priority with an importance 0.490, followed by “Security

Function Management” and “Security Audit” in order. In
“Network Robustness” section, which was ranked the third
priority in hierarchy I, “Network Robustness” was the

Table 4: Final priorities among all criteria on the operation layer.

Hierarchy I Hierarchy II Importance Priority C.I.
Network robustness Fuzzing test 0.095 7

Service continuity Resource availability 0.122 3 0.75Event response 0.168 2

Security functions

Security audit 0.094 8
Identification authentication access control 0.171 1

Data protection 0.113 6
Security function management 0.120 4

State management 0.118 5
+e highest priority among all criteria on the operation layer is shown in bold.

Table 5: AHP result of hierarchy II on the control layer.

Hierarchy I Hierarchy II Importance Priority C.I.

Network robustness Fuzzing test 0.510 1 0.00Stress test 0.490 2

Service continuity
Resource availability 0.336 2

0.02Physical interface protection 0.362 1
Event response 0.302 3

Security functions

Security audit 0.123 5

0.04
Identification authentication access control 0.256 1

Data protection 0.203 4
Security function management 0.203 3

State management 0.215 2
+e highest priority of each hierarchy on the control layer is shown in bold.

Table 6: AHP result of hierarchy II on the control layer.

Hierarchy I Hierarchy II Importance Priority C.I.

Network robustness Fuzzing test 0.061 10
Stress test 0.080 8

Service continuity
Resource availability 0.122 2

0.08Physical interface protection 0.103 5
Event response 0.128 1

Security functions

Security audit 0.078 9
Identification authentication access control 0.119 3

Data protection 0.097 7
Security function management 0.101 6

State management 0.112 4
+e highest priority among all criteria on the control layer is shown in bold.

Table 7: AHP result of hierarchy II on the field device layer.

Hierarchy I Hierarchy II Importance Priority C.I.

Network robustness Fuzzing test 0.473 2 0.00Stress test 0.527 1

Service continuity
Resource availability 0.292 3

0.02Physical interface protection 0.375 1
Event response 0.333 2

Security functions

Security audit 0.115 5

0.05
Identification authentication access control 0.243 2

Data protection 0.219 3
Security function management 0.167 4

State management 0.256 1
+e highest priority of each hierarchy on the field device layer is shown in bold.
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highest priority with an importance 0.527, and the “Fuzzing
Test” was the second priority with an importance 0.473.

As a result of the priority pairwise comparison of all
criteria in the “Field Device Layer” of the ICS, “Physical
Interface Protection” was the highest priority with an im-
portance 0.159, “Identification·Authentication·Access Con-
trol” was the second priority with an importance 0.118, and
“Resource Availability” was the third priority with an im-
portance 0.110, followed by the “Data Protection,” “Data
Protection,” “State Management,” “Security Function
Management,” “Stress Test,” “Fuzzing Test,” and “Security
Audit” in order (Table 8).

5.4. Implications. It is difficult to deploy effective resources
in applying the uniform security requirements because the
ICS has a wide range of areas and, above all, different
characteristics of each layer. In this study, it was intended to
avoid applying the uniform security requirements for ICS
and to contribute to the effective investment in information
security resources by deriving the priority of security re-
quirements for each layer on the ICS.

As a result of analyzing the priority of assessment
criteria for each layer using AHP, “Identification Au-
thentication Access Control” was the most important
security requirement that should be prioritized on the
“Operation Layer.” +is emphasizes that these criteria are
the most important to prepare for information security

from the risks of social engineering attacks or exposure
due to user carelessness, mainly because the operation
layer has a lot of user access. “Event Response” was the
most important security requirement that should be pri-
oritized on the “Control Layer.” +is emphasizes the need
for various events in the control layer to be properly
handled in order for the service to continue to operate.
Because “Event Response” is an item that requires real-
time identification of the status of devices, systems, and
networks and is responsive in the event of various failures.
“Physical Interface Protection” was the most important
security requirement that should be prioritized on the
“Field Device Layer.” +e “Field Device Layer” has a va-
riety of devices, including sensors and actuators, and is an
important layer of control over end-point devices using
industrial ethernet or wireless IoT networks, requiring a
high-level protection from the physical interface accessible
to this layer (Table 9).

On the contrary, it is also necessary to point out the
commonly lowest assessment criteria for investment priority
of information security resources for the ICS. “Security
Audit” was analyzed with the lowest importance in the
“Operation Layer” and “Field Device Layer.” In terms of
investment of information security resources, “Security
Audit” performs audits by creating audit log for major
events and encrypting the log data, mainly as part of long-
term security functions rather than real-time response or
service continuity, so “Security Audit” can be analyzed as

Table 8: AHP result of hierarchy II on the field device layer.

Hierarchy I Hierarchy II Importance Priority C.I.

Network robustness Fuzzing test 0.074 9
Stress test 0.081 8

Service continuity
Resource availability 0.110 3

0.07Physical interface protection 0.159 1
Event response 0.105 5

Security functions

Security audit 0.069 10
Identification authentication access control 0.118 2

Data protection 0.105 4
Security function management 0.087 7

State management 0.090 6
+e highest priority among all criteria on the field device layer is shown in bold.

Table 9: Implication of the AHP analysis result on the ICS in each layer.

Considerations Layers Operation layer Control layer Field device layer

Practical environments

Security
aspect

A lot of user
accesses that need
to be identified for

security

Various events of devices,
systems, and networks that

need to be handled for service
continuity

Control end-point devices along with
ethernet or the IoT network

Risks
Social engineering
attacks or user
carelessness

Service abort or collapse
availability

Manipulating command attack to
end-point devices

Top priority for security
resources investment

Hierarchy I Security functions Service continuity Service continuity

Hierarchy II
Identification
Authentication
Access control

Event response Physical interface protection

Based on
TTAK.KO-12.0307 standard Priority analysis Analytic hierarchy process
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relatively low importance due to the availability aspect in the
ICS.

In summary, we have successfully derived security in-
vestment priorities using AHP techniques and TTAK.KO-
12.0307 standards for ICS information security priorities
that have not been addressed in our previous research. +e
biggest advantage of this result is that it can be used as a
guideline when establishing ICS security policies. In addi-
tion, the results of this study contribute significantly to the
effective distribution of information security resources that
were not addressed in previous studies (Table 10).

6. Conclusion and Further Research

+e ICS inherits the attributes of the traditional information
system, but because it has its own characteristics such as
availability and continuity, it needs to be set differently from
the information security requirements of the traditional in-
formation system. For appropriate information security re-
quirements and assessment on the ICS, TTAK.KO-12.0307
proposed by the NSR and established by the TTA is being used.

In this study, the priorities of assessment criteria by hi-
erarchy were analyzed to enhance the efficiency of investment
in information security resources on the ICS. +ere are many
difficulties in operating an industrial control system to es-
tablish security policies for all the requirements set forth in
the standards. +erefore, the results of this study can be used
to design security strategies and policies by selecting the
security elements that should be relatively prioritized for each
layer in the operation of the industrial control system. It can
also be used as a guideline for determining the investment
priority of security resources to the ICS that are currently in
operation or are being redesigned. However, in the course of
carrying out this study, experts who responded to the survey
commented on whether TTAK.KO-12.0307 standard, which
was used as assessment criteria, was suitable for the security
requirements, so it will remain a future research.

Data Availability

+e data used to support the findings of the study are
available at Security Requirements for Industrial Control

System (TTAK.KO-12.0307) and Telecommunication
Technology Association http://www.tta.or.kr/data/
weeklyNoticeView.jsp?pk_num�5621.
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An effective machine learning implementation means that artificial intelligence has tremendous potential to help and automate
financial threat assessment for commercial firms and credit agencies. )e scope of this study is to build a predictive framework to
help the credit bureau by modelling/assessing the credit card delinquency risk. Machine learning enables risk assessment by
predicting deception in large imbalanced data by classifying the transaction as normal or fraudster. In case of fraud transaction, an
alert can be sent to the related financial organization that can suspend the release of payment for particular transaction. Of all the
machine learning models such as RUSBoost, decision tree, logistic regression, multilayer perceptron, K-nearest neighbor, random
forest, and support vector machine, the overall predictive performance of customized RUSBoost is the most impressive. )e
evaluation metrics used in the experimentation are sensitivity, specificity, precision, F scores, and area under receiver operating
characteristic and precision recall curves. Datasets used for training and testing of the models have been taken from kaggle.com.

1. Introduction

For this study, the term “credit” refers to a method of
e-commerce without having funds. A credit card is a thin,
rectangular metal or plastic block provided by the banking
institution, allowing card users to borrow cash to pay for
products and services. Credit cards enforce cardholders to
repay the financial leverage, interest payment, and any other
fees decided from time to time. )e credit card issuer often
offers its customers a line of credit (LOC), allowing them to
lend cash withdrawals. Issuers usually preset lending
thresholds depending on specific creditworthiness [1, 2].)e
use of credit cards is vital these days, and it plays a significant
role in e-commerce and online funds transfer [3, 4]. )e
ever-increasing use of credit cards has posed many threats to
the users and the companies issuing such cards. Fraudsters

keep on finding new ways to commit cheating, which can
cause considerable losses to card users and these companies
as well [5, 6].

1.1. Credit Card Payment Processing Steps. Figure 1 illus-
trates how payments are transferred to the vendor’s bank
account, whenever the clients make purchases through the
credit card [7]:

(a) A client sends a credit card purchase via Internet of
)ings- (IoT-) enabled swipe devices/POS/online
sites.

(b) Payment gateway collects and transfers the trans-
action details safely to the merchant’s bank com-
puter-based controller system
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(c) )e bank processor forwards the verification (i.e.,
processing, clearing, and settlement) process to the
Credit Card Interchange (CCI)

(d) )e CCI transfers the transaction to the client’s
credit card provider

(e) )e card provider accepts or rejects the purchase
based on current funds in the client’s account and
passes back the transaction information to the CCI

(f) )e CCI transmits transaction information to the
vendor’s bank computer-based controller system

(g) )e controller system of the vendor’s bank transmits
transaction details further to the payment gateway

(h) )e payment gateway keeps and delivers transaction
details to the vendor and/or client

(i) )e CCI transfers the required funds to the vendor’s
bank, which further transfers funds into the mer-
chant’s account [7]

1.2. Fraud in Credit Card Transaction. Fraud and illegal
behavior have various perspectives. )e Association of
Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) is a professional fraud
examiner organization. Its activities include producing
information, forming tools, and imparting training to
avoid frauds. )e ACFE has termed “fraud” as usage of
one’s profession for self-benefit via deliberate misappli-
cation or misuse of assets of the organization [3]. A fraud is
committed with the chief intention to acquire access by
illegal means. It adversely affects the economic growth,
governance, and even fundamental social values. Any
technical infrastructure involving money and resources can
be breached by unethical practices, e.g., auction site sys-
tems, medical insurance, vehicle insurance, credit cards,
and banking. Cheating in these applications is perceived as
cyber crime, potentially causing significant economic losses
[3, 8].

Fraud can lower the trust in the industry, disturb the
economic system, and significantly impact the overall living
costs [9, 10]. IoT-enabled systems maintain the trace of their
operational activities, which can be beneficial for analyzing
some specific patterns. )e previous methods based on
manual processing such as auditing were cumbersome and
ineffective due to large-size data or its attributes. Data
mining techniques are considered effective in assessing small
outliers in large datasets [9, 11, 12]. Frauds lead to heavy
business losses. )e credit card frauds contribute hundreds
of millions of dollars per year for the lost revenue, and some
estimates have indicated that US cumulative annual costs
could surpass $400 billion [9].

1.3. Types of Credit Card-Related Frauds. )e advancements
in technology such as the Internet and mobile devices have
contributed to increased fraudulent activities in recent times
[13]. Fraudsters keep on finding new techniques, and
therefore, monitoring systems are required to evolve cor-
respondingly. Frauds related to credit cards can be broadly
categorized into offline and online frauds [14]:

(i) Offline credit card fraud occurs whenever fraudsters
stole the credit card and used it as the rightful owner
in outlets. )is is unusual as financial firms will
promptly block the missing card whenever card-
holders suspect the theft [3].

(ii) Online credit card frauds are more common and
serious as compared with offline frauds in which
credit card details are compromised by fraudsters
through phishing, website cloning, and skimming
and used in digital transactions [3, 15].

Global connectivity through new and advanced tech-
nology has exponentially increased the credit card frauds.
)us, the issue has acquired an alarming dimension in the
present scenario, and a suitable system needs to be devel-
oped for detecting and avoiding such frauds.
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Figure 1: Payment process in the credit card system [7].
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1.3.1. Fraud Prevention System (FPS). FPS is the first form of
defense for technological systems toward forgery.)e aim of
this phase is to suppress first-place fraud. )e techniques in
this phase prohibit, destroy, and respond to cyber attacks in
computer servers (software and hardware), networks, or
data, for example, encryption algorithms and firewall to
decipher data and to block inner private networks from
outside world, respectively [3, 16].

1.3.2. Fraud Detection System (FDS). FDS becomes the next
safety measure to spot and recognize the fraudulent practices
when they reach the networks and notify these to a network
administrator [17]. Earlier, manual auditing methods such
as discovery sampling were used to detect any such fraud
[18]. )is method had to tackle different environmental,
political, legal, and business practices. To improve detection
efficiency, computerized and automatic FDSs were devel-
oped. FDS capacities have been constrained however, as
identification is primarily based on predefined rules set by
the experts. Different data mining approaches are being
developed to detect the frauds effectively. Oddity or outlier
identification in FDS depends on behavioral profiling
methods that model the pattern of behavior for every entity
and assess any divergence from the normal [19]. Many
authors have adopted anomaly-based FDSs in different areas
of fraud detection [20–23].

1.4. Distributed Deployment of Security-Related Aspects.
Financial firms have indeed acknowledged that the de-
ployment of isolated control systems on solo delivery
channels apparently no longer implements the requisite
degree of vigilance toward illegal account operation. An
additional layer of security, i.e., “Fraud Management,” is
enhancing the robustness by combining with security
protocols at the level of standard channel [24]. )e
implemented fraud detection strategy can be distributed as
reactive and proactive, depending on the point where data
analysis is implemented in different transaction orders.
Fraud identification approaches derived from data pro-
cessing, neural networks, and/or various deep learning al-
gorithms conduct sophisticated model processing via
collected datasets in reactive fraud management to identify
suspect transfers.

)e newly arrived operations are evaluated “on the fly”
in proactive fraud management before proper authorization
and finalization, to allow the detection of unusual occur-
rences prior to any financial value movement. Proactive
fraud detection is accomplished by relocating the inherent
security which allows real-time scanning prior to completion
of the transaction. Statistical analysis and data mining-re-
lated approaches have been implemented on classed post-
transactional data to derive common traits correlated to
suspicious occurrences in fraud strategic management.

1.5.Data Imbalance Is aMajorConcern. Skewed distribution
is regarded as one of the chief sensitive problems of FDS [3].
Usually, the skewed data problem is the scenario where there

are far fewer instances of fraudulent cases than usual [25],
making it difficult for learners to uncover trends in minority
class data [26]. Moreover, class imbalance has a significant
influence on the efficiency of classificationmodels, which are
normally dominated by majority class labels. Imbalanced
datasets have a detrimental effect on classification perfor-
mance that tends to be overshadowed by the majority class,
thereby ignoring the minority class. As shown in Figure 2,
the data-balancing methods can be divided into two sub-
categories, viz., data level methods and algorithmic level
methods [27].

1.5.1. Data Level Methods. Such methods are taken as
preprocessing to reorient the collected data before applying
the classification algorithms. Many investigators have used
the balancing methods, viz., undersampling or over-
sampling, in FDS-related studies [3]. In undersampling, a
portion of the dataset of the dominant class is eliminated
[28]. A broad range of FDS has used the undersampling
technique to equalize training samples. )e oversampling
method duplicates minority class data samples. )e over-
sampling technique is not frequently used because it induces
overfitting of a model, especially for noisy data [29]. Syn-
thetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) [30] is
being used for fraud detection and considered as a superior
complement to its current peers. SMOTE synthesizes new
minority instances in the reported zone. Investigators, in
their study [31], have conducted many simulations using
various data level methods (SMOTE and EasyEnsemble) to
identify the most suitable credit card FDS [3].

1.5.2. Algorithmic Level Methods. In this category, classifiers
have been used to detect suspicious classes in a sample
dataset. )e algorithmic level approach uses cost-sensitive
learning (CSL) to counter unequal class distribution. CSL
places a cost variable to misinterpret the various classes by
presuming that a cost matrix is present for various errors.
Cost matrix structure is significantly correlated with these
observations: false negative/positive and true negative/
positive [32]. Another algorithmic approach followed in the
FDS literature would be to use learners to manage imbal-
anced distribution. Such learners are either immune to class
inequality by the learner’s intrinsic characteristics as with
Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction
(RIPPER) [33] or the learners are reinforced against the issue
by intrinsic alterations [3].

Falsified transactions have a narrow percentage in the
overall dataset that may hinder the efficiency of FDS. In
credit card systems, misclassifying legitimate transactions
causes dissatisfied customers, which itself is regarded more
detrimental than fraud itself. As mentioned above, two
approaches, viz., algorithmic and data levels, were used to fix
class imbalances. )e researchers, in their works [34–38],
have used undersampling techniques while dealing with the
concern of class skewness in credit card FDS. However,
Stolfo et al. [26] have used the oversampling method in the
preprocessing stage of credit card FDS.
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On the contrary, an algorithmic level approach has been
followed using cost-sensitive learning techniques or by using
the learner itself to manage uneven distribution. Sahin et al.
[39] have used cost-sensitive classifiers to address the class
imbalance. Dorronsoro et al. [21] have used nonlinear
discriminant analysis (NLDA) neural models to tackle the
class with imbalances. Ju and Lu [40] have used an enhanced
imbalance class weighted support vector machine (ICW-
SVM) to handle the skewness of the dataset. Bentley et al.
[41] have given a fraud density map to enhance detection
accuracy. In a study by Pozzolo et al. [42], the authors have
suggested a race model to choose the right approach for an
imbalance dataset. Chen [28] has used the binary support
vector system (BSVS) and genetic algorithm (GA) to achieve
a higher prediction accuracy from imbalance inputs.
Minegishi and Niimi [43] have suggested the creation of a
very fast decision tree (VFDT) learner, which could be
tailored for extremely unbalanced datasets. Seeja and Zar-
eapoor [44] have proposed FraudMiner for managing class
imbalance via explicitly entering unbalanced data to the
classification model. G.C. de Sá et al. have customized the
bayesian network classifier (BNC) algorithm for credit card
fraud detection [45]. Husejinovic has introduced a meth-
odology to detect credit card fraud using naive bayesian and
C4.5 decision tree classifiers [46]. Arya et al. have proposed
deep ensemble learning to identify fraud cases in real-time
data streams. )e proposed model is capable of adapting to
data imbalance as well as is robust to innate transaction
patterns such as purchasing behavior [4].

2. Scope of the Study

)is manuscript explores the concern of classifying imbal-
anced data by merging data level and algorithm level
techniques to detect the fraudster from the log files gen-
erated for credit cards used at IoT-enabled terminals.
Furthermore, an appropriate alert message can be sent to
either the credit card holder or the issuer for reverting/
blocking the transaction. Here, the random undersampling
(RUS) approach has been deployed at the data level and
boosting at the algorithmic level. )e merger of these two
components is RUSBoost [47]. Here, RUS is a data sampling
technique that aims to mitigate class inequality by modifying
the training dataset’s class distribution. RUS eliminates
instances from the majority class completely at random
before a reasonable class distribution is reached [48, 49]. )e

boosting method helps in improving the classification
precision of weak classifiers by combining weak hypotheses.
Initially, all training dataset examples are given equal
weights. Base learner forms a weak hypothesis during each
iteration of adaptive boosting (AdaBoosting). Boosting is
said to be adaptive since poor learners are subsequently
tweaked in support of cases which are not classified by
former classifiers. )e inconsistency connected with the
hypothesis is determined, and the weight of each instance is
modified in such a manner that incorrectly classified cases
raise their weights, whereas correctly classified samples
decrease their weights. )us, successive boosting steps will
produce hypotheses which are able to correctly classify the
previous incorrectly labeled instances. After all repetitions, a
weighted vote would be used to allot a class to samples in the
dataset [48]. RUSBoost is less costly than oversampling and
bagging when used for classification (like SMOTEBagging).

3. Methodology

Figure 3 highlights the various phases, taking credit card
transactional logs (imbalanced dataset) as input and giving
an alert to the bank or the credit card holder regarding the
status of the transactions performed at some IoT-based
terminals.

Figure 3 shows that on the credit card transactional logs,
the customized RUSBoost (CtRUSBoost) gets applied and
results into showing the status of the transaction held. Here,
the approach constitutes random undersampling and
boosting using decision tree as per the normal RUSBoost
algorithm with a further add-on/customization of having
bagging process using SVM. CtRUSBoost can be deployed at
the stage/step of either Credit Card Interchange or Credit
Card Provider Computer Controller System (as shown in
Figure 1), and from these controlling systems, an alert
message can be escalated for suspending or stopping the
financial transaction.)e various symbolic notations used in
the proposed algorithm CtRUSBoost have been defined in
Table 1.

)e RUSBoost given by Seiffert et al. [48, 49] has been
modified by the authors here in this research work. )e
rounded rectangles at steps 2d, 2e, 3a, 3b, and 4 show the
customization proposed by the authors here, which has
resulted in comparatively better outcomes. In step 1, the
weights of each sample are initialized to (1/x), where x is the
total of instances in the training dataset. )e weak hy-
potheses, viz., DT and SVM, are iteratively trained in steps
2a–2i. In step 2a, random undersampling has been imple-
mented to suppress the class labels until the required mi-
nority class proportion is reached in the current (temporary)
training dataset SEGz

′. For example, if the required class
proportion is 50:50, thenmost class instances are predictably
excluded until majority and minority class instances are
comparable. )erefore, SEGz

′ will have a new distribution of
weight as DISz

′. Step 2bmoves SEGz
′ and DISz

′ to the decision
tree, generating the weak hypothesis hz (step 2c). In step 2d,
support vector machine has been employed to compute the
weak hypothesis hsvm

z in step 2e.)e pseudo loss εt (based on
SEG and DISz) has been determined in step 2f.

Data-based

Data imbalance
approaches

Algorithm-based

UndersamplingOversampling

Figure 2: Various techniques of handling the concern related to
data imbalance.
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In step 2f, the hypothesis values for those tuples have only
been considered where there is a misclassification. Here, in
the subexpression qk ≠ q, qk means the original label/class of
the kth row/tuple in the dataset and q is the label/class ob-
tained after employing/deploying the weak learner decision
tree. Subexpression hz (pk, qk) is the numeric confidence
value in zth iteration for the instance pk, where the label is qk,
and subexpression hz (pk, q) is the numeric confidence value
in the same zth iteration for the instance pk considered earlier,
where the label is mismatched and obtained as q instead of qk.
In step 2g, the parameter α is computed as (εz/(1 − εz))which
symbolizes the weight update. In step 2h, the weight distri-
bution gets updated DISz+1. Step 2i normalizes the value
computed in the previous step. After the completion of Z

iterations, in step 3a, the maximum value of hz has been
computed among the ones given by decision tree under
boosting, where the knowledge/learning from the previous
dataset segment has been used for getting the hypothesis value
of the next dataset segment, but in the last step, all the results
have not beenmerged to obtain the final one. Instead, the final
value of the hypothesis has been obtained from the last dataset
segment. In step 3b, hypothesis values as obtained by
employing SVM for each dataset segment in Ziterations have
been finalized by performing voting or averaging among all

the values of hsvm
z . In step 4, the final hypothesis H (p) has

been computed taking themaximum of the value obtained for
hz and hsvm

z .

4. Results and Experiment

)e results obtained after using the three different datasets,
viz., (i) Abstract Dataset for Credit Card FraudDetection [50],
(ii) Default of Credit Card Client Dataset [51], and (iii) Credit
Card Fraud Dataset [52] are shown in this section. Cus-
tomized RUSBoost results were compared using RUSBoost,
decision tree (DT), logistic regression (LR), multilayer per-
ceptron (MLP), K-nearest neighbors (KNN), random forest
(RF), AdaBoost, and support vector machine (SVM).

)ree separate datasets based on the number of tuples
were taken for the current work. Datasets of less than five
thousand tuples were considered as small; tuples with a
range of over five thousand and less than ten thousand were
considered as medium; and those with a range of over ten
thousand entries were considered as large. All the datasets
have been divided into two partitions, i.e., 80% and 20% of
the full dataset, where the bigger portion has been taken for
training and the smaller one for testing of the machine
learning models.

TRANSACTIONAL
LOG

Credit card
holder

Alert
message sent

Classification of
transaction as

normal/abnormal
BaggingBoosting

Random
undersampling

(RUS)

Credit card
bank/issuer

Figure 3: Steps involved in classification of imbalanced transactional logs as normal or abnormal.

Table 1: Symbolic notations used in the proposed algorithm CtRUSBoost.

SEG Dataset segment under consideration

hsvm
z (pk)

Hypothesis value obtained through support vector machine in zth iteration for the instance pk (this serves as a numeric
confidence rating)

hz(pk) Hypothesis value obtained through decision tree in zth iteration for the instance pk (this serves as a numeric confidence rating)
εz Cumulative pseudo loss
αz Parameter to update the weight factor

Cz

Factor for normalizing the (z + 1)th distribution of weights taking the full training dataset/or normalized value for the
distribution

DISz (k) Distribution of weights at zth iteration taking the full training dataset for the kthsample
DISz+1 Distribution of weights at (z + 1)th iteration taking the full training dataset
DISz
′ Distribution of weights for zth temporary training dataset

SEGz
′ zthtemporary training dataset

pi ith row with values of all columns except the last one (i.e., label)
qi A label for the ith row
qr Minority class label
Z Total number of iterations employed in the ML model
k or x Total counts of samples present in the SEG
P Rows/tuples in the dataset (excluding the last column having labeled entries)
Q Total available labels in the dataset
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4.1. Small Dataset. )e dataset called Abstract Dataset for
Credit Card FraudDetection (Dataset A) [50] has been taken
from the kaggle.com database.)e authors classified this as a
small dataset with less than 5,000 tuples. )e dataset in-
cluded the usage of 3,075 clients and 11 attributes. Of the
3,075 samples, 2,627 represent nonfraudulent transactions
and 448 are fraudulent transactions (about 6:1). )e eleven
variables taken in this dataset are described in Table 2.

4.2. Medium Dataset. )e dataset called Default of Credit
Card Client Dataset (Dataset B) [51] has also been taken
from the kaggle.com database. )is includes details on
default payments, demographic factors, credit data, payment
history, and credit card company bills in Taiwan from April
2005 to September 2005. Among the 30,000 observations,
23,364 are cardholders with default payment as no and 6,636
with status as yes (about 4:1). Default payment in the finance
domain is known as nonrepayment of debt such as interest
or principal toward credit or estate. A default can result
when a purchaser could not render payments on time, slows
payouts, or declines or drops payment [53].

)is dataset used a binary variable default payment as the
answer variable. Table 3 explains the twenty-four variables
taken up in Dataset B.

4.3. Large Dataset. )e dataset called Credit Card Fraud
Detection (Dataset C) [52] was taken again from the kag-
gle.com database. )is dataset includes purchases by Eu-
ropean cardholders in September 2013. )is sample dataset
outlined two-day activities, with 492 frauds out of 284,807
total transactions. )e dataset is highly imbalanced, where
the positive class (fraud) constitutes 0.172% of all transac-
tions deemed. )e details of the dataset’s features are given
in Table 4 and include all numeric values.

It includes only numerical variables resulting from PCA
transformation. Kaggle did not provide any original features
as well as additional details due to privacy concerns. Features
V1, V2, . . . , andV28 are the key PCA components with
untransformed attributes as “time” and “amount.”

4.4. EvaluationMetrics. Assessment measures are employed
to calculate statistic or machine learning model efficiency. A
confusion matrix gives us the output matrix that charac-
terizes the model’s complete efficiency. Here, in the pro-
posed model, the security context is said to be robust if the
model is capable of finding/classifying fraudster transactions
accurately. )e metrics used for comparing ML models for
their accuracy are sensitivity and specificity from the con-
fusion matrix, precision, F1 score, receiver operating
characteristic (ROC), and area under precision recall
(AUPR).

4.4.1. Confusion Matrix. )e confusion matrix is a repre-
sentation of an algorithm’s performance in the field related
to machine learning. )e term “Confusion” has appeared
from the fact that if the machine learning model causes
confusion between two classes, it is easy to see. Figure 4

depicts a confusion matrix providing sensitivity, specificity,
recall, and fall-out information. )e column in this matrix
represents instances in the actual class, while each row
represents instances in one expected class.

Sensitivity is an estimate of the total of truly positive
instances expected to be positive. )e larger sensitivity value
will have a high true positive value and less false negative
value. Models with high sensitivity are required for health
and financial purposes. Specificity is defined as the share of
actual negatives, predicted to be negative.)is ratio may also
be called the false positive rate. )e higher specificity value
will mean the higher true negative and lower false positive
rate.

4.4.2. Precision and F1 Score. Precision and F-measure-
ments are considered more suitable for estimating the
performance of a classification algorithm when the dataset is
imbalanced, where precision is characterized as the positive
predictive value. F-measure in the confusion matrix is the
weighted harmonic mean of sensitivity and precision [54]:

precision �
TP

TP + FP
,

F1 �
2 × precision × recall
precision + recall

.

(1)

Precision is the percentage of true positives to all pos-
itives. For our problem statement here, the precision would
be the measure of fraudster transactions that we correctly
identified as fraud out of all the transactions, which are
actually fraud. Recall refers to the proportion of the overall
predictions of the algorithm being accurately categorized.
Furthermore, the value of F1 gives a single score that bal-
ances out both recall and the precision.

Here, decision tree, logistic regression, multilayer per-
ceptron (MLP), K-nearest neighbor (KNN), random forest
(RF), AdaBoost, and support vector machine (SVM) models
have been compared w.r.t. sensitivity, specificity, precision,
and F1 score. Decision tree is a nonparametric, supervised
learning system for classification and regression tasks. )e
decision tree is designed using an algorithmic method that
recognizes ways of splitting data based on different condi-
tions. Logistic regression is an algorithm for machine
learning that is based on the probability principle. It is an
algorithm for classification used to attribute observations to
a specific class set. Using the logistic sigmoid function, lo-
gistic regression transforms the output to return a proba-
bility value. A multilayer perceptron is a neural network that
links different layers in a directed graph, meaning the signal
path through nodes only goes one directional. In MLP, every
node is having a nonlinear activation function, except the
input nodes. K-nearest neighbor is a single algorithm that
holds all existing cases in a similarity measure (i.e., distance
function) and classifies new cases. )e random forest al-
gorithm generates decision trees on data samples and then
obtains predictions from each and finally, picks the best
option by voting. In AdaBoost, a sequence of weak learners is
linked so that each weak classifier attempts to enhance the
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classification of observations incorrectly labeled by the
preceding weak classifier. Support vector machine uses a
kernel trick to transform data and then determines an
optimal boundary between potential outputs. )e results
showing comparison among customized RUSBoost, deci-
sion tree, logistic regression, multilayer perceptron (MLP),
K-nearest neighbor (KNN), random forest (RF), AdaBoost,
and support vector machine (SVM) models have been
presented in Tables 5–7.

In Table 7, the value that has been observed for the
precision and F1 score is NaN under SVM because the zero
divided by zero is undefined as a real number, and in
computing systems, it can be represented as NaN.

4.4.3. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC). In machine
learning, measuring efficiency is an integral activity. ROC is
considered the most significant measurement to test the
efficiency of any classification model. It tells how much the
model can differentiate between classes. )e higher the
AUC, the better it would be to predict 0 s as 0 s and 1 s as 1 s.
)e curve for ROC is plotted with TP rate vs. FP rate, taking
TP and FP rates at y-axis and x-axis, respectively [55].
Figures 5–7 depict the ROC for the customized RUSBoost
and its peer techniques, i.e., simple RUSBoost, DT, LR, MLP,
KNN, RF AdaBoost, and SVM, indicating the optimality of
the proposed customization in RUSBoost on the benchmark
datasets A, B, and C, respectively.

(i) Input: x, SEG, P × Q(with qr ∈ Q, |Q| � 2)
(ii) Output: maximum of [(maximum of hz value), (maximum of hsvm

z value)]
Begin

(1) Initialization of DIS1(k) � 1/x for all k

(2) Do for z � 1, 2, 3, . . . , Z

(a) Create temporary training dataset SEGz
′ with weight distribution DISz

′ by using random undersampling
(b) Call decision tree, considering the sample set as SEGz

′ and distribution of weight DISz
′

(c) Compute a hypothesis hz: P × Q⟶ [0, 1]

(d) Call support vector machine considering the sample set as SEGz
′ and distribution of weight as DISz

′
(e) Compute a hypothesis hsvm

z : P × Q⟶ [0, 1]

(f ) Compute the pseudo loss for SEG and DISz

εz � (k, q): qk ≠ qDISz(k)(1 − hz (pk, qk) + hz(pk, q))

(g) Compute the parameter to update the weighing factor:
αz � (εz/1 − εz)

(h) Update DISz:

DISz+1(k) � DISz(k)α(1/2)(1+hz(pk,qk)−hz(pk,q: qk ≠ q))
z

(i) NormalizeDISz+1: Let Cz � zDISz+1 (k)

DISz+1(k) � (DISz+1(k)/Cz)

(3) Find the values for hz and hsvm
z

(a) For each value of hz, where z � 1, 2, . . . , Z{ }, find out the maximum value of hz

(b) For each value of hsvm
z , where z � 1, 2, . . . , Z{ }, apply bagging either by performing voting or averaging among all the

values of hypothesis obtained
(4) Compute the final hypothesis H (p) as the maximum value between hzand hsvm

z

End

ALGORITHM 1: CtRUSBoost (customized RUSBoost).

Table 2: Attribute number, name, and definition of Dataset A.

Attribute Description
X1 Merchant ID : ID of the merchant
X2 Average amount/transaction/day
X3 Total amount of transaction
X4 Is declined: declining or falling transaction (yes or no)
X5 Total number of declines/days: total transaction numbers declined daily
X6 Is foreign transaction: transaction carried out is or is not a foreign transaction
X7 Is high-risk country: transaction is performed in countries under high risk
X8 Average daily chargeback amount
X9 Average chargeback (taken for six months)
X10 Frequency of chargeback (taken for six months)
X11 Is fraudulent: transaction is a fraud or not
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Besides ROC, the precision recall (PR) curves are also
considered better for evaluating the algorithmic efficiency
when the sample set is highly biased. )e results of the
current work are also presented through an AUPR curve
obtained on various machine learning models.

4.4.4. Area under Precision Recall (AUPR). )e ROC curve
has some drawbacks, including class skew decoupling. )at
is why the precision recall (PR) curve, which plots precision
against recall and is equivalent to the false discovery rate
curve, has gained attention in recent years. )is output

Table 3: Attribute number, name, and definition of Dataset B (amount in New Taiwan or NT dollar).

Attribute Description
X1 Credit amount

X2
Gender of the borrower

1 for male
2 for female

X3

Level of education
1 Graduate school

2 University
3 High school

4 Others
5/6 Unknown

X4

Marital status of the borrower
1 Married
2 Single
3 Others

X5 Age of the credit card holder (in years)

X6–X11 PAY_1 to PAY_6: status of payment return in September to April 2005

Paid on-time payment� −1
One-month payment delay� 1
Two-month payment delay� 2

.

.

.
Nine or above months of payment delay� 9

X12–X17 BILL_AMT1-6: amount of bill for the months April to September 2005
X18–X23 PAY_AMT1-6: previous payment in April to September 2005
X24 Status as 1 for yes and 0 for no under the default payment

True condition
Total

population Actual condition positive Actual condition negative

Pr
ed

ic
te

d 
co

nd
iti

on

Predicted
condition
positive

True positive (TP) rate, sensitivity

=
Σ True positive

Σ Condition positive

False positive (FP) rate

=
Σ False positive

Σ Condition negative

Predicted
condition
negative

False negative (FN) rate

=
Σ False negative

Σ Condition positive

True negative (TN) rate, specificity

=
Σ True negative

Σ Condition negative

Figure 4: Sensitivity, specificity, FP rate, and FN rate formulas in the confusion matrix.

Table 4: Attribute number, name, and definition of Dataset C.

Attribute Description
V1 . . . V28 )e parameters have been anonymized with principal component analysis (PCA) to protect the user identities
Time Time intervened between transactions (in seconds)
Amount Amount of the transaction
Class Final label; 1� fraud, 0� otherwise
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metric has been widely used in various fields such as
computer vision, computational biology, data analysis,
medicine, and natural language processing. As a single score,
the AUPR summarizes the precision recall curve and can be
used to easily compare different binary classification models.
)e AUPR ′s value for a perfect classifier is 1. )e high

precision and recall system will provide correctly labeled
results [55]. Figures 8–10 depict the AUPR for the cus-
tomized RUSBoost and its peer techniques, i.e., simple
RUSBoost, DT, LR, MLP, KNN, RF, AdaBoost, and SVM,
indicating the optimality of the algorithm on the benchmark
datasets A, B, and C, respectively.

Table 5: Sensitivity, specificity, precision, and F1 scores obtained on Dataset A executing RUSBoost, customized RUSBoost, DT, LR, MLP,
KNN, RF, AdaBoost, and SVM.

Model name Sensitivity Specificity Precision F1 score
RUSBoost 50.6 99.8 33.4 40.2
Customized RUSBoost 96.3 85.6 94.2 88.6
DT 76.5 97.9 72.6 75.4
LR 57.0 99.0 86.0 68.7
MLP 70.4 99.5 95.8 81.1
KNN 80.6 99.9 95.1 87.2
RF 53.2 99.0 82.3 64.5
AdaBoost 73.4 99.0 83.7 78.2
SVM 61.2 99.9 96.8 75.7

Table 6: Sensitivity, specificity, precision, and F1 scores obtained on Dataset B executing RUSBoost, customized RUSBoost, DT, LR, MLP,
KNN, RF, AdaBoost, and SVM.

Model name Sensitivity Specificity Precision F1 score
RUSBoost 34.6 98.3 85.9 59.4
Customized RUSBoost 99.6 98.7 95.7 97.6
DT 40.6 81.0 49.5 50.7
LR 23.6 97.0 69.6 35.0
MLP 38.5 93.2 61.4 47.3
KNN 37.8 89.4 50.0 43.1
RF 5.5 99.2 68.2 10.2
AdaBoost 30.8 95.8 67.3 42.3
SVM 33.2 95.2 67.8 44.5

Table 7: Sensitivity, specificity, precision, and F1 scores obtained on Dataset C executing RUSBoost, customized RUSBoost, DT, LR, MLP,
KNN, RF, AdaBoost, and SVM.

Model name Sensitivity Specificity Precision F1 score
RUSBoost 34.6 98.3 85.9 59.4
Customized RUSBoost 99.6 98.7 95.7 97.6
DT 40.6 81.0 49.5 50.7
LR 23.6 97.0 69.6 35.0
MLP 38.5 93.2 61.4 47.3
KNN 37.8 89.4 50.0 43.1
RF 5.5 99.2 68.2 10.2
AdaBoost 30.8 95.8 67.3 42.3
SVM 33.2 95.2 67.8 44.5
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Figure 6: ROC curve obtained on the Credit Card Fraud Detection
Dataset after deploying RUSBoost, customized RUSBoost, DT, LR,
MLP, KNN, RF, AdaBoost, and SVM.
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Figure 7: ROC curve obtained on the Abstract dataset for Credit
Card Fraud Detection after deploying RUSBoost, customized
RUSBoost, DT, LR, MLP, KNN, RF, AdaBoost, and SVM.
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Figure 8: AUPR curve obtained on the Dataset A after deploying
RUSBoost, customized RUSBoost, DT, LR, MLP, KNN, RF,
AdaBoost, and SVM.
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Figure 5: ROC curve obtained on the Default of Credit Card Client
Dataset after deploying RUSBoost, customized RUSBoost, DT, LR,
MLP, KNN, RF, AdaBoost, and SVM.
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5. Conclusion

In this research work, the existing RUSBoost algorithm has
been customized by using a combination of bagging and
boosting. )e results obtained after customizing the RUS-
Boost in the proposed methodology are more reliable and
authentic when compared with simple/normal RUSBoost,
DT, RF, AdaBoost, SVM, LR, KNN, and MLP. )e scores
obtained for the CtRUSBoost algorithm on three benchmark
datasets A, B, and C taken from kaggle.com are 96.30, 99.60,
and 100, respectively, for sensitivity; 85.60, 98.70, and 99.80,
respectively, for specificity; 94.20, 95.70, and 99.30, re-
spectively, for precision; and 88.60, 97.60, and 99.60, re-
spectively, for F1 score. )e results obtained from
CtRUSBoost have outperformed all the peer approaches
used in this study by a large margin, which means it can
detect fraudster transactions more robustly. In the future,
the work proposed here can be customized further by adding
weak classifiers to the process such as K-nearest neighbors,
linear regression, and multilayer perceptron.

Data Availability

)e datasets used during the current study are available at
kaggle.com, and web links to the datasets are as follows:
kaggle small-sized dataset, https://www.kaggle.com/
shubhamjoshi2130of/abstract-data-set-for-credit-card-
fraud-detection, kaggle medium-sized dataset, https://www.

kaggle.com/uciml/default-of-credit-card-clients-dataset,
and kaggle large-sized dataset, https://www.kaggle.com/
mlg-ulb/creditcardfraud. )e datasets used to support the
findings of this study are included within the article at
reference numbers [50–52].
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Recent technological developments in wireless and sensor networks have led to a paradigm shift in interacting with everyday
objects, which nurtured the concept of Internet of-ings (IoT). However, low-powered nature of IoTdevices generally becomes a
hindrance that makes them vulnerable to a wide array of attacks. Among these, the emergence of rogue devices is quickly
becoming a major security concern. Rogue devices are malicious in nature which typically execute different kinds of cyberattacks
by exploiting the weaknesses of access control schemes in IoTenvironments. -erefore, access control is one of the crucial aspects
of an IoTecosystem that defines an entry point for a device or a user in the network.-is paper investigates this issue and presents
an access control scheme by integrating an IoT network with blockchain technology, thereby arguing to replace the traditional
centralized IoT-server architecture with a decentralized one. -e blockchain is used with smart contracts to establish a secure
platform for device registration. Due to this reason, the IoTdevices are first required to register themselves and access the network
via contracts thereafter. Moreover, the contracts host a device registry, the access control list, to grant or deny access to devices.
-is allows the proposed scheme to authorize registered devices only and block unregistered ones, which facilitates the mitigation
of rogue devices. To demonstrate the feasibility and improvements of the proposed scheme, security analysis along with in-depth
performance evaluation are conducted, where the obtained results indicate its applicability. A case study is also formulated with a
comparative analysis that confirms the superior performance of the proposed scheme for low-powered IoT systems.

1. Introduction

In recent years, Internet of -ings (IoT) has gathered
substantial popularity and wide acceptance for low-powered
communication among devices [1, 2]. -e IoT networks
enable connectivity of physical devices via the Internet that
can operate, communicate, and actuate autonomously to
provide innovative services in a wide array of applications
[3]. It is expected that, by the end of the year 2020, almost
50–100 billion devices will be connected to the Internet [4].
-ese devices would require unconventional and dynamic
methodologies to support ultrareliable low-latency com-
munication (URLLC) and enhanced mobile broadband

(eMBB) services [5, 6]. Furthermore, there would be a need
for novel security mechanisms to ensure the integrity and
authenticity of the data.

-e interconnection of such a sheer number of devices
will inevitably introduce security issues into an IoT-based
system as IoT devices are generally resource-constrained in
memory, energy, and computational resources, which ex-
acerbate the architectural and security challenges of IoT
[7, 8]. To cope with the security issues of IoT networks and
prevent future network breaches, several approaches and
solutions have been proposed. For instance, some key ex-
change schemes have been proposed to provide resilience
against different kinds of attacks, where key management is
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concerned with the generation, storing, and exchange of the
keys. Moreover, mechanisms like authentication provide
resistance against man-in-the-middle (MITM) and imper-
sonation attacks [9, 10].

With the rise of Bitcoin and cryptocurrency in general,
the concept of distributed blockchain databases has received
significantly wider attention. -is is because a wide range of
distributed applications can be built based on the distributed
infrastructure of blockchain. One unique variant in this
regard is the Ethereum blockchain platform, which includes
a Turing-complete programming framework with system
state information to realize the so-called smart contracts
[11]. Furthermore, the blockchain facilitates a resilient and
highly distributed ledger for recording transactions, at-
tributing them to a specific node in a network, and ordering
them relative to time. -is phenomenon is made possible
through a process known as mining, whereby a large number
of dedicated high-powered computers running application-
specific integrated circuits (ASICs) process the transactions
in real time. -e miners compete with each other for a small
fee in addition to a subsidy in the form of a cryptocurrency
or token. Moreover, data is permanently recorded in the
blockchain network through a data structure called blocks.
-us, a ledger of past transactions is called the blockchain as
it is a chain of blocks that serves to confirm the transactions
to the rest of the network [12].

Security protocols in IoTnetworks are still in a primitive
stage and only make use of HTTP, MQTT, and XMPP
protocols for routing the messages [13]. With blockchain
technology, the issues of key distribution and management
are completely solved due to the global unique identifier
(GUID) of each IoT device. -is would eliminate the
handshake procedures and exchange of PKI certificates for
communication among IoT devices, thus, leading to a
smoother communication experience. Blockchain technol-
ogy in IoT networks acts as a tool to execute a system of
contracts focused on the application of value exchange [14].
Furthermore, there is a multitude of applications that can be
run alongside, or in conjunction with, the blockchain-en-
abled IoT networks, which takes advantage of the large
amount of computing power or computational effort gen-
erated by the dedicated mining machines. In the next sec-
tion, we review some of the recent literature in the domain of
blockchain-enabled IoT networks.

1.1. Literature Review. Research in IoT has recently received
worldwide attention such that [7] highlights various chal-
lenges in IoT environments and identifies the following
avenues for future research directions: architecture and
dependencies, creating knowledge and big data, robustness,
scaling, privacy, human-in-the-loop, and security in par-
ticular. -is is because dealing with security attacks is one of
the major problems that are prevalent on the Internet [13].
-is is deeply problematic for IoT since its operation de-
pends on the Internet connectivity. Moreover, we can define
a blockchain as an online and distributed ledger that pri-
marily consists of a list of blocks. Each block is an ordered
record of application relevant data and a hash of the

preceding block. -is enables a system to achieve trans-
parency in its operation and makes a blockchain highly
resistant to data tampering. To achieve synchronization of
the ledger, different consensus algorithms are used for
sharing control across the blockchain network. -is con-
tributes to overall increased robustness. -erefore, many
applications have adopted it to provide trust-free and
decentralized solutions.

-e authors of [14] provide a survey of existing block-
chain-enabled IoT solutions for permission-less trading in
the network. In another work [15], the authors propose a
secure signing mechanism for ensuring the integrity of data.
-e proposed solution makes use of hash-based signing
which is more efficient when compared to the existing
approaches. -e study in [16] proposes SMACS, which is a
smart contract access control service. SMACS offloads the
burden of expensive access control validation and man-
agement operations to an off-chain infrastructure, while
only implementing the lightweight token-based access
control on a blockchain. Moreover, healthcare is quickly
adopting new technologies like artificial intelligence to
automate the different modules in a standard clinical
workflow for radiation oncology [17, 18]. However, machine
learning models are data demanding meaning that abundant
data is required for optimal learning, where well-annotated
medical data is scarce [19]. In a typical setting, data is
collected at a single/different institute(s) and subsequently
shared with others as per collaboration agreement. -is
traditional approach of data sharing is time consuming as it
normally requires a centralized database, which is created
and maintained by the host institute. Data sharing using
blockchain can address this problem. -e authors of [20]
perform similar studies for private blockchain networks.
More specifically, a practical byzantine fault tolerance
protocol is proposed. -is is an efficient protocol that allows
devices to operate even if 33% of the nodes are honest while
the rest 66% of nodes become rogue or malicious. -e
authors of [21] propose a novel approach called Enigma. It is
a decentralized platform for guaranteeing the integrity and
security of the collected data. -e sensitive information in
Enigma is stored in an off-chain database with strong en-
cryption that mitigates the impact of cyberattacks. Similarly,
a blockchain-based consent model for health data sharing
platforms is also discussed in [22].

For smart home applications, the authors of [23] propose a
new IoT authorization stack protocol in which the devices are
connected to the cloud for exchanging commands with a
mobile user. -e proposed solution addresses the security
leakage issues in an untrusted cloud communication archi-
tecture. In a similar work [24], the authors focus on the
centrality of blockchain nodes to manage and monitor the IoT
devices. Some interesting proposals for private blockchain
networks are also provided in [25, 26], wherein the authors
created a threat model for evaluating the security protocols.
-ey demonstrated that the intrusion detection systems based
on techniques like anomaly behavior analysis can prove quite
useful against cyberattacks in IoTnetworks. Following the same
approach, the authors of [27] point out different vulnerabilities
and provided solutions for IoT networks.
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To ensure the security and integrity of IoTnetworks, the
authors of [28] provide a proof-of-concept implementation
of a distributed ledger technology.-is was done onmultiple
Raspberry Pi devices connected to the network in a realistic
communication environment. An unclonable solution (used
in key management and generation) for low-powered IoT
devices and vehicular networks is proposed by [29–31].
Later, an extension of the same was provided in [32, 33],
which eliminated the high-cost process of key generation.
Quantum security solution for distributed ledger technol-
ogies has also been explored in [34]. -ey propose a one-
time signature for reducing the signature time cost and size
by 75% and 76%, respectively. -e security issues of
blockchain-enabled IoT networks for industry 4.0 have also
been considered by many studies [35–37], in which different
integration challenges and recommendations were high-
lighted by the authors.

1.2.Motivation and Contribution. To help solve and address
the aforementioned limitations, we propose a blockchain-
based access control scheme for IoT that works in con-
junction with smart contracts and achieves distributed and
trustworthy access control in an IoT system. Blockchain is
used to provide a device registration mechanism via its
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) framework as well as for
distributing the control within the network, while smart
contracts are used to implement the access control functions
with Access Control List (ACL). Moreover, a higher com-
puting capability with lower computation cost for estab-
lishing the access control methods is achieved by using smart
contracts as opposed to [38–40]. In this backdrop, our work
employs blockchain technology for providing access control
in IoT networks. More specifically, this paper introduces a
scheme for decentralized IoT access control. -is is estab-
lished by integrating the traditional device-to-server com-
munication infrastructure with blockchain and smart
contracts. To summarize, the blockchain offers a safe and
secure device registration mechanism with its PKI, while the
smart contracts enforce the access control functions by using
an ACL mechanism. -us, this paper makes the following
contributions to the state of the art:

(i) A novel blockchain-based decentralized IoT access
control scheme is proposed. -e proposed scheme
makes use of the registration platform to register or
remove a device in the network.

(ii) -e ACL mechanism is designed to authorize
registered devices only. -e integration of ACL
mechanism with the proposed scheme mitigates the
impact of rogue devices in an IoT network.

(iii) A comprehensive analysis with a state-of-the-art
blockchain-based IoT access control scheme is
provided.-e results demonstrate the feasibility and
superior performance of the proposed scheme.

1.3. Paper Organization. -e remainder of the paper is
organized in the following way. Section 2 describes the IoT-
blockchain model while Section 3 explains its operation.

Section 4 presents the security analysis of the proposed
scheme. Section 5 details its performance evaluation along
with its relevant discussion and a comparative analysis.
Finally, Section 6 presents the concluding remarks with
potential directions for future research.

2. IoT-Blockchain Model

-is paper presents a blockchain-based access control
scheme for IoT that operates in conjunction with smart
contracts.-e scheme is based on Ethereum [41], a variant of
blockchain technology that allows decentralized applications
(DApps) to be built atop blockchain along with their cor-
responding states, which is composed of objects called ac-
counts that have the following fields [41]:

(i) A 20-byte address (i.e., ID)
(ii) A smart contract code that may be empty
(iii) A balance of Ether used to pay transaction fees
(iv) A nonce so that each transaction is processed only

once

Furthermore, a state in Ethereum refers to the current
data present in the blockchain, whereas a state transition
occurs whenever a transaction occurs. Additionally, there
are two types of accounts in Ethereum:

(a) Externally owned account (EOA): these are user
accounts managed with PKI

(b) Contract: this is a computer program, and its cor-
responding account has its code and is controlled by
the same

Furthermore, by sharing data across the blockchain and
committing transactions, the smart contracts can be exe-
cuted in a decentralized manner. -is adheres to their in-
tegrity and enables their transparent execution. Besides,
there exists a gas limit for each transaction and process
within Ethereum, where gas is an analogous word for “re-
source,” i.e., a certain amount of gas for a function means
that its execution has that much of resource to use.
-erefore, IoTdevices have to use very negligible amounts of
gas for their operation. It can be interpreted as a cost factor
for the IoTdevices but it also ensures security by limiting the
devices to generate only as many requests as the amount of
gas that they have [42].

2.1. Network Model. As shown in Figure 1, the IoT-block-
chain model consists of seven core components. -us, the
details of these components are provided herewith:

(1) Server. It represents a device or a set of devices that is
responsible for providing different kinds of services
to users and devices of the IoT-blockchain network.
Moreover, the server is the host of the IoT-block-
chain network; i.e., it initiates a blockchain with the
first block but instead of being centralized, servers
are decentralized here.-is way, the servers act as the
trusted hosts since they hold the genesis block that is
trusted by all users and devices in the network.
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Moreover, they may employ permissionless or per-
missioned consensus protocols to enable interactions
between them and the network constituents that
include and are not limited to collecting data, pro-
cessing, querying data from, and/or writing data to
storage devices.

(2) Miner. It represents the volunteers of the IoT-
blockchain network, i.e., miners. -ey are mainly
responsible for solving the PoW puzzles and mine
new blocks.-us, they provide the computing power
required by the proposed scheme to operate.

(3) Smart Contracts. It represents the computer pro-
grams or codes that act as the regulatory bodies in
the proposed scheme, i.e., the smart contracts. -ey
enforce the access control functions and host the
ACL. -us, they are responsible for registering and
removing devices as well as authorizing them. -is
way, they can block rogue devices and mitigate their
impact.

(4) User Device. -is represents user setups that include
and are not limited to PCs, laptops, and smart-
phones. A user can conveniently check and enjoy the
services provided by the servers in the network using
these devices, as well as read data from or write to the
storage devices of the network.

(5) IoT Device. -is represents the things, i.e., devices
that are responsible for sensing, processing, and
communicating data to the server via gateways. -ey
may also read data from or write to a storage device
as well as send control signals to actuators which in
turn may operate another device.

(6) Gateway. -is represents the service agent for IoT
devices in the network. -e devices can use the
gateways for communication; i.e., it provides net-
work connectivity to them via short-range com-
munication technologies and protocols such as
Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and Zigbee. Moreover, a gateway
may also provide additional functionalities such as
data aggregation and specific security features. -us,
different gateways may be used for different types of
devices or a single gateway can also be used for a
range of devices, thereby, forming a device cluster.

(7) Storage. It represents the reading and/or writing
processes of data to storage devices, which may be
permanent like read-only memory (ROM) or tem-
porary like random-access memory (RAM). -us,
different data types (e.g., JSON, XML, CSV, etc.) can
be written on them such that they can be used by
other devices in the network.

2.2. System Assumptions. -e proposed scheme uses the
following system configurations and assumptions:

(i) -e scheme uses a proof-of-work (PoW) consensus
algorithm for its operation.

(ii) All peers (servers/miners) have a blockchain ac-
count that allows them to claim a deployment in-
stance of a smart contract during system
initialization and, subsequently, identify themselves
as the trusted hosts.

(iii) An adversary/a group of adversaries cannot com-
promise the blockchain such that peers are not

Contracts

Code as regulatory body

Miner

Volunteers of the network
Solve the PoW puzzle

IoT device

For processing the data
Static resouce limit

Storage

For reading/writing the data
Temporary memory like RAM

Server

Host of blockchain net
Trusted host for serving

User device

Handheld equipment
For enjoying services

Gateway

Data aggregation node

IoT-blockchain components

Figure 1: An overview of the IoT-blockchain model and its core components.
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resource-constrained and control more than 50% of
the total computing power.

(iv) Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) with the Elliptic
Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) is used
to generate the account addresses (IDs) for both IoT
devices and peer nodes.

(v) Gateways act as the agents of IoT devices and are
responsible for storing their accounts. It is assumed
that gateways are physically accessible as well as
secure, which makes them unlikely to be compro-
mised. -us, they can be trusted as agents.

(vi) All peer nodes are assumed to be synchronized on
the same blockchain block.

2.3. 7reat Model. We consider a threat model where the
objective of an adversary is to compromise the proposed
access control scheme by exploiting a security loophole and
gain unauthorized access into the system with his/her rogue
device(s), which are just plain malicious in nature by def-
inition. Note that the loophole can include endpoint vul-
nerabilities, malfunctioning hardware, and “bring your own
device” (BYOD). -us, by compromising the system with
weak access control setup, the adversary intends to execute
different kinds of cyberattacks on the system, which may
include impersonation, resource depletion, sinkhole, denial
of service (DoS), distributed DoS (DDoS), birthday, and
spoofing. -is presents serious security implications: if an
adversary successfully enters into a system, he/she can target
its specific components to steal information or disrupt the
network operations, or in rare cases, permanently damage
the whole system. -erefore, effects of rogue devices and
devices exhibiting rogue behavior must be mitigated.

3. Blockchain-Based IoT Access
Control Scheme

-e proposed scheme uses ECDSA for generating distinctive
IDs for IoT devices and the peer nodes. -e smart contracts
maintain the ACL and can differentiate between registered
and rogue devices. -us, with the ACL mechanism, each
device is required to first register itself with the network
using its ID, which is handled through gateways. -e reg-
istration process will generate a unique ID for each device,
which can be used to interact with other devices or peers.
-ese interactions are enabled by the contracts by using
ACL. Note that the contracts are hosted by the nodes that
deployed them, i.e., peers. -us, the smart contracts act as
the regulatory bodies of the scheme and are responsible for
facilitating secure communication between devices and
peers. For this purpose, the contracts provide the following
ABIs:

deviceAdd: it functions to register a new device using
its ID and store it in the ACL. Note that the ID here
represents the 20-byte address of the IoT device which
is used by this ABI to list the device name in ACL.
deviceDelete: it functions to rescind the access of a
device by removing it from the ACL. Similar to

deviceAdd ABI, it also requires the 20-byte ID of the
device to match against the ACL and remove it
thereafter.
sendMessage: this is the enabler of communication
with smart contracts. It functions to fetch and return
the address of a contract to a device; i.e., if a device
wants to send a message, it needs to interact with a
contract instance in the network via this ABI.
accessControl: it is the core ABI that is responsible for
authorizing and blocking devices with the application
of ACL. For this purpose, it first checks if a device is
registered in the ACL.-us, whenever a device calls this
ABI to authorize its current access request, it will start
the validation process to check the validity of the re-
quest according to Algorithm 1, where access(ds[n]) is
the access control routine of contracts,
request(ds[n].node) represents a message generated by
an IoT device (subject), ds represents a set of subjects,
and ACL is the access control list hosted by the con-
tracts. -us, this ABI allows the requests of registered
devices only and blocks rogue ones, thereby, limiting
their impact.

It is worth noting here that only the smart contract
creator can add, delete, or update the definitions of these
ABIs. -erefore, access control permissions must be care-
fully considered while designing them.

3.1. Mining Operation. To handle the requests (we refer to
them as transactions) generated in the IoT-blockchain
network, miners (block producers) need to generate blocks
efficiently with the optimal time cost.-erefore, they need to
complete the following steps: (i) collect, verify, and combine
the transactions into a block and mine it; (ii) broadcast the
mined block to reach a consensus in the network and append
it to the blockchain as the latest block.

We now formulate the miners in our proposed scheme.
Let us assume that there are N peer nodes and M miner
nodes in the network, where peer nodes represent both
miners and servers. Moreover, the set of peer nodes is
represented by N � n1, n2, . . . , nN , where the computing
power of node nn, n � 1, . . . , N is represented by Υn, re-
spectively. Note that Υ � Υ1,Υ2, . . . ,Υn  is used here to
represent the set of computing power of the network. -us,
M miners represented by M � m1, . . . , mm, . . . ,

mM}, M⊆N, are selected out of Nnodes.

3.2. Degree of Decentralization. -is paper introduces a
novel way to measure the degree of decentralization in the
proposed scheme by using Gini coefficient (G); it is well
studied as a measurement for inequality of wealth or income
[43]. Due to its accuracy in evaluating inequality, G has been
employed in many fields that include and are not limited to
capturing contrast intensity [44], system fairness [45], and
resource difference degree [46]. For further details on G, we
direct the reader to Appendix A. -us, we measure the
decentralization of our scheme by considering the distri-
bution of computing power among the miners. To formulate
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this, G for miners with respect to (w.r.t.) computing power
distribution can be calculated by in the following way:

G(Υ) �
mi∈Mmj∈M Υi − Υj





2mi∈Mmj∈MΥi

�
mi∈Mmj∈M Υi − Υj





2Mmi∈MΥi

,

(1)

-e values of G are within the range [0, 1], where 0
denotes full decentralization while 1 denotes the opposite
(full centralization), respectively. Using this formulation, we
can observe that the more uniform or decentralized the
distribution of computing power is, the closer G is to 0.
Figure 2 describes the decentralization performance of the
proposed IoT-blockchain scheme. Different from [47],
where decentralization performance of a blockchain is
measured by the number of miners, a more general metric,
G, is used here to capture the degree of decentralization w.r.t.
the computing power distribution among miners. It can be
seen from the figure that as the threshold of G decreases, the
Lorenz curve gradually approaches the line of ideal de-
centralization, thereby, making the blockchain more
decentralized. Note that Lorenz curve details are given in
Appendix A. -is demonstrates that G is an effective metric
that can be used to measure the decentralization degree of
blockchain-based systems. Similarly,G can also be calculated
for other aspects of a blockchain quantitatively.

4. Security Analysis

-is section presents the security analyses of the proposed
scheme by discussing the following factors.

4.1. Distributed Servers. Traditional IoT systems primarily
rely on a centralized cloud server that is responsible for
managing IoT devices and handling the majority of the
computation and decision operations. Although a cloud
server may in reality be replicated for authentication and
decision processes, the system can still be considered as a
single entity. -is presents us with a serious security con-
cern; i.e., the whole system can be potentially compromised
if an adversary gains access to the server. -us, the proposed
scheme eliminates this concern by distributing the com-
putation resources among miners. -is results in high-se-
curity fidelity and enables a system to continue operation
even if one or more of its peers cease to operate. Moreover,
by distributing the computation in this manner, the

resources required by a server can be relaxed. -is will likely
result in a situation where adversaries will consume mainly
their resources to perform any malicious activity or attack.

4.2. Trust-Free System Operation. A typical IoT system
operates on trust which is normally established via third
parties that work as the middlemen between the devices and
the server. -ese third parties have their associated costs in
terms of labor and latency, where centralized IoT systems
have to pay as trust a key security requirement for reliable
network operation. -e proposed scheme eliminates this
reliance since it does not require any intermediary to
guarantee its operation [48]. Moreover, a PoW distributed
consensus protocol is used instead, which allows the net-
work to reach consensus, and, thus, trust-free system op-
eration is realized.

4.3. Rogue Device Mitigation. A conventional IoT system
usually lacks a device registration mechanism for effectively
handling the devices. By using the ACL mechanism in the
proposed scheme, the smart contracts authorize each device
whenever they generate a request. -us, when a device sends
a message, it is checked against the ACL and granted access
only if it is registered in it. -is way, the proposed scheme
can establish a defense mechanism against rogue devices
and, therefore, mitigate their impact on the IoT-blockchain
system.

4.4. Shorter Key Lengths. -e authenticity of messages in the
proposed scheme is guaranteed via digital signatures by
using ECDSA [49]. -is ensures data integrity; i.e., data can
be sent by registered devices only. For its feasibility, we
present a comparison between ECC, Rivest–Shamir–Adle-
man (RSA), Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA), and Dif-
fie–Hellman (DH) in Table 1 [49, 50]. We can observe that
for an 80-bit strength of a system’s security, ECC needs only
160 bits while all of the other algorithms need 1024 bits.
Similarly, for a 256-bit strength, ECC needs 521 bits com-
pared to 15360 bits needed by the others. -is proves that
ECC needs shorter key lengths when compared with the
other cryptographic algorithms to achieve similar security
strength levels.-is helps reduce the overhead in our scheme
as smaller key lengths translate into lower computational
overhead [51].

Function: access(ds[n])
Input: request(ds[n].node)
Output: allow, block

(1) while Input do
(2) for n inds, ds ∈ S∀n � 1, . . . , s do
(3) if ds[n].node is in ACL then
(4) allow
(5) else
(6) block

ALGORITHM 1: Establishing access control policies with smart contracts.
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4.5. Blockchain Robustness. -e quintessential factor of our
scheme is the employment of blockchain technology in it.
-erefore, it is of paramount importance to guarantee its
security. For this purpose, let us consider a case where an
adversary A tries to create a dishonest chain faster than the
honest chain. Note that the honest chain is hosted by the
honest miners in the proposed scheme and we assume that
they always control more than 50% of the total computa-
tional resources. Moreover, we say that A wants to catch up
with the honest chain (we say i blocks behind) and,
therefore, be able to invalidate it with his/her dishonest
chain. -us, the probability that A catches up from i blocks
behind the honest chain is analogous to a Gambler’s Ruin
problem. Let us consider a player who starts to play with
unlimited credit at a given deficit. -e player potentially
plays an infinite number of trials and tries to reach a
breakeven point. -en, the probability that A ever reaches
breakeven, or in other words, that A ever catches up with the
honest chain can be represented as [49]

Qi �

1 if p≤ q

q

p
 

i

if p> q

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

, (2)

where q represents the probability that A finds the next
block, p represents the probability that an honest miner in
the IoT-blockchain network finds the next block, and Qi is
the probability that A will catch up with the honest chain
from i blocks behind. -is is visually illustrated in Figure 3
that confirms the infeasibility of this attack as long as the
honest miners have more than 50% of the total computing
power. It can be seen that for values p � 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6,
Qiexponentially decreases with the increasing number of
blocks of deficit. To elaborate, immediately after just 10
blocks, Qi reduces to 0. Moreover, for the average value
p � 0.5, Qi increases to 1, which signifies again that whoever
in the IoT-blockchain network controls more than 50% of
the total computational capacity, controls the blockchain.
However, given our assumption p> q, Qi exponentially
drops with the increasing number of blocks of deficit A has
to catch up.

5. Performance Evaluation

For evaluating our scheme, we realized its implementation
by designing a smart contract in Solidity which is the
programming language for writing smart contracts. Sub-
sequently, simulations were conducted to validate the

Gini coefficient threshold = 0.2269, 0.3606, 0.4531
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Table 1: Security strength comparison of key size combinations for various cryptographic algorithms.

Key size (bits)
Ratio

Security Symmetric encryption algorithm ECC RSA/DH/DSA
80 Skipjack 160–223 1024

1:6–30
112 3DES 224–255 2048
128 AES-128 256–383 3072
192 AES-192 384–511 7680
256 AES-256 512–more 15360
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interactions and access control functions between sub-
ject–object pair nodes.

5.1. Setup. We conducted the simulations using a PC setup
with Ubuntu OS on virtual machine client, Oracle VM
VirtualBox. Subsequently, the shell scripting environment of
Terminal was used for verifying the access control functions.
-e specifications of the PC were Intel® Core™ i7-7700HQ
CPU @ 2.80GHz (8 CPUs), 16384MB RAM, NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1060 with 6052MB memory and 1024GB
HDD+128GB SSD of storage. Moreover, the nodes were
instantiated using the Ethereum Go client (Geth) according
to Algorithm 2. Note that Geth is a command-line interface
(CLI) implemented in the Go language for Ethereum de-
velopment purposes. -us, separate nodes were used to
simulate the subject–object pair interactions with the dis-
tributed contracts. Furthermore, the contracts were written
and compiled using the Remix integrated development
environment (IDE), a browser-based IDE for Solidity, where
an outlook of Remix IDE console can be seen in Figure 4.
Note that the contracts are deployed at the object side as the
blockchain is hosted by the objects.

5.2. Deployment Cost. -e cost of performing a task in the
Ethereum platform is measured in terms of gas, i.e., for every
operation executed in Ethereum, there exists a specified gas
cost. Gas is measured in wei and is equal to
1wei � 10− 18 ether. -us, we can observe that the more
complex a task is, the more gas it will require. -e gas
consumption estimates for the proposed scheme are as
follows: the amount required for deploying the contract is
985200 while that for executing it is 21128.

5.3. Experiments. Once the subject–object pair nodes are
initialized and the contracts are deployed at the object nodes

(we refer to them as server), interaction is now possible with
the contract from the subject nodes to simulate IoT-server
interactions. -us, the access control results of the proposed
scheme are summarized in Figure 5 as follows: the mining of
the contract instance for its address by an object node can be
seen in Figure 5(a), whereas the functions used in the
proposed scheme are demonstrated in Figure 5(b). It can be
seen that a subject node with address 0x c7d9 2270 5023 924b
207316bc 7fec f794 f608 020a is first registered in the ACL by
the contract and then authorized for a message it sends as
well as it is subsequently removed and unauthorized. Finally,
Figure 5(c) shows the interactions between a subject–object
pair node. -is demonstrates and confirms the functions of
the proposed scheme.

5.4. Comparative Analysis. -is paper compares its scheme
with the state-of-the-art scheme [39] that presents a similar
contract-based access control mechanism for IoT. A sum-
mary of the comparison results is documented in Table 2.
-e authors in [39] design their scheme with three smart
contracts that include multiple access control contracts
(ACC), judge contract (JC), and register contract (RC). -e
operation of their scheme is defined in the following way:

(i) ACC is responsible for enforcing one access control
method at a time for a subject–object pair. It also
checks and keeps into account the behavior
exhibited by a subject.

(ii) JC is responsible for subject behavior management
based on the reports of ACC. It also provides
functions (e.g., register, update, and delete) to
manage the subjects.

(iii) RC offers a storage hub for the scheme; i.e., it is
responsible for storing ACC and JC contracts to-
gether with the methods associated with them
(access control and subject behavior monitoring).
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Moreover, [39] does not particularly emphasize on rogue
device mitigation, which limits its application and feasibility.
It also fails to explain the decentralization degree of miners
in a blockchain-enabled IoT network.

In contrast, the proposed scheme establishes the same
access control methods by using only one contract with a

significantly lesser cost of execution. It manages the mali-
cious behavior of devices via an access control list, which
blocks and mitigates the impact of rogue devices. -is way,
the scheme ensures network reliability by only allowing
registered devices to communicate. Furthermore, it dis-
cusses the decentralization degree of miners in an

while simulation do
for i indo, do ∈ O∀ i � 1, . . . , o do
genesis(.json)⟵ define
do[i]⟵ create node
for j⟵ 1, i do

di
o[j].node⟵ deploy contract

for n inds, ds ∈ S∀ n � 1, . . . , s do
genesis(.json)⟵ define
ds[n]⟵ create node

while do &ds do
contract ⟵

message()
ds[n].node

di
o[j].node⟵ contract

if request(ds[n].node) then
Algorithm 1⟵ call

ALGORITHM 2: Initializing the subject–object pair nodes.

Figure 4: -e user interface console of Remix, which is an IDE that is predominantly used in Ethereum to design and compile a smart
contract. It offers different settings for analysing and debugging a contract as well as study the execution costs associated with it.-e account
field represents the address of the contract while the gas limit represents its execution limit among other parameters.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5: Illustrating the proposed blockchain-based decentralized IoTaccess control scheme through its implementation in Geth client of
Ethereum. Note that the green-colored frames represent a successful operation while the red-colored ones represent a failed operation. (a)
Deploying a contract instance on a server (object) node in Geth client. (b) Testing the access control functions on a IoT device node. (c)
Demonstrating the interactions between a subject–object pair via a smart contract with a set of message requests.

Table 2: A comparison summary of the proposed scheme with [39].
Attributes [39] Proposed Improvement (%)
No. of contracts 3 1 66
Deploying cost (gas) 5484074 985200 82
Execution cost (gas) 90000 21128 76
Platform Ethereum Ethereum —
Data access Contract-based Contract-based —
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IoT-blockchain model using the Gini coefficient.-us, it can
be seen from Table 2 that our scheme outperforms [39] by
offering superior performance with low execution cost.

6. Conclusion

-is paper investigated the shortcomings of providing access
control to devices in a traditional IoT-server communica-
tion-based model and presented a blockchain-based access
control scheme to mitigate the impact of rogue devices in
IoT environments. -e proposed scheme uses blockchain in
conjunction with smart contracts to provide a secure reg-
istration platform for IoT devices. It is also able to distin-
guish between registered and rogue devices via the
application of access control list. To demonstrate the fea-
sibility of the proposed scheme, a security analysis was
presented. Additionally, a performance evaluation along
with a comparative analysis was also performed for pro-
viding access control in a blockchain-based IoT network,
which confirms the improvement of the scheme in achieving
decentralized IoT access control.

It is noteworthy here that although the results provided
in this paper demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
scheme, it can be improved and extended in a number of
ways.

Future studies can focus on integrating machine/deep
learning techniques to further mitigate the impact of rogue
devices in IoT networks. For instance, neural networks can
be trained on real data to better identify the attributes of
rogue devices and facilitate in providing safeguarding
measures together with decentralized access control. -e
obtained results can also be improved by adopting data
sharing and power-domain nonorthogonal multiple access
techniques for applications in 5G and beyond.-e proposed
scheme can be used with resource allocation in cyberphysical

systems. For instance, a device can be considered as a
subject, which is registered with the network, that requires
resource assignment for application-specific purposes, e.g.,
edge computation offloading. Transaction fees in traditional
blockchain platforms remain an open issue that needs to be
addressed. -erefore, the proposed implementation can be
extended to such platforms where transaction fees are not
required. -e applicability and feasibility of the proposed
scheme can be studied under different consensus protocols
of blockchain technology, which will subsequently help
identify the applicability of such protocols for providing
decentralized and trust-free access control in IoT.

-ese interesting yet challenging approaches to access
control are some of the potential future research avenues
that will eventually be discussed and addressed in future
studies.

Appendix

A Gini Coefficient

-e Gini index or Gini coefficient is a statistical measure of
distribution which was first introduced in 1912 by the Italian
statistician Corrado Gini [43]. It is primarily used as a gauge
of economic inequality and measuring income or wealth
distribution among a population.-e index ranges from 0 to
1 (or 0–100%), with 0 representing perfect equality and 1
representing perfect inequality. Moreover, there are two
commonly accepted definitions of the Gini coefficient.

-e first definition is based on Lorenz curve which plots
the proportion of the total income of population (y-axis)
against the cumulative share of income earned by the
population (x-axis). -erefore, the Gini index can be defined
as a ratio of the areas area(A)/area(A + B) [45, 46] (an il-
lustration for reference is presented in Figure 6). Using this
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Figure 6: An illustration of a Lorenz curve-based Gini coefficient for quantifying the degree of decentralization of miners in a blockchain.
-e x-axis represents the increasing number of miners while the y-axis represents the increasing computing power. -e Lorenz curve here
represents how well the computing power is divided among miners.-e line of ideal decentralization is realized when all of the miners have
an equal share of computing resources.
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argument, we can deduce from the figure that the Gini index
can be interpreted as the degree of deviation from the line of
ideal decentralization.

-e second definition is defined as “half of the relative
mean absolute difference,” which is mathematically equiv-
alent to the definition of Lorenz curve [52]. -e mean ab-
solute difference can be calculated by the average absolute
difference of all pairs of people in a population, while the
relative mean absolute difference is simply the mean ab-
solute difference divided by the relative average. -erefore,
the expression of Gini coefficient can be given as [44, 52]

G �


n
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n
j�1 xi − xj





2
n
i�1 

n
j�1 xi

�


n
i�1 

n
j�1 xi − xj





2n 
n
i�1 xi

, (A.1)

where xi is the wealth or income of person i while n is the
total number of persons. -us, this paper uses this definition
to calculate the Gini coefficient for measuring the degree of
decentralization in a blockchain-enabled IoT network.
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(e rapid development of the Internet of (ings has made the issue of privacy protection even more concerning. Privacy
protection has affected the large-scale application of the Internet of (ings. Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) is a newly
emerging public key encryption scheme, which can be used to prevent information leakage. It allows performing arbitrary
algebraic operations on data which are encrypted, such that the operation performed on the ciphertext is directly transformed into
the corresponding plaintext. Recently, overwhelmingmajority of FHE schemes are confined to single-bit encryption, whereas how
to achieve a multibit FHE scheme is still an open problem. (is problem is partially (rather than fully) solved by Hiromasa-Abe-
Okamoto (PKC′15), who proposed a packed message FHE scheme which only supports decryption in a bit-by-bit manner.
Followed by that, Li-Ma-Morais-Du (Inscrypt′16) proposed a multibit FHE scheme which can decrypt the ciphertext at one time,
but their scheme is based on dual LWE assumption. Armed with the abovementioned two schemes, in this paper, we propose an
efficient packed message FHE that supports the decryption in two ways: single-bit decryption and one-time decryption.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the Internet of (ings (IoT) has become an
attractive system paradigm to drive a substantive leap on
goods and services and has been widely used in intelligent
transportation, intelligent power grid, environmental
monitoring and perception, intelligent home appliances, and
other fields. It covers traditional equipment to general
household equipment, which brings more efficiency and
convenience to the users. Because many of the data trans-
mitted in the Internet of(ings are confidential information
or personal privacy information, it usually needs to be
encrypted first. With more and more encrypted data stored
on the server, it is very frequent for us to retrieve and process
these data. Although there are some algorithms for re-
trieving encrypted data, they are only suitable for small-scale
data, and the cost is too high. (e encrypted data retrieval
method based on the Fully Homomorphic Encryption
(FHE) can solve this problem. By directly retrieving the

encrypted data, it not only ensures that the retrieved data
will not be analyzed, but also carries out homomorphic
operation on the retrieved data without changing the se-
quence of the corresponding plaintext. It can not only
protect the user’s data security but also improve the retrieval
efficiency. Since the first introduction of Gentry in 2009, the
construction and optimization of the Fully Homomorphic
Encryption scheme have been paid special attention by
researchers. However, most of the existing Fully Homo-
morphic Encryption schemes only allow cryptographic
calculations for a single bit, and the efficiency is not satis-
factory. Although the cascading (or simple combination)
approach can be used to implement message-encapsulated
calculations, the performance of such a simple message-
encapsulated FHE is not ideal.

In an application scenario, in many cases, it is necessary
to calculate data of multiple bits at a time, and thus, con-
structing an efficient Message-encapsulation Fully Homo-
morphic encryption becomes an urgent requirement. At
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present, the research in this area has made initial progress
[1, 2], which has increased the efficiency of FHE to a certain
extent, but comprehensively, its efficiency still needs to be
improved. Specifically, the following are considered:

(1) Brakerski’s scheme [1] is constructed on the basis of
the Brakerski’s [3] scheme and is a typical repre-
sentative of the second generation of FHE. But, the
latter scheme needs to implement homomorphic
calculations by calculating the evaluation key, which
increases the computational cost.

(2) Hiromasa-Abe-Okamoto (HAO) [2] is based on the
GSW [4] scheme and is a typical representative of the
third generation of FHE. HAO constructs a message-
encapsulation FHE scheme in the form of encap-
sulated messages, but it cannot implement one-time
decryption and only decrypts the ciphertext bit-by-
bit, so the scheme is still very inefficient.

An important question arises: Besides those mentioned
above, is it possible to design an efficient method to decrypt
the ciphertext of the message-encapsulation GSW-FHE
scheme at one time?

Li et al. [5] used dual Regev [6] to construct a public key
with multiple instances of the small short integer solution
(SIS). Inspired by this work, we will construct public keys
with multiple instances of LWEs (Learning with errors), and
this constructs a Message-Encapsulation FHE scheme that
can be decrypted at one time.

1.1.OurContribution. Firstly, the public key of theMessage-
encapsulation Fully Homomorphic Encryption scheme of
Hiromasa et al. [2] is as follows:

(B ≔ A · T + E(mod q) |A) ∈ Zm×t
q × Z

m×n
q . (1)

Among them are the secret matrix T⟵Zn×t
q and the

noise matrix E⟵χm×t. (en, the plaintext message is en-
capsulated in a matrix, and the public key of the above-
mentioned form is used to encrypt the message. However,
the obtained ciphertext matrix cannot recover all the
plaintext bits at one time, but can only be decrypted bit-by-
bit.

Secondly, we notice that the public key matrix of the
message-encapsulated fully homomorphic encryption
scheme constructed by Li et al. [5] is as follows:

A · e1, . . . ,A · et |A(  ∈ Zm×t
q × Z

m×n
q . (2)

Among them, there is e1, . . . ,A · et⟵χn×1. Although Li
et al.’s scheme [5] supports bit-by-bit encryption and one-
time decryption, the scheme relies on the minimum integer
solution hypothesis (see detailed analysis in [7]), and its
parameter size depends on m(m≥ n log q) instead of causing
the size of the evaluation key and the ciphertext to be too
large.

Based on the abovementioned observations, in this
paper, we construct a public key matrix first with multiple
LWE instances. Different from the typical FHE scheme
[3, 4, 8] and follow-up works [9–13], its public key matrix

contains only one LWE instance. (en, using the new public
key, we construct a message-encapsulation GSW-class FEH
scheme (MFHE). We give an overview of the scheme in the
following:

(1) Firstly, we use a new public key matrix with multiple
LWE instances as follows:

A′ � b1, . . . , bt |A  ∈ Zm×(n+t)
q . (3)

Among them, b1 � A · ti + ei(modq) and i ∈ [t] is an
LWE instance. (is is significantly different from
existing message-encapsulation PKE schemes (for ex-
ample, [14, 15]) and message-encapsulation FHE
schemes (for example, [1, 2]) and is also the funda-
mental difference between other schemes and the FHE
scheme constructed in this paper. Private keys corre-
sponding to the public key [b1, . . . , bt]|A is shaped as
follows:

ski ≔ 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0 ti
  ∈ Z1×(n+t)

q , i ∈ [t]. (4)

(2) Next, we use the public key matrixA′ we constructed
to encrypt multibit messages. (e difference is that
we use the message-encapsulation method of Li et al.
[5] and Hiromasa et al. [2] to embed multibit
messages into the plaintext of a diagonal matrix.(at
is,

M≔ diag m1, . . . ,mt

1, . . . ,1  ∈Z(n+t)×(n+t)
q , (5)

and while constructing a private key matrix with private
keys,

S ≔ E |

t1

⋮

tt

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ Z
(n+t)×(n+t)
q . (6)

E(n × n) is the identity matrix, and we can get

S · M ≔ diag m1, . . . , mt( 


t1

⋮

tt

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (7)

Finally, using the matrix W ≔ [diag((q/2), . . . ,

(q/2)) | 0] we constructed, calculation of SM · GG − 1(W)

can directly recover the message vector (m1, . . . , mt) . See
Section 4 for a detailed analysis.

1.2. Organization and Structure of the Paper. (e rest of this
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the definitions
and symbols used in this paper are introduced. In Section 3,
we review the scheme of Gentry-Sahai-Waters et al. In
Section 4, we introduce the Message-encapsulation FHE
(MFHE) scheme we constructed. Finally, we give a summary
of the full paper in Chapter 5.
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2. Preliminaries

In this section, we give the preparatory knowledge needed,
including definitions and lemmas.

2.1. Symbols. For n ∈ N, we use [n] to represent aggregation
1, . . . , n{ }. For a real number x ∈ R, we use ⌊x⌋ to represent
the largest integer that is not greater than x,
⌊x⌋ ≔ ⌊x + (1/2)⌋ to represent the nearest integer to x. We
represent vectors in bold lowercase letters, for example, x,
and the matrix in bold uppercase letters, for example, A. In
addition, we use Ai,j to represent elements in Ai,j from row i

and column j. We use “≔” to indicate the assignment. It is
worth noting that we use the definition of computationally
indistinguishable and statistics indistinguishable and they
are represented by ≈ c and ≈ s. In addition to this, we also
define ‖v‖∞ � max |v1|, . . . , |vn|  and ‖R‖ � maxi‖ri‖. For
convenience, we use ‖v‖ to represent its l2 norm.

We need to use the following variant of the Left-over
Hash Lemma (LHL) [16].

Lemma 1 (Matrix-Vector LHL). Let λ ∈ Z, n,

q ∈ N, m≥ n log q + 2λ, r⟵R 0, 1{ }m and y⟵R Zn
q. We select a

uniform random matrix A⟵R Zm×n
q , and then, the statistical

distance of the distribution (A,ATr) and (A, y) is as follows:

Δ A,AT
· r , (A, y) ≤ 2− λ

. (8)

2.2. Learning with Errors (LWEs). LWEs is the main com-
putational assumption that cryptosystems and our variants
rely on.

Definition 1 (LWE Distribution). For safety parameters, let
n � n(λ) and m � m(λ) be integers, let χ � χ(λ) be the Z

error distribution with the bound of B � B(λ), and let q �

q(λ)≥ 2 be an integer modulo of any polynomial p � p(λ)

that meets q≥ 2p · B. (en, we select a vector s ∈ Zn×1
q and

call it a secret, the LWE distribution As,χ in Zn
q × Zq is

selected uniformly and randomly, and we select e⟵χm×1

and output (A, b � A · s + e(modq)).
(ere are two kinds of the LWE hypothesis: the search-

LWE and the decision-LWE.(e decision-LWE is defined as
follows:

Definition 2 (Decision-LWEn,q,χ,m). Assume an independent
selected (A, b) ∈ Zm×n

q × Zm×1
q , which is selected according

to one of the following distributions: (1) for As,χ from a
uniform and random s ∈ Zn

q (i.e., (A, b):{

A⟵Zm×n
q , s⟵Zn×1

q , e⟵χm×1, b � A · s + e(modq)}) or
(2) uniform distribution (i.e., (A, b): A⟵Zm×n

q ,

b⟵Zm×1
q }). (e two distributions mentioned above are

computable indistinguishable.

Note 1. Regev and others [6, 17–19] introduce the con-
vention between the approximate shortest vector problem
(for appropriate parameters) in the LWE hypothesis. We

have omitted the lemma of the results of these schemes; see
[6, 17–19] for details.

2.3. Discrete Gauss. In our structure, we need to analyze the
behavior of choosing the wrong element from the Gaussian
distribution.

Definition 3 (B Bounded [3]). A distribution χ � χ(λ) on an
integer if the following exists:

Pr
x⟵$ χ

[|x|≥B]≤ 2− Ω(n)
, (9)

and then, it is called B-bound (represented as |χ|≤B).
For the analysis of our scheme, the vector selected from

the Gaussian distribution needs to have a certain bound on
its norm.

Lemma 2 (See [20]). 1. For ∀k> 0,Pr[|e|>
k · σ, e⟵D1

σ]≤ 2 · exp(− (k2/2)); 2. for ∀k> 0, there is
Pr[‖e‖> k · σ ·

��
m

√
e⟵Dm

σ ]≤ km · exp((m/2)· (1 − k2))

=erefore, in this paper, we set |e|≤B and ‖e‖≤ 2
��
m

√
B.

In this paper, we assume σ ≥ 2
�
n

√
. So, if e⟵Dm

σ , then on
average, ‖e‖ ≈

��
m

√
· σ. It can be known from Lemma 2.2 (2)

that there is a high possibility that ‖e‖≤ 2σ
��
m

√
. =erefore, in

this paper, we set |e|≤B and ‖e‖≤ 2
��
m

√
B.

2.4. Leveled Fully Homomorphic Encryption. In public-key
cryptography, the cipher keeps a public key and encrypts the
message in order that the corresponding private key holder
can recover the original plaintext message.

Definition 4 (See [21]). Let a fixed function L � L(λ) be the
level of Fully Homomorphic Encryption. For a kind of
circuit Cλ λ∈N, the L-FHE scheme includes four Probabi-
listic Polynomial Times (PPTs), and the algorithm is as
follows:

(KeyGen,Enc,Dec,Eval). (10)

(e key generation algorithm (KeyGen) is a random-
ization algorithm that inputs security parameters 1λ
and outputs public keys (pk) and private keys (sk)
(e encryption algorithm Enc is a randomization al-
gorithm that inputs a public key (pk) and a message
m ∈ 0, 1{ }∗ and outputs a ciphertext c

(e decryption algorithm Dec is a deterministic al-
gorithm that inputs the private key sk and ciphertext
and outputs the decrypted message m ∈ 0, 1{ }∗

(e homomorphic algorithm Eval inputs a public key
pk, a circuit C ∈ Cλ, and a sequence of ciphertexts
c1, . . . , cℓ(λ), here let ℓ(λ) be a polynomial related to λ
the and outputs the computed ciphertext c⋆

(e correctness requirements are as follows:
For arbitrary λ, m ∈ 0, 1{ }∗ and (pk, sk) output by
KeyGen(1λ), we have
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m � Dec(sk, (Enc(pk, m))). (11)

For arbitrary λ, arbitrary m1, . . . , ml ∈ 0, 1{ }∗, and
C ∈ Cλ, we have

C m1, . . . , mℓ(  � Dec sk, Eval pk, C,Enc pk, m1( , . . . ,Enc pk, mℓ( ( ( ( ( . (12)

Definition 5 (CPA Security [21]). One FHE scheme is in-
distinguishable from the choice of plaintext attack
(IND − CPA): the condition that security needs to be sat-
isfied is that for any PPT adversary A, the following
probabilities related to are negligible:

|Pr A pk, Enc pk, m0( (  � 1 ,

− Pr A pk, Enc pk, m1( (  � 1 
 � negl(λ).

(13)

Among them, (pk, sk)⟵KeyGen(1λ) and m0 · m1 is
arbitrarily selected from the plaintext space by the adversary.

(e security definition of a message-encapsulation GSW
(MFHE) is the same as GSW for a single bit. Because in
public key settings, the security of single message encryption
implies the security of multiple message encryption. See
section 11 in [22] for more details.

Definition 6 (Compactness [21]). For a class of loops
Ck k∈N, if there is a polynomial α � α(λ) such that the
length of output ciphertext of Eval is at most α, then an L

Fully Homomorphic Encryption is compact (if it is non-
trivial, then for all λ, some C ∈ C{ }λ, and we have α(λ)≤ |C|).

2.5. Basic Tools. Let us review some of the basic tools
proposed by Brakerski and Vaikuntanathan [23] and Gentry
et al. [4].We fix q, m ∈ N. Let l � log(q) + 1, and therefore,
2l− 1 ≤ q< 2l and N � m · l.

Definition 7 (See [24, 25]). (e algorithm BitComp enters a
vector v ∈ Zm

q and outputs an N-dimensional vector
(v1,0, . . . , v1,l− 1, . . . , vm,0, . . . , vm,l− 1)

T ∈ 0, 1{ }N where vi,j is
the j bit in the binary representation of vi (sorted by
minimum impact to maximum impact). In other words,

vi � 

l− 1

j�0
2j

vi,j. (14)

Definition 8 (See [24, 25]). Algorithm enters a vector

v � v1,0, . . . , v1,l− 1, . . . , vm,0, . . . , vm,l− 1 
T
∈Nq (15)

and output (
l− 1
j�02j, . . . , v1,j, . . . , 

l− 1
j�02

jvm,j )T∈mq .
Note that the input vector v does not need to be binary

and any of the input vector algorithms in ZN are already
defined.

Definition 9 (See [24, 25]). (e algorithm Flatten enters a
vector v ∈ ZN

q and outputs an N-dimension binary vector
(i.e., an element from 0, 1N) defined as

Flatten(v) � BitDecomp BitDecomp− 1
(v) . (16)

Definition 10 (See [24, 25]). (e algorithm PoweOftwo
enters an m-dimension vector v ∈ ZN

q and outputs an
N-dimension vector in ZN

q . (e output is as follows:

v1, 2v1, . . . , 2l− 1
v1, . . . , vm, 2vm, . . . , 2l− 1

vm 
T

. (17)

Lemma 3 (See [26]). For any N≥mlog q, there is a fixed
effective computable matrix G ∈ Zm×N

q and a valid com-
putable deterministic “short-image” function G− 1(·) that
meets the following conditions. For arbitrary m′, we enter a
matrix M ∈ Zm×m′

q and the inverse function G− 1(M) outputs
a matrix G− 1(M) ∈ 0, 1{ }N×m′ so that GG− 1(M) � M.

Note 2. In fact, we can also express the abovementioned
definitions and results as follows using the language ofG and
G− 1. Micciancio and Peikert’s [26] matrix G can be
expressed as G � Im ⊗∈ Zm×N

q , where
g � (1, 2, 4, . . . , 2l− 1)T. For v ∈ Zm

q , there is (v) � vTG. For
v ∈ ZN

q , there is BitDecomp− 1(v) � Gv. For a ∈ Zm
q , the

algorithm BitDecomp(a) is renamed as G− 1(a). For v ∈ Zm
q ,

there is PowerOf two(v) � vTG. For v ∈ ZN
q , there is

BitDecomp− 1(v) � Gv. For a ∈ Zm
q , the algorithm

BitDecomp(a) is renamed as G− 1(a).

3. Gentry–Sahai–Waters (GSW) Scheme

Before our work, we first review the GSW scheme and, then,
summarize the safety of the scheme of Gentry et al. [4].

We review the algorithms which make up the GSW
scheme [4]. (ese algorithms were originally defined based
on functions BitDecomp, BitDecomp− 1, and Flatten, but the
ideas from [19, 27] borrowed into this paper are defined
using tool matrixG. Let λ be the security parameter and L be
the number of levels of homomorphic encryption.

GSW.Setup(1λ, 1L):

(1) Select a module q of bitK � mathcalK(λ, L), error
distribution χ � χ(λ, L) on the parameter
n � n(λ, L) ∈ N and Z, so that the (q, n, χ) − LWE
problem is at least 2λ secure for known attacks.
Choose a parameter m � m(λ, L) � O(n log(q)).

(2) Output: params � (n, q, χ, m). We express
l � log(q) + 1 and N � (n + 1) · l.

GSW.KeyGen(params):

(1) Select t � (t1, . . . , tn)T⟵Zn
q and calculate
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s⟵ 1, − tT 
T

� 1, − t1, . . . , − tn( 
T ∈ Z(n+1)×1

q . (18)

(2) Generate a matrix B⟵Zmm×n
q and a vector e⟵χm.

(3) Calculate b � Bt + e ∈ Zm
q and construct matrix

A � (b | B) ∈ Zm×(n+1)
q . Obviously, we observed.

(4) Return to sk⟵s and pk⟵A.
GSW.Enc(params, pk, μ): in order to encrypt a
single-bit message μ ∈ 0, 1{ },

(1) Let G be the abovementioned matrix (n + 1) × N

(2) Select a matrix R⟵ 0, 1{ }m×N evenly
(3) Calculate

C � μG + A
TR(mod q) ∈ Z(n+1)×N

q (19)

In the original GSW scheme,
Flatten(μI + BitDecomp(RA)) ∈ 0, 1{ }N×N, where I is
an identity matrix.
GSW.Dec(params, sk, C):

(1) We have sk � s ∈ Zn+1
q .

(2) Let I meet (q/4)< 2I− 1 ≤ (q/2). Let CI be column I

of C.
(3) Calculate x⟵〈CI, s〉(mod q) within the scope of

(− (q/2), (q/2)]; note 〈CI, s〉 � CT
I s and

CTs � μGTs + RTAs � μ(1, 2, 4, . . .)
T

+ RTe. (20)

From that mentioned above, it can be seen that column
I of the ciphertext matrix C selected in the calculation
corresponds to coordinate I of the vector 〈CI, s〉, i.e.
μ2I− 1 + RT

I e.

(4) Output μ′ � |(x/2)I− 1

.

So, if it is |x|< 2I− 2 ≤ (q/4), then it returns to 0, and if it
is |x|> 2I− 2, then it returns to 1.
GSW.Eval(params, C1, . . . , Cl):
GSW.Mult(C1,C2): calculate and output

C1G
− 1 C2(  � μ1G + ATR1 G− 1 C2( 

� μ1C2 + ATR1G
− 1 C2( 

� AT R1G
− 1 C2(  + μ1R2 + μ1μ2G(modq) .

(21)

GSW.Add(C1,C2) ∈ Z(n+1)×N
q : output

C1 + C2 � μ1 + μ2( G + AT R1 + R2( . (22)

Note that C1G− 1(C2) ∈ Z(n+1)×N
q . In addition, use G −

C1G− 1(C2) to calculate homomorphic NAND gates.

Note 3. Note that, in [19], the decryption algorithm is to
select a suitable vector w and calculate sCG− 1(wT). It is

much less efficient than the original one (all about calcu-
lation time and error item size). So, we used the GSW
decryption algorithm in our scheme.

When q is a power of 2, there is also a variant of the
message in Zq. See more details in [4].

3.1. Security. A brief proof of the following theorem is given
in [4].

Theorem 1. Let (n, q, χ) be public parameter so that the
LWE(n,q,χ) hypothesis is true, and let m � O(n log(q)). =en,
we can say that the GSW scheme is IND − CPA safe.

=e most important step of the proof is to prove that
(A,RA) and the uniform distribution is computational
indistinguishable.

Note 4. (e correctness of the GSW scheme is obtained by
analyzing the scale of the noise during encryption, de-
cryption, and homomorphism. Always ensure that the
maximum noise level in the abovementioned process is still
less than 1/4, which can be decrypted correctly. (is work is
not the focus of this paper, so it will not be repeated. See
more details [4].

4. Message-Encapsulation FHE

4.1. Message-Encapsulation FHE (MFHE Scheme). Now, we
introduce our MFHE scheme as follows: a message-en-
capsulation public-key encryption scheme based on the
difficulty of the LWE hypothesis. We give the security pa-
rameter λ, set t to be the private keys number, and then, can
encrypt the t-bit messages at one time.

Let q � q(λ) be an integer, and let χ � χ(λ) be a dis-
tribution set on Z. (e definition of the variant of the GSW
scheme is similar to the cryptosystem proposed in
[19, 27, 28]. More specifically,

params⟵MFHE.Setup(1λ, 1L):

(1) In particular, we first select the modulo q � q(λ),
and the dimension of lattice n � n(λ, L). We ap-
propriately select the error distribution for
χ � χ(λ, L) for 2λ security against known LWE
attacks, Finally, we select the parameter
m � m(λ, L) � O(n log q) and a parameter
t � O(log(n)).

(2) Let l � log q + 1 and N � (n + t) · · · l, and then,
output params � (n, q, χ, m, t).

(pk, sk)⟵MFHE.KeyGen(params):

(1) For i ∈ [t], select tT
i � (ti,1, . . . , ti,n) from Z1×n

q and
output

ski≔ si � Ii ∣ − tTi 
T

� 0, . . . ,1, . . . ,0 | − ti,1, . . . , − ti,n 
T
∈Z(n+t)×1

q ,

(23)

the i position of which is 1.
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(2) Select a matrix B⟵Zm×n
q and t vectors ei⟵χm×1,

i ∈ [t] evenly, and then, calculate
bi � B · ti + ei(mod q) and output

pk � P � b1| · · · |bt |B  ∈ Zm×(n+t)
q , (24)

where the size of pk is O(nm · log2 q). In addition, we
observed that P · si � ei(mod q).

(3) Output pk⟵P and sk⟵S ≔ s1, . . . , st . It is
worth noting that P · S � [e1, . . . , et](mod q).

C⟵MFHE.Enc(params, pk,M):

(1) To encrypt t-bit μi ∈ 0, 1, μi ∈ 0, 1, embed the t bits
into a (t × t)-dimension matrix first,
U � diag(μ1,1, . . . , μt,t) ∈ 0, 1t×t, where μi,j � 0,
i≠ j, and j ∈ [t]. Later, for simplicity, μi,j will be
abbreviated as μi, and the message matrix is con-
structed using a plaintext matrix U.

M �
Ut×t 0t×n

0n×t En×n

  ∈ 0, 1{ }
(n+t)×(n+t)

, (25)

where U is a random diagonal matrix, and note that E
is a (n × n)-dimensional matrix.

(2) (en, select a uniform matrix R⟵0, 1m×N. Cal-
culate and output cipher text:

C � M · G + PT
· R(mod q) ∈ Z(n+t)×N

q . (26)

Now, we propose a decryption algorithm for the
MFHE scheme which allows us to recover all the
message bits at the one time.
U⟵MFHE.Dec(params, pk,C):

(1) First, assume that the user has a private key matrix
S � (s1, . . . , st) ∈ Z(n+t)×t

q as follows:

S ≔ s1, . . . , st(  �

1 · · · 0

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

0 · · · 1

− t1,1 · · · − tt,1

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

− t1,n · · · − tt,n

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (27)

What needs to be noted here is

P · S � b1 − Bt1, . . . , bt − Bbt  � e1, . . . , et  mod ∈ Zm×t
q .

(28)

(erefore, it is easy for us to get the bound of P · S

which is less than or equal to t|e|, i.e. ‖P · S‖≤ t|e|.

(2) Define the matrix WZt×((+t)
q as follows:

WT ≔

⌈
q

2
⌉ · · · 0

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

0 · · · ⌈
q

2
⌉

0 · · · 0

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

0 · · · 0

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (29)

(3) Calculate and output

Vi,j � 〈S,C〉 · G− 1 WT
 (mod q) ∈ Zt×t

q . (30)

Among them, we have 〈S,C〉 ∈ Zt×t
q , i.e.,

〈S,C〉 �STPTR+STMG� e1, . . . ,et 
TR+STMG(modq).

(31)

(4) Finally, use the results mentioned above to output
the complete message U � ‖Vi,j/(q/2))

����� ∈
0, 1{ }t×t.
MFHE.Eval(params,C1, . . . ,Cl):there are two algo-
rithms, which are, homomorphic addition and homo-
morphic multiplication. For any two plaintext matrices
U1,U2 ∈ 0, 1{ }t×t, we get the ciphertext separately.

C1 � M1 · G + PT
· R1,

C2 � M2 · G + PT
· R2.

(32)

(erefore, the homomorphic addition and multipli-
cation are as follows:
MFHE.Mult(C1,C2) ∈ Z(n+t)×N

q : output

C1G
− 1 C2(  � M1G + PTR1  · G− 1 C2(  � PTR1G

− 1 C2( 

+ M1P
TR2 + M1M2G(mod q).

(33)

MFHE.Add(C1,C2) ∈ Z(n+t)×N
q : outputC1 + C2

� (M1 + M2)G + PT(R1 + R2).
Here, we can calculate a homomorphic NAND gate
from the output.

Note 5. Generally, we can choose different private keys ski to
decrypt column j of the ciphertext Cj bit-by-bit and get the i
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bit message of Cj, that is, we can get the bit in row i and
column j under the i private key. However, it is actually
possible to recover the entire message using the private key
matrix S based on the abovementioned decryption algo-
rithm. We calculate Vi,j � STC · G− 1(WT) as follows:

Vi,j � ⌈
q

2
⌉ · U +

eT
1R

⋮

eT
t R

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
· G− 1 WT

  ∈ Zt×t
q . (34)

(emagnitude of the noise can be simply calculated and
verified to grow linearly compared to single-bit decryption
algorithm.

μi,j⟵MFHE.bitDec(params, ski,C,wj):

(1) Suppose we want to decrypt the bit μi,j of row i and
column j, so let ski � si ≔ , then define a vector so
that the position is, and the other positions are 0,
j ∈ [t].

wT
j � 0, . . . , ⌈

q

2
⌉j, . . . , 0

√√√√√√√√√√√√√√
t

0, . . . , 0√√√√√√
n



⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (35)

(2) For i, j to t, calculate

]i,j � sT
i C · G− 1 wT

j (mod q) ∈ Zq. (36)

(e inner product of 〈si,C〉 equals to

sT
i P

TR + sT
i MG � eT

i R + sT
i MG(mod q)Z

1×N
q . (37)

(3) Output a message μi,j � ‖Vi,j/(q/2))
����� ∈ 0, 1{ }, in

which ⌊ · ⌋ represents the operation that rounds to
the nearest integer. (erefore the value belongs to
0, 1{ }. 4. Finally, by repeating it t2 times, the entire
message can be recovered.(e bitDec algorithm here
is similar to the algorithm in [2], which is achieved by
recovering each element separately.

Note 6. It should be noted here that due to the structural
characteristics of the public key in our scheme, accurate
decryption is achieved by dynamically adjusting the position
of ⌈(q/2)⌉ in the vector w. (at is, dot-multiply sT

i C and
G− 1(wj) to obtain the bits of the row and column of the
plaintext matrix.

We can get all the bits of the message by using the bitDec
decryption algorithm and appropriate private key.

Note 7. It can be seen that our message-encapsulation GSW
scheme is to implement t × t-bit homomorphic addition.
However, since the (i, j) element ofU1 × U2 is not a product
of μ1i,j

× μ2i,j
, only t-bit homomorphic multiplication is

supported.

4.2.CorrectnessAnalysis. Next, we analyze the correctness of
the MFHE scheme.

Definition 11. We call the message matrix U ∈ Zt×t
q which is

obtained by decrypting the ciphertext under t different
private keys si, i ∈ [t] (see (2)). (e noise of a single-bit
message is as follows:

noise si ,M( ) � sT
i C − sT

i MG � sT
i P

TR � eT
i R. (38)

For flexible single-bit decryption algorithm bitDec, we
represent the noise vector as noise ∈ Z1×N

q . For simplicity,
we abbreviate noise(si ,M)(C) to noisesi

whenM and C do not
affect the contextual understanding.

Note that, in our setup, due to the structure of the new
public key, noisesi

is the noise of row i of the plaintext matrix
U, not the single-bit noise.

Lemma 4. Obviously, using Definition 4.1, for convenience,
for a decryption algorithm Dec, if the noise meets

Noise(S,M)(C) � ST
· PT

· R �

noises1
⋮

noisest

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠(modq), (39)

where S � [s1, . . . , st] is a one-time private key matrix, we can
represent the entire noise matrix as

Noise(S,M)(C) � noises1
, . . . , noisest

 
T
∈ Zt×N

q . (40)

For convenience, we will abbreviate Noise(S,M)(C) as
NoiseS when M and C do not affect the contextual
understanding.

In order to analyze the correctness, for convenience, we
first define the following noise ciphertext concept.

Definition 12 (E-Noise Ciphertext). A ciphertext matrix
C ∈ Z(m+1)×N

q with E noise, which makes in a private key
si ∈ Z(n+t)×1

q , for a corresponding message
M, 〈si,C〉 � sT

i · M · G + eT
i · R. (en, let the norm of noisesi

be

noisesi

�����

�����≤ eT
i R

����
����≤ eT

i

����
����2 · ‖R‖∞ ≤

��
N

√
· 2

��
m

√
B≤E. (41)

Lemma 5. For a one-time private key matrix S ∈ Z(n+t)×t
q , we

can get NoiseS � [e1, . . . , et]
T · R when we run the Dec al-

gorithm. So, in this case, we get

NoiseS
����

����≤ t · noisesi

�����

�����≤ t · E. (42)

Lemma 6. For a plaintext matrix U (a combination of M )
and a private key si, i ∈ [t], the noise vector of the ciphertextC
meets

t noisesi

�����

����� � NoiseS
����

����. (43)

In the following, we analyze the correctness of the
decryption.
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Lemma 7. Let C be an E noise encryption of M. If we can
recover μi,j (an element of U ) from the ciphertext C under the
private key si, then there is

μi,j ≔ 〈si,C〉 · G− 1 wT
j  � noisesi

+ sT
i MG  · G− 1 wT

j ,

(44)

so that

noisesi
· G− 1 wT

j 
�����

�����∞
≤ noisesi

�����

����� · G− 1 wT
j 

�����

�����≤N · E<
q

8
.

(45)

Proof. Obviously, by using Lemma 4.2 we can simply prove
Lemma 4.7, and we will not go into details here. □

Lemma 8. Let C be an E noise encryption in M. If we can
recover all U from the ciphertext C, then there is a private key
matrix S such that

V � 〈S,C〉 · G− 1 WT
  � NoiseS + STMG  · G− 1 WT

 ,

(46)

where ‖NoiseSS · G− 1(WT)‖∞≤N · tE< (q/8).

Proof. (is proof can be obtained directly from Lemma 4.2
and Lemma 4.7. Now, we know that as long as
‖NoiseS · G− 1(WT)‖∞≤ (q/8), the decryption runs cor-
rectly, i.e., E< (q/4tN). (erefore, we call the value E �

(q/4tN) as the bound of noise.
(e analysis of the homomorphic operation is given in

the following. Before introducing the boundary of noise, the
following notes are given. □

Note 8. For the convenience of reading, let
ΥC1
≔ Noise(S,M1)(C1) and ΥC2

≔ Noise(SS,M2)(C2).

Lemma 9 (See [8]). =e boundary of the noise of homo-
morphic addition, homomorphic multiplication, and homo-
morphic negative is as follows:

Addition: for M1,M2 ∈ 0, 1{ }(n+t)×(n+t), the following
condition is met:

Noise S,M1+M2( ) C1 + C2( 
�����

�����≤ ΥC1

�����

����� + ΥC2

�����

�����. (47)

Multiplication: for M1,M2, the following condition is
met:

Noise S, M1 ·M2( )( ) C1G
− 1 C2(  

�����

�����≤ U1
����

����2

· ΥC2

�����

�����∞
+ G− 1 C2( 

����
����∞ · ΥC1

�����

�����∞
.

(48)

NAND: for M, the following condition is met:

Noise(S,M)(G − C)
����

���� � Noise(S,M)(C)
����

����. (49)

Proof. Let S ∈ Z(n+t)×t be a private key matrix. Let
C1,C2 ∈ Z(m+1)×N

q be the ciphertext of the encrypted mes-
sage M1,M2 ∈ 0, 1{ }(n+t)×(n+t) separately. (en,

Homomorphic addition, that is, add ciphertext and
ciphertext CAdd � C1 + C2(mod q), so that

〈S,CAdd〉 � Noise SS,M1+M2( ) + ST
· MAdd

· G. (50)

Where MAdd � M1 + M2 and the noise is

Noise S,M1+M2( ) � Noise S,M1( ) + Noise S,M2( ). (51)

Obviously, the noise is t · (E1 + E2).
Homomorphic multiplication: that is, multiply the
ciphertext and ciphertext CMult � C1G− 1(C2) ∈
Z(n+t)×N

q , so that

CMult
� M1M2G + PTR1G

− 1 C2(  + M1P
TR2 . (52)

(en, we have 〈S,CMult〉 which equals to

ST M1M2G + PTR1G
− 1 C2(  + M1P

TR2  . (53)

For convenience, we first set the noise to

Noise S,M1M2( ) � ST PTR1G
− 1 C2(  + M1P

TR2 . (54)

Obviously, according to Lemma 4.2, there is

ΥC1

�����

����� � STPTR1
����

����≤ e1, . . . , et 
T

· R1

�����

�����≤ tE1, (55)

andC2 is a (n + t) × N binary matrix (G− 1 ∈ ZN×(n+t)
q ).

(erefore, in this case,

STPTR1 · G− 1 C2( 
����

����≤ tE2 · G− 1 C2( 
����

����≤N · tE2 (56)

exists. Also, pay attention to that

ST
· M1P

T
  �

uib
T
1 − tTi B

T
 

⋮

uib
T
t − tTi B

T
 

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠. (57)

(e boundary of (ui · bT
i − tTi · BT) is |eT

i |. (erefore,

ST
· M1P

T
 

�����

�����≤ eT
1 , . . . , eT

t 
T

������

������≤maxi e
T
i

����
����. (58)

In this case, we can easily get the boundary
‖ΥC2

‖ ≔ ‖ST · (M1PTR2)‖≤ ‖eT
i R‖≤E2. In other words,

‖U1‖2 · ‖ΥC2
‖∞≤

�
t

√
· E2. (erefore, we have

‖Noise(SS,(M1 ·M2))(C1G− 1(C2))‖≤NtE2 +
�
t

√
E2, and

the ciphertext CMult is ((Nt +
�
r

√
) · E) noisy.
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NAND gate: the same operation is true for the NAND
gate, and output matrix product is G − C1G− 1(C2).
Consider a Boolean circuit whose computational depth
is L while containing NAND gates. It takes the new
ciphertext as input, that is, the E noise ciphertext, the
noise multiplied by a factor which is at most (Nt +

�
t

√
)

at each level, that is, the norm of the error element
increases by a factor which is, at most, (Nt +

�
t

√
).

(erefore, the wrong element norm of the final ci-
phertext is bounded as Efinal � (Nt +

�
t

√
)L · E.

In order to ensure the correctness of the decryption,
Efinal ≤ ((q/2)/4) needs to be true. (at is to say, the in-
equality (Nt +

�
t

√
)L · E≤ ((q/2)/4) must be true, which is

guaranteed by the parameters we choose. (e proof is
completed. □

4.3. IND − CPA Security Analysis. In the following, we use
(eorem 4.1 to prove that the message-encapsulation GSW
scheme based on the LWE assumption that it is IND − CPA
safe and that the scheme is indistinguishable from the
original GSW scheme [4].

Theorem 2. Let m> n ∈ N, q ∈ N and χ be a discrete
Gaussian distribution on Z, which makes the (n, q, χ, m) −

LWE problem difficult. Let t be an integer that makes t �

O(log(n)) true. Define two distributionsX andY as follows:

X is a distribution on the m × (t + n) matrix
[b1| · · · |bt |B]. Among them, B ∈ Zm×n

q is uniformly
selected, for all 1≤ i≤ t, bi � Bti + ei(modq), in which ti
are uniformly selected from Zn

q, and ei is selected from a
discrete Gaussian distribution χ.
Y is evenly distributed on Zm×(t+n)

q .

=erefore, the distribution X and Y is computational
indistinguishable.

Theorem 3. Let params � (n, q, χ, m, t) so that the as-
sumption LWEn,q,χ,m is true and m � O(n log q). =en, the
MFHE scheme is IND − CPA safe.

Proof. (e proof of security contains two steps:

First, we use (eorem 4.11 to prove that, under the
LWE assumption, the matrix P � [b1, . . . ,

bt,B] ∈ Zm×(n+t)
q and the randomly chosen matrix are

computationally indistinguishable
(en, using the Left-over Hash Lemma, a uniform
random value C′ can be used to replace the ciphertext
C � MG + PTR, that is, PT · R is indistinguishable from
the uniform distribution

(e brief proof is over. See more details in [4]. □

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we construct an efficient message-encapsulation
FHE scheme. (e scheme can achieve the decryption at one
time and can also flexibly decrypt bit-by-bit. In Table 1, we
give a comparison of the parameters of this scheme with the
existing schemes. It can be seen from the comparison that
compared with the previous ones, the scheme keeps the key
length substantially, and this scheme is based on more
conventional assumptions and, meanwhile, reduces the ci-
phertext length to some extent. (e proposal of this scheme
makes the full homomorphic encryption take a big step from
theoretical research to large-scale application. It is conducive
to greatly improving the efficiency of encrypted data pro-
cessing (such as retrieval and operation) in the Internet of
things, saving the energy consumption of nodes in the In-
ternet of(ings, and ensuring that the data are not statistically
analyzed, which has a better application scenario [29–31].

In addition, there are many interesting open issues that
may be resolved in the future. For example, our thinking has
certain reference value for enhancing big data security and
constructing a message-encapsulated casual transmission
protocol, but it also has certain challenges.
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Mobile apps are booming with the expansion of mobile devices such as smartphones, tablet PCs, smartwatches, and IoTdevices.
As the capabilities of mobile apps and the types of personal information required to run apps have diversified, the need for
increased security has grown. In particular, Android apps are vulnerable to repackaging attacks, so various code protection
techniques such as obfuscation and packing have been applied. However, apps protected with these techniques can also be
disabled with static and dynamic analyses. In recent years, instead of using such application level protection techniques, a number
of approaches have been adopted to monitor the behavior of apps at the platform level. However, in these cases, not only
incompatibility of system software due to platformmodification, but also self-control functionality cannot be provided at the user
level and is very inconvenient. *erefore, in this paper we propose an app protection scheme that can split a part of the app code,
store it in a separate IoTdevice, and self-control the split code through the partial app. In the proposed scheme, the partial app is
executed only when it matches the split code stored in the IoT device. It does not require complicated encryption techniques to
protect the code like the existing schemes. It also provides solutions to the parameter dependency and register reallocation issues
that must be considered when implementing the proposed code splitting scheme. Finally, we present and analyze the results of
experimenting the proposed scheme on real devices.

1. Introduction

Since the advent of mobile technologies, mobile apps have
expanded very rapidly. According to IDC’s smartphone
market share report [1], smartphone shipments are expected
to increase from 1.3 billion units in 2020 to 1.5 billion units
in 2024 due to the launch of new devices and 5G plans. Of
these, Android devices are predicted to occupy 87% of the
1.5 billion units. With the increase in the number of apps,
their functions and personal information required from
users are diversifying. Apps that require a variety of personal
information such as smart banking, social network service
(SNS), e-mail, and so on generally store users’ IDs and
passwords for convenience so that they automatically re-
main logged in. However, if a device is unlocked or infected
with a virus due to an Android vulnerability [2], malware
can access or steal confidential information and leak it to an
attacker.

Currently, various authentication schemes [3–7], such as
password, pattern, and biometric information authentica-
tion, are provided with Android smartphones. However,
once the authentication is made, apps can be run without
any restrictions until the smartphone is locked. In other
words, unauthorized users can access personal information
if they manage to pass the authentication process. In par-
ticular, Android apps are vulnerable to repackaging attacks
[8], so various code protection techniques such as obfus-
cation and packing have been applied. However, apps
protected with these techniques can also be disabled with
static and dynamic analyses.

To deal with these problems, many techniques [9–11] are
introduced to protect the app by modifying the platform or
using root privileges. Typically, a monitor function is
inserted inside an app that contains a lot of sensitive per-
sonal information to trace and control the behaviour of the
app. However, this approach of modifying the app itself is
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very inconvenient to apply directly at the user level. In order
to overcome these shortcomings, techniques that allow users
to directly protect apps by utilizing a private launcher are
recently introduced [12, 13].

*erefore, in this paper, we propose a self-controllable
mobile app protection scheme that can freely split binary
code and authenticate using the split code to resolve
smartphone security issues. *e proposed scheme randomly
splits the code of the target app through a launcher app,
stores it in a separate IoT device, and reinstalls it after
reconfiguring it as an executable app with the rest, except for
the missing split code. With the proposed scheme, an app
can only be run through the proposed private launcher.
When the app is executed, the proposed launcher can receive
the split code from a separate IoTdevice and deliver the split
code to the app for execution. At this moment, a code-based
authentication scheme is used, so only authenticated code
can be run in the app and there is no need for a complicated
cryptographic authentication. By using this scheme, only the
user who has the split code can run the app, thereby im-
proving the security of the smartphone by preventing the
unauthorized user from running the app. In addition, the
proposed scheme can be applied at the app level, so no
platform modification and root privileges are required. *e
user can simply improve the security of personal infor-
mation by installing the app.

In order to implement the code splitting function, which
is the core part of the proposed scheme, a parameter de-
pendency problem and a register reallocation problem in-
evitably occur. In this paper, solutions to these problems are
presented in detail along with sample codes. It also describes
the results of measuring feasibility and performance over-
head of the proposed scheme on real Android device and
smartwatch.

*is paper is organized as follows. Section 2 addresses
the related work. Section 3 provides the background and
motivation behind the proposed scheme. Section 4 describes
the design of the proposed scheme. Section 5 describes issues
that arise when implementing the proposed scheme and
their solutions. Section 6 demonstrates the experimental
results with the proposed scheme. Finally we conclude the
paper in Section 7.

2. Related Work

Protecting mobile apps by modifying the platform or using
root privileges is inconvenient and difficult for users to apply
directly. Many techniques [9–11] have been developed to
modify and protect the app itself. I-arm-droid [9] identifies
security-sensitive API methods and specifies security poli-
cies for the app. It also improves security by rewriting
bytecodes in policies by monitoring apps. Aurasium [10]
does not require modification of the Android OS to provide
the security and policy desired by the user. *is tool also
monitors behaviour for privacy breaches, such as attempts to
retrieve sensitive information from users or access malicious
IP addresses. However, in such methods, a monitor function
should be inserted inside an app that contains a lot of
sensitive personal information to control the behaviour of

the app. However, this method of modifying the app itself is
very inconvenient to apply directly at the user level.

Recently, many protection schemes have been intro-
duced through the launcher app [12, 13] to help users
manage the app comfortably. In general, Android launcher
refers only to a program that runs a home screen in the user
interface (UI) [14–16]. In most cases, it consists of home
screens and app drawers, and it can be seen that it is included
in the Android UI. In addition, the app is always running
while the terminal is running, and additionally, the home
screen area can be provided to arrange shortcut icons or
widgets of the app so that the developer can execute the
desired function, such as executing or deleting other apps.
*e manufacturer’s launcher is designed as the default
launcher from booting, but as the new launcher is installed, a
selection window pops up from the home button and allows
selecting the installed launcher. To change the default
launcher that is already specified, we can use the launcher to
clear the default task or use a separate app. Boxify [17] is a
representative example of a protection technique through a
launcher app. It executes the target app through the launcher
app, which is an isolated process with minimal privileges,
and monitors it through hooking to control untrusted apps
from doing actions that cause damage such as personal
information leakage.

In addition, an example of applying the code splitting
technique to Robot OS (ROS), an embedded software for
smart cars, was recently introduced [18]. *is study applied
the code splitting scheme for the purpose of secure booting
to prevent an attacker from remotely controlling the smart
car. In addition, while this uses code splitting for native code,
the proposed scheme is applied for Android bytecode.
Except for the concept, the detailed underlying techniques
such as parameter dependency checking and register real-
location are completely different.

3. Background

3.1. Android App. Android apps are provided in a single file
called the Android package (apk) file. *e apk file is in zip
format and consists of classes.dex, which contains not only
the app’s code, but also resource files that contain config-
uration information such as the app’s icons, images, and
strings. Each apk file contains an AndroidManifest.xml file
containing the app’s components and permission infor-
mation. *e main language of the Android app is Java. Java
code is compiled into the Dalvik bytecode and consists of a
file called classes.dex. *e generated bytecode is executed on
the Dalvik virtual machine. In addition, developers can use
native library (.so) written in the C or C++ language. *ese
native library codes run directly on the processor of the
device, not on the Dalvik virtual machine.

All apps can be identified by a unique package name and
are self-signed by the developer’s private key [19]. Android
apps consist of different types of components: Activity,
Service, Broadcast Receiver, and Content Provider. *e
Activity represents functions that are performed through a
UI. A single app can consist of several activities. In contrast,
the Service runs in the background without a UI. For
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example, a music player app might require a UI for selecting
songs, but no additional UI is required while music is
playing. *is task can be implemented as a Service. *e
Broadcast Receiver is a function that can receive the message
service and perform the corresponding action when a system
event occurs in Android. Finally, the Content Provider is
used to provide app data to other apps.

3.2. Android Repository. Android has internal storage and
external storage [20]. *e internal storage primarily stores
systems and apps, while data is stored in the primary ex-
ternal storage. *e internal storage can read and write data
only in the apps, and the external storage is used as a
common area. Also, the data in the internal storage is deleted
when the app is deleted. *e external storage contains
photos, videos, and other files.With permission, it is possible
to read and write data, which is in the external storage, from
other apps. *ere is a cache area, a database area, and a file
area in the internal storage that exists for each app. Since it is
troublesome to find the necessary path whenever the path of
each area is required, Android provides an API that easily
obtains the main path where data is stored.

3.3. ASMDEX. ASMDEX [21] is an open-source project
which parses the dex file and organizes it into a tree. It allows
the user tomodify, add, or delete the generated tree and rebuild
it as a dex file.*e tree structure created by ASMDEX is shown
in Figure 1.When constructing a dex file as a tree, the root node
is represented by ApplicationNode. ApplicationNode has
member variables called classes, which represents a list of
ClassNodes classes. ClassNode parses and holds all informa-
tion, such as name, authority, and method for every class in a
dex file. A member variable, method, represents a list of
MethodNodes classes. MethodNode is the information of
method contained in ClassNode. Similar to ClassNode,
MethodNode parses and contains information about method,
such as name, descriptors, exceptions, and number of registers
used. Unlike ClassNode, MethodNode may have a duplicate
name. In such a case, the method is identified through a de-
scriptor. *e MethodNode class has a member variable, in-
struction, which is a class called InsnList that implements a
double linked list for AbstractInsnNode. AbstractInsnNode is
an abstract class, and a method inherits the corresponding
abstract class and executes each instruction.

4. Proposed Scheme

When the user authentication is performed once before use,
anyone can run all the apps installed in a smartphone until it
is locked, thereby allowing personal information leakage.
*is section proposes a scheme to protect personal infor-
mation by implementing app execution environment
through the self-controllable private launcher.

4.1. Concept. *e basic idea of the proposed scheme is to
split and manage a part of the binary code of the app safely
and separately and to take the split code at runtime and

functionally assemble it to operate the same as the original
code. More specifically, a part of the binary code of the app is
split and stored in the IoT device, and each time the app is
executed, the split code stored in the IoTdevice is taken and
assembled functionally through a code-based authentica-
tion. We call this launcher app that provides this func-
tionality an AppContainer, which is provided in two modes:
Normal or Protected modes. If the target app is given as
input to the AppContainer, it will enter the Normal mode by
default. As shown in Figure 2, when the target app is exe-
cuted in the Normal mode, the binary code splitting function
is operated first. A part of the binary code of the app is
randomly selected, split, and then stored in an IoT device.
*e rest of the code is incomplete, but apparently recon-
structed to take the form of the app and reinstalled on the
smartphone. *is incomplete-but-normal-looking app is
called a partial app in the rest of this paper. At this time, the
partial app can be run only in Protected mode. *at is, after
switching to Protected mode, all apps displayed in the
AppContainer are partial apps. When running this partial
app in the Protected mode, the corresponding split code is
received from the IoT device. *en, it operates in the same
way as the original app through the code-based authenti-
cation protocol.

*e dex file can be decompiled into smali code at any
time, so it is possible to parse the method in the executable.
*ere can be up to 65536 methods in one dex file. Currently,
methods are randomly selected. Even if the proposed scheme
is applied to the same app several times, different pairs of
split and remaining codes can be generated each time. *us,
by uniquely creating a split code, only the owner of the IoT
device can run the app. In addition, if you select the core
logic and then store it in the split code and configure only the
less important code in the partial app, the core logic of the
original app can still be protected even if the partial app is
exposed to reverse engineering.

4.2. Design Details. *e proposed scheme consists of two
main phases: binary code splitting for the target app and
applying the code-based authentication to the partial app.

ApplicationNode

ClassNode

MethodNode MethodNode MethodNode

ClassNode

InsnNode

InsnNode

InsnNode

InsnNode

InsnNode

InsnNodeInsnNode

InsnNode

Figure 1: *e dex file tree generated from ASMDEX.
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4.2.1. Binary Code Splitting. Like the general launcher app,
except for system apps, the list of apps installed by the user is
displayed in the form of icons in the Normal mode. At this
time, when a specific app is selected, the code of the app is
split, the rest of the app is rebuilt as a partial app, and a code-
based authentication function is additionally applied. *is
rebuilt partial app is only displayed in the Protected mode
and no longer visible in the Normal mode. *e outline of
how the Normal mode operates is shown in Figure 3. A
target app (original.apk) can be selected to apply the code
splitting scheme.*e package name of the target app goes to
the internal memory path/data/app/“packagename”/. *is
path can only read the original.apk files of the target apps
because read-only permission exists for other apps.*en, the
original.apk file is copied to external storage such as an/
sdcard. To use external storage, the AppContainer must have
READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE and WRITE_EXTER
NAL_STORAGE permissions. Next, the imported origi-
nal.apk file is unzipped into the original.dex file. After the
code splitting process, the original.dex file is split into the
partial.dex and the split.img files. *e split.img file is
reconstructed into the split.dex file with a wrapping func-
tion. When the reconstruction is complete, a hash value on
the split.dex file is created with the application name. It will
be used later for code-based authentication. *en the
split.dex file is sent to the connected IoTdevice. In the other
side, the folder containing the partial.dex file is recom-
pressed to create in form of a partial.apk file. *is partial.apk
file is resigned with the user’s private key. *en, the origi-
nal.apk file is replaced with the partial.apk file in the internal
storage. After completing the code splitting process, all files
used in the/sdcard path are deleted.

*e detailed process of the code splitting scheme is given
in Algorithm 1. Given the original.apk file, the original.dex
inside the original.apk file is turned into a tree through
ASMDEX. It traverses the created tree and randomly selects
(we note that it is impossible to split any part of the Android
application. *is is always applicable only for user-defined
classes and methods. It does not apply to classes or methods
with framework code or system dependencies. Also, the
onCreate function of the MainActivity class, which is the
basis for app running, or a class that is automatically created
by the system such as R$ should not be selected. However,

there is no problem for practical application because sen-
sitive or secret code logic, which is the main target to be split
in this proposed scheme, is all user-defined classes and
methods) specific splitClass and splitMethod.When the split
node selection is complete, ASMDEX is used to create a new
tree.*e selected splitMethod is added to the splitClass node
to create a new dex tree. Since the selected splitMethod
disappears from the existing tree, it is necessary to modify
the caller part and splitMethod body part. If the selected
splitMethod is Static, the splitMethod body part needs to be
modified; otherwise, the caller part needs to be modified. If it
is not Static method, the splitMethod and splitClass are
changed into Abstract, and all splitMethod bodies are de-
leted. *e reason for changing to Abstract is to allow a
splitClass with a splitMethod to inherit the existing class and
use the undefined methods and field values of the existing
class.

Consequently, it traverses the existing targetTree and
finds all caller parts of the splitMethod. If a splitMethod is
used as an existing class, it is changed to an Abstract method,
and thus a splitMethod cannot be used by creating an
existing class. *e existing class part should be replaced by
the stub code, which finds a splitClass that inherits an
existing class. A split.dex file is created including the
splitClass and then is returned. In the case of Static method,
the caller should be replaced with the contents of calling the
stub code without removing the caller part. In the split code,
the following actions are performed: find and create a
splitClass that inherits the existing class, execute the split-
Method immediately, and return the result value of the
splitMethod. Inserting or deleting other codes may cause
parameter and register dependency problems that may
conflict with existing registers because the Dalvik bytecode is
register-based, not stack-based. To solve this problem, we
have to deal with a parameter dependency checking and a
register reallocation, which are explained in Sections 5.1 and
5.2, respectively.

4.2.2. Split Code Integrity Checking. In the Normal mode,
when AppContainer separates the split.dex and transmits it
to an IoT device, it stores IMEI (International Mobile
Equipment Identity) information of the device in the

App Container
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Code splitting

Original app
(original.apk)

Partial app
(partial.apk)

Split code (split.dex)
Split code
(split.dex)

Partial app
(partial.apk)

IoT device

0
1
0

0
1
0

1
1
0

1
0
1

0
0
1

App Container
normal mode

Code-based
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Figure 2: Concept of proposed AppContainer scheme.
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internal storage. After that, when AppContainer requests
split.dex from the IoT device, the IoT device creates a hash
value using not only split.dex, but also IMEI and salt. *e
IoT device transmits the remaining split.dex, salt, and hash
value excluding IMEI information to the AppContainer.
*en, AppContainer calculates the hash value using split.-
dex, salt received from the IoTdevice, and IMEI stored in the
internal storage and then checks whether it matches the hash
value received from IoT. If the two hash values match,
AppContainer proves that it has received the split.dex file
from a trusted IoTdevice and that the integrity of split.dex is
verified.

4.2.3. Code-Based Authentication. In the Protected mode,
only partial apps with code splitting scheme are displayed in
the form of icons on the home screen area. As shown in
Figure 4, when the partial.apk starts, it requests its corre-
sponding split.dex to the IoTdevice. *e partial.apk remains
on standby until the split.dex file is transmitted from the IoT
device to AppContainer. Upon downloading the split.dex
file to AppContainer, as explained in Section 4.2.2, App-
Container checks the integrity of the split code and stores it
in the internal storage (/data/data/“packagename”/). *en,
check if split.dex and corresponding original.dex work
normally. If it is wrong, the partial.apk does not work

Internal storage

External storage

AppContaibner: normal

App
parsing

Code
splitting

Stub code
insertion

Split code
wrapping

Partial app
distribution

App
resigning

Split.dex

IoT device

original1.apk original2.apk originaln.apk

partial1.apk partial2.apk partialn.apk
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3

45
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Figure 3: Normal mode operation of the AppContainer.

Input: target app (original.apk)
Output: remaining target tree and split code tree

(1) Tree targetTree, newTree;
(2) Class splitClass;
(3) Method splitMethod;
(4)
(5) targetTree�makeTree (original.dex);
(6) selectSplittingTarget (targetTree, splitClass, splitMethod);
(7)
(8) ASMDEX.init (newTree);
(9) ASMDEX.makeClassNode (newTree, splitClass);
(10) ASMDEX.makeMethodNode (newTree, splitMethod);
(11)
(12) if splitMethod.Type� � STATIC then
(13) convertMethodCalleeToStub (targetTree, newTree, splitClass, splitMethod);
(14) else
(15) convertToAbstract (targetTree, splitClass, splitMethod);
(16) deleteMethodBody (targetTree, splitMethod);
(17)
(18) for Class class:targetTree.Classes do
(19) if findMethodCaller (class, splitMethod)� � true then
(20) convertToStub (class, newTree, splitMethod);
(21) end if
(22) end for
(23) end if

ALGORITHM 1: Pseudocode for splitting original app.
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anymore and is terminated. When the partial.apk terminates
abnormally, the split.dex files created during download are
deleted. After that, when the partial.apk receives the split.dex
file stored in the internal storage through the Intent, the
partial.apk can be normally executed. Once again, if you try
to run a partial.apk on a general launcher other than
AppContainer, the partial.apk does not work because its
corresponding split.dex file does not exist.

5. Implementation Issues

In this section, we present several issues and solutions to
implement the code splitting scheme described above. In
regard to code-based authentication, since there are no
implementation problems, we focus on the issues for the
code splitting scheme.

5.1. Parameter Dependency Checking. As shown in Figure 5,
given the original.dex file, it is divided into the partial.dex
and split.img files. When the partial.dex is transformed to
the partial.apk, there are important implementation issues
on the parameter dependency checking and the register
reallocation.

To perform the same operation as before splitting, the
splitClass instead of an existing class should be created since
the splitMethod is replaced with an Abstract method. In the
stub code, a new class that inherits the existing class is
created instead (refer to Figure 6). Since the splitClass has
always different shape, the type and number of parameters
required for class creation are different, so the number of
registers used is different. To generically solve this problem,
the parameter dependency should be resolved by adding
three registers to the method that contains the caller part.
Reusing an existing register can cause conflicts with the
other code, so only the new register is used. *e first register
is a register containing name information of a splitClass that
inherits an existing splitClass. *e second register is an
object array that can hold the constructor parameters. *e
reason for using an object array is that the number of
registers used is different because the number and type of
parameters in the splitClass constructor are different each
time. *erefore, several parameter registers are managed as
one register and sent to the stub code to generically fix the
caller part. When creating an array of objects, a register is
created using the init() in the original code and moved to the

second register. *e last register is the index register that
controls the object array. In addition, parameters of prim-
itive types such as Integer and Double cannot be put directly
into the object array, but they must be converted to Integer
and Double types using the valueof() function. *erefore,
before putting it into the object array, the type is converted
into the array by using the register used as a parameter
register.

5.2. Register Reallocation. *e register dependency problem
occurs because it does not match the number of registers
previously used. To solve this problem, register reallocation
is additionally needed. *is task is to solve the index conflict
caused by three registers added to resolve the parameter
dependency. As shown in Table 1, method registers used in
the Dalvik bytecode [22] can be divided into local registers
and parameter registers. Local registers are numbered from
the beginning, and in the case of parameter registers, the last
register is used in all registers. *e register before the pa-
rameter register is this register that represents the method
itself. *us, adding three registers changes the total number
of registers and may cause a malfunction during the exe-
cution because the modified register is accessed; thus, the
relocation of the registers is necessary.

To solve this problem, at the start of the splitMethod, this
register and the parameter registers are returned to the
register position before adding the register. As shown in
Table 2, when 5 registers are used in the splitMethod and 2
parameters are used, v3 and v4 registers have first and
second parameters, and v2 register has this register. If three
registers are added, the first parameter goes into the v6
register, the second parameter goes into the v7 register, and
this register goes into the v5 register. In this case, if v2, v3, or
v4 is used in the original code, an error occurs because the
desired value is not included. *erefore, the values of v5, v6,
and v7 are put back to v2, v3, and v4. *en the added v5, v6,
and v7 registers are used to resolve parameter dependencies.

If Double and Long of the parameter register type are
used, two registers are used instead of one. Also, by adding
registers, the total number of registers used in the splitMethod
may be over 16. In some cases, more than 16 registers of the
existing splitMethod may be used. For example, invoke-
virtual should be used when using registers less than 16, but
invoke-virtual/range should be used when using registers
above 16. In addition, the number of registers to be used must
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be sequential. When invoke-virtual is available, three registers
such as v5, v8, and v3 are available. But when invoke-virtual/
range is available, the registers should be v5, v6, and v7. In
addition, more than 16 registers cannot new-array and thus
cannot create object arrays. *e object array is created and
relocated using the init() command register, which uses the
register below 16 unconditionally, as described above.

5.3. Stub Code Insertion. *e stub code needs to be injected
in two cases. *e first is the case that the AppContainer
needs to get the split.dex and store it in internal memory
when the app first starts. *e second is necessary to load the
split.dex from the internal memory when the split.dex is
called and to execute the splitClass from the split.dex. *e
first case analyzes the AndroidManifest.xml and inserts stub
code into the Activity class that starts first when the app is
run. You also need to modify the beginning of the
onCreate() function to add a call to the inserted stub code
when the app starts. Moreover, we need to check whether the

split.dex received from the AppContainer is the corre-
sponding the split.dex to the partial.apk. If the checking is
correct, save the split.dex in the internal memory. If not,
terminate the program. *e code that loads the split.dex is
inserted by adding a splitClass node to the tree created by
ASMDEX.*e stub code is executed when the caller invokes
the split.dex. We create a DexClassLoader object and load
the split.dex stored in the internal memory into the Dex-
ClassLoader object. Find the splitClass in the created
DexClassLoader object and execute the splitMethod nor-
mally. *erefore, it is an object that has a class name and
constructor parameter value. It finds the desired splitClass
by using the reflection API provided by Java. In the case of
the Static method, the method finds and executes the
method through the object that has the class name, method
name, and method parameter value.

Table 1: Dalvik register allocation (before).

Variables Parameters Description
v0 Local register
v1 Local register
v2 p0 *is-register
v3 p1 First parameter register
v4 p2 Second parameter register
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Figure 5: Implementation issues with code splitting.

Table 2: Dalvik register allocation (after).

Variables Parameters Description
v0 Local register
v1 Local register
v2 Class name register
v3 Parameter information register
v4 Index register
v5 p0 *is-register
v6 p1 First parameter register
v7 p2 Second parameter register

Figure 6: Method caller change for solving parameter dependency problem.
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5.4. Resigning. When all the code splitting procedures are
done, the folder containing the partial.dex is recompressed to
create an partial.apk file. Using ASMDEX, a new tree created
with split.img is created as a split.dex file. *is split.dex file is
distributed to the connected IoTdevice.*e Android appmust
be digitally signed before distribution. Since the original.apk file
was modified during the splitting process, the previous sig-
nature is useless, so resigning is required to install the app.
*erefore, the user’s signing key stored in the AppContainer is
used.When all the resigning is done, the existing original.apk is
deleted, and the partial.apk is reinstalled.

6. Experimental Results

In this section, we describe the results of evaluating per-
formance of the proposed scheme. We implement and
measure the performance on an Android version 6 or later
and Galaxy Gear for an IoT device.

6.1. Sample Codes with Code Splitting. When the code
splitting scheme is applied, the target method is randomly
chosen from all the methods. As shown in Figure 7, the
addFont method of jxL/biff/Fonts class is selected among all
methods and converted into an Abstract method, and the
method body disappeared and its size became zero.

Figure 8 shows the caller part of a splitMethod. Previ-
ously, only 7 registers from v0 to v6 were used. *ree
registers were added tomodify 10 registers from v0 to v9.We
also reallocated the parameter register and this-register
through the move-object at the start of the method to avoid
register conflicts.

Figure 9 is the part that creates class before calling the
splitMethod. It creates an object array using the register
used to execute the Init() function and stores the object
array in the added register, v8. *e register v9 was not used
because there were no parameters in the constructor of the
splitClass, and the object[] array was also created with a size
of zero.

*e name of the class to create is stored in the register v7.
*e class name and the object array to be created are sent
with the parameters for calling the stub code, and the/range
command is used in case the register number becomes 16 or
more. *e generated class is cast to the original class and
stored in the register v0 because the original class uses the
register v0 in the code before modification.

Figure 10 shows the splitClass and splitMethod in the
split.dex file stored in the IoT device. In the example code
above, there is a splitMethod in the newly named class that
inherits the selected class.

If the static method is selected for splitting as in Fig-
ure 11, the change of the caller part is not necessary and only
the body of the splitMethod is changed. *e changed code
executes the method by sending class name, method name to
execute, and parameters of the method to stub code. It then
processes the parameter information received by the
method, converts the result to the original return format,
and delivers it.

6.2. PerformanceOverhead. We tested whether the proposed
scheme is properly applied to real apps in the Google Play
Store and evaluated the execution overhead by comparing
the launching time of apps with the proposed scheme and
apps without it.

Table 3 shows the launching speed of the app before and
after applying the proposed scheme to five apps by category
in Google Play Store. Experimental results show that the
proposed scheme has a delay time of 138 milliseconds on
average, although the delay time is different for each app.
*is delay is caused by the time required to load the split
code when the app starts and to check the authenticity of the
split code received from the AppContainer. Because each
app has different size and functions, its launching time
before and after applying the proposed scheme is different.
*e fastest launching time is 163 milliseconds, and the
slowest one is 975 milliseconds. Looking through the ex-
perimental results, it can be seen that the overhead due to the
proposed scheme increases by about 15% to 2 times.
However, the average increase of 138milliseconds is rea-
sonable, making the launching delay of the proposed scheme
acceptable.

Figure 7: Method change with code splitting.

Figure 8: Register rearrangement followed by register addition.
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6.3. Feature Comparison. Table 4 shows the feature com-
parison of AppContainer with typical commercial tools for
software code protection for Android. *e existing tools

such as DexGuard [23] and DexProtector [24] adopt en-
cryption to protect methods and classes, but the proposed
scheme utilizes code splitting to protect the code without

Figure 10: Split code stored in IoT devices.

Figure 11: Static method definition part with the proposed scheme.

Figure 9: Caller part of changed method with code splitting.

Table 3: Comparison of launching time.

Lifestyle apps Banking apps Finance apps Education apps Test apps
Original app 0.31 (sec) 0.98 (sec) 0.19 (sec) 1.00 (sec) 0.14 (sec)
App with split code 0.44 (sec) 1.14 (sec) 0.32 (sec) 1.13 (sec) 0.28 (sec)

Table 4: Feature comparison between code protection solutions.

DexProtector DexGuard AppContainer
Class protection Encryption Encryption Code splitting
Method protection Encryption Encryption Code splitting
Reversing resistance Static Static Dynamic
Side effect — — Device authentication
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encryption. Since Android bytecode can automatically re-
cover encrypted code by using advanced dynamic analysis
tools [25], the existing tools with encryption can prevent
static analysis, but have the disadvantage of being exposed to
dynamic analysis. On the other hand, the proposed App-
Container does not expose the complete code even when
attempting dynamic analysis of the partial app because a part
of the code exists in the external device. *erefore, the
proposed scheme can resist dynamic analysis as well as static
analysis without applying any encryption techniques. Recall
that the split code is physically stored on an external device,
and the partial app is stored on a smartphone. In the
proposed scheme, since the code works normally only when
the pair of partial app and split code must match each other,
the app runs normally means that the external device that
stores the split code can be trusted. In other words, this
means that device authentication is obtained as a side effect.

7. Conclusion

As many apps require personal information, such as smart
banking, SNS, and e-mail, the importance of personal in-
formation protection is also increasing. However, most users
keep their auto-login status by storing their ID and password
even though they are apps with sensitive personal infor-
mation for convenience. Smartphones are protected by
various authentication methods such as the PIN, patterns,
and biometric information authentication, but they fall short
of providing the utmost security of personal information.
*us, we proposed a scheme that protects the app from
unauthorized users by assigning control of app execution by
merely installing the app without modifying the platform of
the smartphone.

*e AppContainer is designed to meet the following
design goals. First, an app with the proposed scheme re-
quires user authentication before running the app so that
unauthorized users cannot run the app itself. *e App-
Container is responsible for receiving the split code from the
IoT device and communicating it with the app. *erefore,
only authenticated users who have a split code on the IoT
device can run the app through the AppContainer. Secondly,
it can be applied simply as an app-level protection technique
rather than a platform modification. Existing protection
techniques have enhanced the security by changing the
platform of the smartphone, but since the proposed scheme
does not require any platform change, it can be used on any
platform by any user.

In addition, the AppContainer shows a list of apps with
code splitting so that the user can recognize which apps have
code-based authentication. Just in case, if the misbehaving
app is reinstalled due to a repackaging attack, it is excluded
from the list so that users can easily recognize that it is not an
existing app. In conclusion, the proposed AppContainer is
expected to prevent personal information leakage by ef-
fectively avoiding app execution by unauthorized users. As a
future work, we intend to expand and develop the proposed
scheme by applying the code splitting technique not only to
Android but also to various embedded software such as
smart vehicles, robots, and drones.
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Smart Home brings a new people-oriented home life experience. However, the edge devices in this system are facing severe threats
such as data security and equipment safety. To solve the above problems, this paper proposes an intrusion detection scheme based
on repeated game. We first use the K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) algorithm to classify edge devices and equip the intrusion
detection system to cluster heads. Secondly, we use the regret minimization algorithm to determine the mixed strategy Nash
equilibrium of the one-order game and then take a severe punishment strategy to domesticate malicious attackers. 0irdly, the
intrusion detection system can detect malicious attackers by reduction of payoff. Finally, the detailed experimental results show
that the proposed scheme can reduce the loss of attacked intrusion detection system and then achieve the purpose of defending
against the attacker.

1. Introduction

Internet of things (IoT) is entering people’s lives and makes
the production and life of human beings more intelligent
and convenient. Smart Home is a typical application of the
IoT [1]. Smart Home integrates integrated wiring technology
and network communication technology and is an effective
management system [2]. However, Smart Home is facing
severe security threats such as data security and device se-
curity [3]. 0e distribution of edge devices is too scattered to
apply security technologies in a Smart Home. Besides, some
equipment uses outdated versions that are unable to re-
motely upgrade weaknesses and vulnerabilities, making
Smart Home devices vulnerable to attacks. For instance,
equipment such as cameras and smart thermostats collect
information about people’s daily lives which can be traced
directly or indirectly back to the person. Once the data of
Smart Home devices is stolen, users’ private information will
be disclosed. 0erefore, it is urgent to design an effective
security protection scheme to ensure user data security in the
Smart Home.

Intrusion detection technology is a method to resist the
attacker invasion, which can monitor, analyze, and deal with
a variety of intrusions without affecting network perfor-
mance as much as possible to improve the ability of networks
to deal with external threats. According to the technology
used, intrusion detection technology can be divided into
three categories: anomaly detection, misuse intrusion de-
tection, and hybrid intrusion detection. 0e abnormal de-
tection technology can detect the new intrusion, but it is
difficult to establish the attacker’s behavior model [4].
Misuse detection technology has high detection accuracy,
but it is difficult to collect and update intrusion information
[5]. Hybrid intrusion detection technology combines misuse
detection and anomaly detection, inherits the advantages of
both, improves the detection rate, and decreases false pos-
itive rate [6]. To sum up, the existing intrusion detection
technologies mainly have the following shortcomings: the
volume of data is too difficult to process and the data di-
mension is too high to be reduced.

Inspired by the above schemes, this paper models in-
teractions between attackers and intrusion detection systems
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as the repeated game and proposes an intrusion detection
scheme based on repeated game to protect the security of
Smart Home. 0e main contributions are as follows:

(1) To reduce the cost of equipping the intrusion de-
tection system, this paper uses the K-Nearest
Neighbors (KNN) algorithm to classify edge devices
and equips the intrusion detection system for cluster
heads to achieve the purpose of protecting Smart
Home system.

(2) To defend against attackers, we build interactions
between attackers and intrusion detection systems as
a repeated game model, use the regret minimization
algorithm to determine the mixed strategy Nash
equilibrium of this game, and set the severe pun-
ishment mechanism to force the attacker to take
good action.

(3) For the part of the simulation experiment, we
compare the proposed scheme with Winner, ALL-S,
ALL-P, and ALL-R with three factors: the intrusion
detection rate, the attacker’s payoff, and the intrusion
detection system’s payoff. 0e experimental results
show that the proposed scheme can resist attackers.

0e remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the representative achievements of in-
trusion detection technology. We propose an intrusion
detection scheme based on repeated game in Smart Home in
Section 3. Section 4 shows the performance of intrusion
detection scheme based on repeated game. Finally, Section 5
summarizes the possible expansion and research directions
in the future.

2. Related Work

Intrusion detection technology [7] can be divided into three
types: anomaly detection, misuse detection, and hybrid
intrusion detection. 0is section mainly summarizes two
kinds of techniques of anomaly detection and misuse
detection.

0e anomaly intrusion detection [8] takes the intrusion
activity as a subset of the anomaly activity, which is divided
into feature selection-based anomaly detection, Bayesian
inference-based anomaly detection, and pattern prediction-
based anomaly detection. 0e feature selection-based
anomaly detection is to accurately predict or classify de-
tected intrusions by selecting a subset of metrics that can
detect intrusions [9, 10]. However, the metric set cannot
encompass all the various intrusion types; and the pre-
identified specific metric set may miss intrusions in a par-
ticular environment alone. 0e Bayesian inference-based
anomaly detection is to judge whether the system has an
intrusion event by measuring the variable [11, 12]. However,
this method requires correlation analysis of each variable for
determining the relationship between each variable and the
intrusion event. 0e pattern prediction-based anomaly de-
tection considers the sequence of intrusion events and their
correlation [13, 14], but the unrecognized behavior pattern is
judged as an abnormal event in this method.

Misuse intrusion detection [15, 16] detects intrusion
events by matching the defined intrusion pattern with the
observed intrusion behavior, which can be divided into
contingent probability-based misuse intrusion detection,
state transition analysis-based misuse intrusion detection,
and keyboard monitoring-based misuse intrusion detection.
0e contingent probability-based misuse intrusion detection
maps the intrusion to an event sequence and then infers the
intrusion occurrence by observing the event [17, 18].
However, in this method, the prior probability is hard to
give, and the event independences are hard to be satisfied.
0e state transition analysis-based misuse intrusion detec-
tion regards an attack as a series of state transitions of
monitored systems [19, 20]. However, the attack mode can
only describe the sequence of events and is not suitable for
describing complicated events. 0e keyboard monitoring-
based misuse intrusion detection assumes that the intrusion
corresponds to a specific keystroke sequence pattern and
then monitors the user keystroke pattern and matches this
pattern with the intrusion pattern to detect intrusion
[21, 22]. But this approach, without operating system sup-
port, lacks a reliable way to capture users’ keystrokes, and
users can easily cheat the technique by using alias
commands.

To solve the above problems, we no longer detect the
intrusion based on the characteristics of the attacker but
consider intrusion detection system’s payoff; that is, the
intrusion detection system detects the attacker invasion by
observing its payoff decrease.

3. Intrusion Detection Scheme Based on
Repeated Game

0is section describes how the intrusion detection system
detects the attacker’s malicious action and how to educate
the malicious attackers to take good strategy. 0e notations
definitions are shown in Table 1.

3.1. One-Order Game. In Smart Home, due to a large
number of edge devices and limited service capacity
[23, 24], it is impossible to run the intrusion detection
system on each edge device, so we need to design a strategy
to allocate the intrusion detection system on the edge
device. We first use the clustering algorithm to divide edge
devices into multiple clusters and then configure intrusion
detection system for each cluster-head node in Smart
Home [25, 26]. Each cluster has a cluster-head node and
several member nodes. 0e former is mainly responsible
for information forwarding and executing the intrusion
detection program within the cluster, and the latter is
responsible for collecting information and passing the
information to the cluster-head node [27, 28]. Suppose that
there are N edge devices, which are divided into k clusters
by KNN algorithm, C1, C2, . . . , Ck. We assume that an
attacker can attack one cluster head at a time and model
interactions between the intrusion detection systems and
attackers as a one-order game model. 0at is,
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Gone−order � (P, S, U), (1)

where P is the player in one-order game, that is, the intrusion
detection system and the attacker, P � (a, d). S is the
strategy space, S � (Aa, Dd), andU is the player’s payoff.0e
attacker has four strategies, Aa � (a1, a2, a3, a4). a1 refers to
the fact that attackers do not attack any cluster heads; a2
refers to the fact that attackers attack the cluster-head node
Ci; a3 refers to the fact that attackers attack cluster heads Ci

after T times; a4 refers to the fact that attackers attack the
cluster-head node Cj. Also, the intrusion detection system
has four strategies, D d � (d1, d2, d3, d4). d1 refers to the fact
that intrusion detection systems do not protect any cluster
heads; d2 refers to the fact that intrusion detection systems
protect the cluster head Ci; d3 refers to the fact that intrusion
detection systems protect cluster heads Ci after T times; d4
refers to the fact that intrusion detection systems protect the
cluster head Cj. 0erefore, the strategy profile of attacker
and intrusion detection system can be defined as

M �

a1, d1(  a1, d2(  a1, d3(  a1, d4( 

a2, d1(  a2, d2(  a2, d3(  a2, d4( 

a3, d1(  a3, d2(  a3, d3(  a3, d4( 

a4, d1(  a4, d2(  a4, d3(  a4, d4( 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (2)

0e row represents the attacker’s strategy and the col-
umn represents the intrusion detection system’s strategy in
M. Suppose that Ua and U d are the payoffs of attackers and
intrusion detection systems, respectively. 0us,

G � a, d, Aa, D d, Ua, U d( , (3)

where a refers to the attacker and d refers to the intrusion
detection system. 0e strategy profile M22 � (a2, d2) refers
to the fact that the attacker does not attack the cluster head,
whereas the intrusion detection system protects the cluster
head. At this time, the attacker gains the payoff 0 at the cost
of ci, Ua � −ci, and the intrusion detection system at the cost
of ri to gain the payoff pi, U d � pi − ri. Similarly, we can get

the payoff matrix of attackers and intrusion detection sys-
tems, as shown in X and Y:
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,

(4)

where ci is the cost of attacking cluster heads Ci, ci
′ is the cost

of attacking cluster heads Ci after T times, ri is the cost of
persistently protecting cluster heads Ci, ri

′ is the cost of
protecting cluster heads Ci after T times, pi

a is the payoff of
attacking cluster heads Ci, and pi

d is the payoff of intrusion
detection systems against attacks. It can be seen from the
payoffmatrix that there is no pure strategy Nash equilibrium
in this game, and the intrusion detection system can observe
malicious attackers according to its payoff decrease. Besides,
the intrusion detection system always tries to determine the
cluster head attacked by the attacker and then protect it to
maximize its payoff. 0erefore, we use the regret minimi-
zation algorithm that determines the selection method of
that future action according to the degree of regret to de-
termine the players’ mixed strategy Nash equilibrium. 0us,
the probability of playing strategy d1 in round T is defined as
follows:

p(a) �
RegretTd d1( 


i∈D d

RegretTd di( 
, (5)

where D d is the intrusion detection system’s strategy set,
RegretTd (d1) is the regret value of playing strategy d1, and

Table 1: Notations definitions.

Notations Definition
Ci 0e ith cluster head
S Attackers and intrusion detection systems’ strategy space
ci 0e cost of attacking cluster heads Ci

ci
′ 0e cost of attacking cluster heads Ci after T times

ri 0e cost of persistently protecting cluster heads Ci

ri
′ 0e cost of protecting cluster heads Ci after T times

pi
a 0e payoff of attacking cluster heads Ci

pdi 0e payoff of intrusion detection systems against attacks
M 0e strategy matrices of attacker and intrusion detection system
X Attackers’ payoff matrix
Y Intrusion detection systems’ payoff matrix
Ue 0e cumulative payoff of player e
δ 0e discount factor which measures how much players value future payoffs
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i∈D d
RegretTd (di) is the cumulative regret value for all

strategies.

3.2. Repeated Game. During the process of interaction be-
tween the attacker and intrusion detection system, the intru-
sion detection system can detect attackers’ invasion by
observing the changes of their payoff. However, the attacker
does not have the effect of his current strategy on the future
payoff, that is, he only considers the payoff of one interaction;
therefore, it is difficult to prevent the attacker in the one-order
game. But if the intrusion detection system punishes the at-
tacker, the attacker will have to consider the cost of the penalty
brought by the intrusion detection system in the repeated
game; and if the punishment cost of attacking exceeds the
payoff of attacking, the attacker will be forced to take a
nonattack strategy. 0us, the intrusion detection system does
not need to implement supervision and then achieve the
purpose ofmaintaining the normal order of the entire network.

In the repeated game, assuming that aet is the strategy
adopted by player e in the tth round, the strategy set of player
e in the previous T round is ae1, ae2, . . . , aeT. 0e total payoff
of player e can be expressed as

Ue � 
T

t�1
δt−1

u aet, a−et( , (6)

where δ is the discount factor, δ ∈ (0, 1). 0e bigger δ is, the
more e pays attention to long-term payoff; and the smaller δ
is, the more player e pays attention to current payoff. Since
the intrusion detection system cannot detect the attacker for
the first time, we assume that the detection rate of the in-
trusion detection system to the attacker is less than 1,
q ∈ (0, 1). 0e probability of an attacker being discovered by
an intrusion detection system after k times of attack is
(1 − q)k−1q. 0e total payoff of the attacker is

Ua � 
k

t�0
(1 − q)

tδt
p

i
a − ci . (7)

In previous researches on network security protection, once
an attacker is captured by the intrusion detection system, the
network will delete this node. However, it will affect the whole
network and will have no containment effect on the attacker’s
action. 0erefore, this paper designs a severe punishment
mechanism to educate captured attackers into regular players.
When the attacker is found to be uncooperative at the time slot
k, within T penalty cycles, that is, k + 1, k + 2, . . . , k + T, the
attacker’s payoff can be defined as

U
T
a � 

T

i�1


k

t�0

1
k + i

(1 − q)
tδt

p
i
a − ci . (8)

If the node is detected during the second attack, the node
will be punished with a period of 2T, and the total payoff of
the attacker in the penalty cycle is

U
2T
a � 

2T

i�1


k

t�0

1
2(k + i)

(1 − q)
tδt

p
i
a − ci . (9)

0e loss of attacker in penalty cycle is

ΔUT
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T
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i
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t�0

1
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(1 − q)
tδt

p
i
a − ci ,

ΔU2T
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2T

t�0
(1 − q)

tδt
p

i
a − ci  − 

2T

i�1


k

t�0

1
k + i

(1 − q)
tδt

p
i
a − ci .

(10)

We regard the loss of the attacker in the penalty cycle as
an additional reward to the intrusion detection system.
0erefore, the intrusion detection system’s payoff can be
defined as

U d � 
T

t�1
δt−1

u aet, a−et(  + ΔUT
a , (11)

where ΔUT
a is the loss of attackers in the penalty cycle.

By comparing the attacker’s payoffs over the two penalty
cycles, it can be seen that the attacker’s payoffs decrease with
increasing the number of betrayals. Besides, if the number of
defections by an attacker exceeds the threshold of the in-
trusion detection system, the attacker will be eliminated; and
the cluster-head node will no longer interact with the
attacker.

4. Simulation Experiment

0is paper uses Anaconda integrated development tool to
verify the intrusion detection scheme based on repeated
game. Firstly, we simulate the classification process of KNN
algorithm and set four newly added nodes to prove its ef-
fectiveness. Secondly, we compare the payoffs of attackers
and the intrusion detection systems in penalty cycles and
regular interaction cycles to verify the effectiveness of the
penalty mechanism. 0irdly, we determine the optimal
strategy for each round of interaction between the attacker
and intrusion detection system by using the regret mini-
mization algorithm. Finally, we compare the proposed
scheme with four interaction strategies, Winner (take the
strategy of the winner), ALL-S (remain strategy Scissor),
ALL-P (remain strategy Paper), and ALL-R (remain strategy
Rock), to prove that the proposed scheme can improve the
player’s payoff. 0e experimental parameters are shown in
Table 2.

4.1. e Classification Results of KNN. Figure 1 depicts the
classification results of the KNN algorithm. Figure 1(a)
shows the original distribution of edge device nodes.
Figure 1(b) shows the classification results of the KNN al-
gorithm, with each symbol representing a class of edge
devices.

Figure 2 analyzes the results of the classification of the
newly added nodes, with the newly added nodes marked in
blue. For example, in Figure 2(a), the blue node (the newly
added node) is classified as a first class.
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Figure 1: Comparison of classified data. (a) Raw data. (b) Classification results.
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Figure 2: Classification of newly added data. (a) First class. (b) Second class. (c) 0ird class. (d) Fourth class.

Table 2: Parameter setting.

Parameters pi
a pe ci δ η T q

Value 5 3 3 0.7 1 5 0.6
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4.2. e Comparison of the Attacker’s Payoff and Intrusion
Detection System’s Payoff. Figure 3 compares the attackers’
payoffs in regular interaction cycles and penalty cycles. As
you can see in Figure 3(a), the attacker’s payoff does not
change during regular interaction cycles, because the in-
trusion detection system does not play the defensive strategy.
Figure 3(b) shows that the attacker’s payoff gradually de-
creased with increasing the number of interactions. In the
4th interaction, the attacker’s payoff tends to zero. Besides,

the longer the penalty cycle is, the faster the attacker’s
payoffs will go to zero, and the larger the losses will be. 0is
happened due to the punishment mechanism in this paper.
0erefore, for a rational attacker, it must normally interact
with the intrusion detection system to maximize its payoff.

Figure 4 compares the intrusion detection system’s
payoffs in the regular interaction cycle and the penalty cycle.
It can be seen from Figure 4(a) that the intrusion detection
system’s payoff is −3 during the regular interaction cycle.
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Figure 3: 0e attacker’s payoff comparison. (a) 0e payoffs of regular interactions. (b) Payoff during the penalty period.
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Figure 4: 0e intrusion detection system’s payoff comparison. (a) 0e payoffs of regular interactions. (b) Payoff during the penalty period.
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0is is because the attacked intrusion detection system does
not play any defective strategy. Figure 4(b) shows that the
loss of the intrusion detection system decreases with in-
creasing the number of penalty cycles; and the payoff of the
intrusion detection system is the lowest when the penalty
period is 5. To sum up, the proposed scheme can reduce the
loss of intrusion detection systems when attackers launch
attacks.

4.3. Application of Regret Minimization Algorithm in Rock-
Paper-Scissors Game. Table 3 defines the payoff matrix of
two players in the rock-paper-scissors game. In this table, the
rows represent the strategy of player A, the columns rep-
resent the strategy of player B, the first element in the tuple
(0, 0) represents the payoff of player A, and the second
element represents the payoff of player B.

Table 4 analyzes how player A determines its optimal
strategy based on the regret minimization algorithm. For
example, in the first round, player A and player B choose

Rock and Paper, respectively, and then player A’s regret
values when playing Scissor, Rock, and Paper are 0, 2, and 1,
respectively; thus the probabilities of player playing Rock,
Scissor, and Paper are 0, 2/3, and 1/3, respectively. Similarly,
we can obtain the optimal strategy of player A in each round.

4.4. e Payoff Comparison between Player A and Player B.
Table 5 compares the payoffs of player A and player B when
player A adopts five strategies: regret minimization strategy
(Regret), ALL-R, ALL-P, ALL-S, and Winner, while player B
adopts a regret minimization strategy. As can be seen from
Table 5, when and only if player A adopts ALL-P, player B
adopts Regret to obtain a lower payoff than player A, but the
difference in payoff between player A and player B is small.
However, under several other strategies, player B obtains the
highest payoff by taking Regret. 0is is because player B
maximizes the probability of the strategy with the maximum
regret value. 0e payoff change curves of players A and B are
shown in Figure 5. In this figure, the sharp increase and

Table 3: Payoff matrix.

Player A\B Scissor Rock Paper
Scissor 0, 0 −1, 1 1, −1
Rock 1, −1 0, 0 −1, 1
Paper −1, 1 1, −1 0, 0

Table 4: Regret value of player A.

Iteration number
Player A

Optimal strategy
Rock Scissor Paper

1 0 2 1 (0, 2/3, 1/3)
2 1 0 2 (1/6, 2/6, 3/6)
3 2 1 0 (1/3, 1/3, 1/3)
4 0 2 1 (3/12, 5/12, 4/12)
5 1 0 2 (4/15, 5/15, 6/15)
6 2 1 0 (1/3, 1/3, 1/3)
7 0 2 1 (6/21, 8/21, 7/21)
8 1 0 2 (7/24, 8/24, 9/24)
9 2 1 0 (1/3, 1/3, 1/3)
10 0 2 1 (9/30, 11/30, 10/30)
Cumulative regret 9 11 10 —

Table 5: Players’ payoff comparison.

Number
Payoff

A B A B A B A B A B
1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 0 0 1 −1
2 1 −1 −1 1 0 0 0 0 1 −1
3 −1 1 0 0 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1
4 1 −1 0 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 1
5 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 0 0
6 1 −1 −1 1 0 0 −1 1 0 0
7 −1 1 0 0 −1 1 0 0 1 −1
8 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1
9 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1
10 1 −1 −1 1 0 0 1 −1 −1 1
Total 0 0 −6 6 −5 5 2 −2 0 0
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decrease in the payoffs of player A and player B are due to the
adjustment of both players’ strategies.

5. Conclusion

Designing an efficient and safe protection scheme is the key
to promoting the application of the system. 0is paper
proposes a security protection scheme based on repeated
game. In this scheme, the intrusion detection system detects
the malicious attackers by observing its payoff change and
punishes the attackers who adopt malicious strategy severely
to educate the attackers to take good action. 0e experi-
mental results show that the proposed scheme can effectively
defend against the attackers.

In future research studies, we will continue to explore
new methods to determine the player’s optimal strategy in
the finite model.
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A group of small UAVs can synergize to form a flying ad hoc network (FANET).(e small UAVs are, typically, prone to security lapses
because of limited onboard power, restricted computing ability, insufficient bandwidth, etc. Such limitations hinder the applicability of
standard cryptographic techniques.(us, assuring confidentiality and authentication on part of small UAV remains a far-fetched goal.
We aim to address such an issue by proposing an identity-based generalized signcryption scheme. (e lightweight security scheme
employs multiaccess edge computing (MEC) whereby the primary UAV, as a MEC node, provides offloading to the computationally
fragile member UAVs. (e scheme is based on the concept of the hyperelliptic curve (HEC), which is characterized by a smaller key
size and is, therefore, suitable for small UAVs.(e scheme is robust since it offers confidentiality and authentication simultaneously as
well as singly. Formal as well as informal security analyses and the validation results, using the Automated Validation for Internet
Security Validation and Application (AVISPA) tool, second such notion. Comparative analysis with the existing schemes further
authenticates the sturdiness of the proposed scheme. As a case study, the scheme is applied formonitoring crops in an agricultural field.
It has been found out that the scheme promises higher security and incurs lower computational and communication costs.

1. Introduction

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have earned recognition in
multiple domains owing to their versatile applications for
surveillance, agriculture, health services, traffic monitoring,
inspection, public safety, etc. [1]. Multiple small UAVs, as a
flying ad hoc network (FANET), can combine and accomplish
the assigned tasks efficiently in an autonomous manner [2, 3].
In FANETs, small interconnected UAVs synergize and ex-
change data with one another and with the ground stations [4].

(ey are characterized by high mobility, easy deployment, and
self-organizing behavior [5]. However, such distinctive fea-
tures, for efficient and effective deployment, demand the
compliance of stringent guidelines [6]. For instance, it is
mandatory to assure security and Quality of Service (QoS)
when choosing a FANET system for on-time data commu-
nication services. Moreover, the networks must deploy an
efficient networking architecture complemented by an efficient
security scheme in order to allow a reliable exchange of in-
formation between UAVs and the ground stations.
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FANETs can either be deployed independently or they
can be integrated with the traditional networks via satellite
or cellular communication links. (e topic allures experts
from the industry as well as academia. Most of the relevant
research studies propose to integrate multiple-UAV systems
with the traditional networks to assure Quality of Service
(QoS), unhampered security, and sustained reliability.
(erefore, it is imperative to identify loopholes in existing
solutions. (is can pave the way for solutions that support
high throughput and a secure data communication regime.
(e envisioned Fifth Generation (5G) of wireless cellular
communication systems is expected to offer higher capacity,
enhanced data rate, and lower latency [7]. Besides, 5G offers
multiaccess edge computing (MEC) architecture, which is
characterized by cloud computing functionalities. (us, 5G,
when integrated into a UAV environment, by leveraging
MEC, can relieve the resource-constrained UAVs from
processing the computational tasks. Instead, the computa-
tionally intensive tasks will be offloaded to the edge of the
network.

Generally, the small UAVs are not designed with security
considerations and are, therefore, prone to security and
privacy pitfalls [8]. UAV’s sensing portion is also worth
consideration. For instance, in the worst case, a sensor might
transmit wrong information and that can result in UAVs
making erroneous decisions. Similarly, the case of the faulty
sensor is far more sinister. A damaged sensor can severely
hamper the UAV’s attempt to obtain information and might
result in an event of a crash. Furthermore, a strong com-
munication link is essential to allow the exchange of in-
formation between a UAV and a Base Station. An insecure
and vulnerable link, on the other hand, is susceptible to
attacks [9]. (e concerns of confidentiality and authenti-
cation can be addressed by employing encryption and digital
signature, respectively. And, in case both the attributes are
desired, a hybrid version, the sign-then-encrypt approach, is
utilized mostly.

However, the stringent constraints associated with a
flying ad hoc network (FANET), such as limited onboard
energy and limited computing capability, do not permit
complex cryptographic operations. Moreover, undertaking
computationally intensive tasks may result in slow response
time which can, in turn, deteriorate the performance of
FANETs. Fortunately, such deficiencies can be resolved by
employing an amalgamated scheme, named “signcryption”
[10]. It is a public key cryptosystem that performs the
function of encryption and digital signature simultaneously.
It is far more efficient and cost-effective than each of the
alternates, i.e., encryption and digital signature. To simplify
the key management process and to allow flexibility, Han
et al. [11] presented an extension of the signcryption scheme,
i.e., generalized signcryption (GSC). Not only does GSC
offer encryption and digital signature in one go, but it also
has the option to offer them separately, if demanded. Such
feature is helpful in case either of the two key attributes,
confidentiality or authenticity, is required.

In the public key cryptosystems, two basic approaches,
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and Identity-Based Cryp-
tography (IBC), are used to authenticate public keys [12]. In

the PKI environment, it is crucial to ensure a trustworthy
unforgeable link between the identity of the participant and
its public key. (is further stipulates the need for a signature
Certificate Authority (CA) that assigns the link a unique
signature. In the certification stage, the CA bounds the
public key as the identity of a participant with certificates.
(e Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) approach encounters
issues with certificate distribution and storage. On the other
hand, an identity-based cryptosystem is used to reduce the
cost of public key management [13]. In ID-based systems, a
trusted third party named private key generator (PKG)
computes private keys from a master secret and users’
identity information. It then distributes these private keys to
the users participating in the scheme. (is eradicates the
necessity for certificates as used in a conventional PKI.

(e security and efficiency of the aforementioned se-
curity schemes are based on computationally hard problems.
(e RSA cryptography [14, 15] is based on a large factor-
ization problem, which utilizes a large key, parameter cer-
tificate, and the identity stretches as much as 1024 bits [16].
(is is not suitable for resource-constrained networks, or
FANETs, because small UAVs lack onboard processing
resources. Furthermore, bilinear pairing is 14.31 times worse
than RSA [17], due to huge pairing and map-to-point
function computation. In order to eliminate the discrep-
ancies accompanying RSA and bilinear pairing, a new type of
cryptography called the elliptic curve was introduced [18].
(e elliptic curve cryptography is characterized by smaller
parameter size, smaller public/private key size, smaller
identity, and smaller certificate size. Moreover, unlike bi-
linear pairing and RSA, the security hardiness and efficiency
of the elliptic curve cryptography scheme are based on 160-
bit small keys [19]. (e 160-bit key is, still, not suitable for
and affordable by resource-hungry devices such as small
UAVs. (us, the hyperelliptic curve, a more modern version
of the elliptic curve cryptography, was proposed [20]. (e
hyperelliptic curve uses an 80-bit key, identity, and certif-
icate size and, at the same time, promises the security fea-
tures assured by the elliptic curve, bilinear pairing, and RSA
[21, 22]. (erefore, the hyperelliptic curve is a cogent choice
for energy-constrained devices.

1.1. Authors’ Motivation and Contributions. To reap the
extensive benefits of multi-UAV systems, the underlying
technical challenges need to be addressed. For instance, the
small UAVs have limited onboard energy, which restricts the
flying time to a specified period and the UAV’s limited
computational capability does not permit complex crypto-
graphic operations. (erefore, there is a need to harness a
state-of-the-art communication architecture with a light-
weight security mechanism, which can, significantly, sta-
bilize the battery lifetime, offer limited computation cost,
and provide better connectivity.

Motivated by such objectives, for FANETs, the authors,
here, suggest an identity-based generalized signcryption
scheme. (e very scheme makes use of multiaccess edge
computing (MEC) and is based on a much advanced version
of the elliptic curve, i.e., the hyperelliptic curve (HEC). HEC
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is characterized by a smaller key size and, at the same time,
promises security comparable to that of the counterparts,
i.e., elliptic curve, bilinear pairing, and modular exponen-
tiation. Incorporation of HEC reduces power consumption
and improves the device’s performance, thereby making it
suitable for a wide range of devices, ranging from sensors to
UAVs.

Some of the salient features signifying the contribution
of our research work, in this paper, are as follows:

(i) We introduce a new architecture for flying ad hoc
networks (FANETs) leveraging multiaccess edge
computing (MEC) facility, where the primary UAV
acts as a MEC node in order to provide computa-
tional offloading services for the member UAVs
having limited local computing capabilities

(ii) We propose an efficient and provably secure
identity-based generalized signcryption scheme for
the architecture using the concept of a hyperelliptic
curve

(iii) (e proposed scheme is potent enough to thwart
attacks, both known and unknown, and the vali-
dation results using the Automated Validation for
Internet Security Validation and Application
(AVISPA) tool second such notion

(iv) Moreover, upon doing a comparative analysis with
the extant schemes, it is revealed that our proposed
scheme is superior, particularly, in terms of com-
putational and communication costs

1.2. Structure of the Paper. (e rest of the paper is organized
as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief about the related
work. Foundational concepts of the research work are
presented in Section 3. Section 4 is dedicated to present the
two system models, i.e., network model and threat model. In
Section 5, we explain the salient features of the proposed
scheme. Informal security analysis is provided in Section 6.
Section 7 presents the practical deployment of the proposed
scheme. For performance evaluation, the proposed scheme
is compared with the existing schemes in Section 8. Section 9
contains a brief about a case study in which the scheme is
applied for precision agriculture. Finally, Section 10 con-
cludes the work.

2. Related Work

2.1. UAV-Enabled Multiaccess Edge Computing. Owing to
the promising features of on-demand communication ser-
vices and flexible deployment, UAV-enabled multiaccess
edge computing capabilities have received much attention in
recent years. So far, various studies have been conducted to
examine the usability of edge computing for UAVs [23, 24].
However, the studies do not address the topic of security.
Garg et al. [25] aimed to answer the surveillance-related
concerns by proposing a framework based on probabilistic
data structures. (e framework treats UAVs as intermediate
aerial nodes that offer a cyberthreat detection mechanism
complemented with a real-time analysis. Four major

elements of the framework are as follows: UAV, dispatcher,
aggregator, and edge devices. (e UAV is responsible for
capturing and validating the data.(e processing tasks in the
edge computing devices are scheduled by the dispatcher.(e
aggregator assures the secure transmission of data. And, the
edge devices analyze the data.

In [26], the authors extend the concept of network slicing
to the case of UAV-based 5G network deployment and
investigate the feasibility of a backhaul of an aerial node
utilizing a UAV. (e LTE signals are monitored to evaluate
the suitability of UAVs in two scenarios: network capacity
enhancement and increasing network coverage.

(e methodology proposed by Christian et al. [27] in-
creases the system reliability and reduces the end-to-end
source-actuator latency. (eir work intends to broaden the
5G network edge by making the FANET UAVs fly close to
the monitoring layer. For enhanced operations, the UAVs
follow a policy of mutual help and are accoutered with MEC
facilities. However, the work fails to address the issue of the
limited battery duration of the MEC-UAVs. In [28], the
authors proposed a UAV edge-cloud computing model that
utilizes a UAV swarm to provide the users real-time support.
(e end data are stored in the cloud server. In [29], the
authors presented an architectural design of a slice or-
chestrator that enables new application models where the
Internet of (ings related functions can be applied on small
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, thus paving the way for
implementing these functions on the edge network.

2.2. Security Mechanisms in Flying Ad Hoc Networks. (e
primary security mechanisms for FANETs emphasize au-
thenticity, confidentiality, and integrity of data via cryp-
tography. A well-designed data protection mechanism can
significantly reduce the probability of the data get com-
promised, irrespective of the devilish technique involved.
(ere are a few studies dedicated to investigating the data
protection issues for UAV Networks. In a secure commu-
nication scheme proposed by He et al. [30], the requirement
of an online centralized authority is waived off. (e UAVs
manage the area themselves and the authorized devices can
obtain a broadcast key. (e scheme is characterized by
employing hierarchical identity-based broadcast encryption
and a pseudonym mechanism, whereby the devices can,
anonymously, broadcast the encrypted messages and de-
crypt the legal ciphertext. (e work done seconds the notion
that the very scheme, satisfactorily, addresses the four im-
portant security concerns: confidentiality, authentication,
partial privacy preservation, and resistance to Denial of
Service (DoS) attacks. However, it inherits a restriction in
the registration phase, i.e., the concern of finding a hash
value’s preimage persists.

(ree communication scenarios have been described by
Won et al. [31, 32] to propose cryptographic protocols for
drones and smart objects. (e first scenario, i.e., one-to-one,
implies a certificateless signcryption tag key for facilitating
an authenticated key agreement and for providing non-
repudiation and user revocation. One-to-many, or the
second scenario, enables a UAV to broadcast privacy-
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sensitive data to multiple smart objects using a certificateless
multirecipient encryption scheme. (e third scenario is
termed “many-to-one” and is characterized by UAVs ca-
pable of collecting data from multiple smart objects.
However, for such protocols [31, 32], transmitting encrypted
messages and assuring privacy simultaneously are too dif-
ficult to undertake. Such novel cryptographic mechanisms
are efficient and secure. However, they are supposed to be
used in group communication where nodes are of equal
computational capability. In 2019, Asghar et al. [33] pro-
posed a blind signature scheme for flying ad hoc networks in
a certificateless setting. (e scheme is suitable for authen-
tication; however, it does not offer confidentiality and au-
thentication simultaneously.

2.3. Identity-Based Generalized Signcryption Schemes. Lal
et al. [34], in 2008, introduced the first identity-based
generalized signcryption scheme and proposed a security
model for it. However, Yu et al. [13] pointed out that the
security model presented by Lal et al. [34] scheme is in-
complete and proposed a new scheme, which is efficient in
terms of computation and is secure. Later, in 2011, Kushwah
et al. [35] simplified the security model introduced by Yu
et al. [13] and proposed a more efficient identity-based
generalized signcryption scheme. Wei et al. [36], in 2015,
presented an identity-based generalized signcryption
scheme, which demonstrated to be secure enough in the
random oracle model. Shen et al. [37], in 2017, proposed an
identity-based generalized signcryption scheme in the
standard model. Nevertheless, the proposed scheme is based
on bilinear pairing that is computationally expensive. In
2019,Waheed et al. [38] analyzed the work done byWei et al.
[36] and suggested an improved scheme that is far more
secure and cost-effective. Lastly, in 2019, Zhou et al. [39]
proposed an identity-based combined public key scheme for
signature, encryption, and signature (IBCSESC). Under the
premise of ensuring the confidentiality, integrity, authen-
tication, and nonrepudiation of data, the combined cryp-
tosystem reduces the key management work, saves storage
space, and offers decreased computational consumption.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Hyperelliptic Curve Cryptography (HECC). HECC is the
advanced form of elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), and it
is used to exchange keys and facilitate secure communica-
tions between two parties with very small size keys and incur
lower computational and communication costs. For in-
stance, an encryption activity done using RSA with a 1024-
bit key and ECC with a 160-bit key is equivalent in per-
formance to HECC encryption with an 80-bit key [40].

Suppose thatIq is a predetermined set and presume z as
the genus of hεc having order as z≥ 2. Let (v), f(v) ∈ Iq [v],
deg (h(v))≤ z, and f(v) is a monic-polynomial having deg
(f(v))� 2z+ 1. (us, hεc of genus z≥ 2 over Iq is set of
points (v,) Iq∗Iq as shown in

hεc: w
2

+(v)w � f(v). (1)

It forms the divisors which are the formal sum of finite
integers like d �  xizi where xi ∈ Iq and zi ∈ hεc. Further,
it forms a Jacobian group Ihεc(Iq) having the following
order:

(
�
t

√
− 1)

2z ≤JhεcIq ≤ (
�
t

√
+ 1)

2z
. (2)

3.2. Hyperelliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem
(hεc − dlΡ). Assume that d is the divisor that is publicly
available in the network andL is a randomly picked private
number fromIt. Upon recoveringL from d1 � d, L is said
to be (hεc − dlΡ).

4. System Models

To elaborate on the operation and applicability of the
proposed scheme, two models are used.

4.1. Network Model. We devise a novel architecture for a
flying ad hoc network (FANET), constituted by UAVs, with
a multiaccess edge computing (MEC) facility that makes use
of the Fifth Generation (5G) wireless communication
technology on backhaul and the Wi-Fi technology on
fronthaul, as shown in Figure 1. (e 5G and Wi-Fi wireless
technologies are enabled on MEC-UAV in order to link it
with the Macro Base Station (MBS) and to provide a hotspot
service over the M-UAVs. (e M-UAVs are connected with
each other via a Wi-Fi link. (e primary reason behind
opting for such a hybridized approach is to utilize the
prominent features of both technologies. (is ends up in the
resulting solution being of low cost, low power, high range,
and high speed. A huge bandwidth is required when linking
the Macro Base Stations with the core network. (e pro-
posed architecture involves the UAVs connected together
via either of the two classes: monitoring UAV (M-UAV),
responsible for performing the monitoring function from an
assigned zone; and multiaccess edge computing UAV
(MEC-UAV), utilizing MEC to handle a set of M-UAVs
connected to it. It is the load generated by an M-UAV that
acts as a decisive factor when assigning M-UAV(s) to a
MEC-UAV, or the primary UAV. In the maneuver, each of
the MEC-UAVs is equipped with Raspberry PI (RPI)
powered with a 1.5GHz 64-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A72
processor [41].

4.2.:reatModel. (e proposed scheme employs the Dolev-
Yao (DY) threat model [42]. (e model indicates that an
untrustworthy nature prevails between the end-point enti-
ties and that there is an insecure open channel between the
parties. (us, for an attacker, it eases the task to eavesdrop
and delete/modify the exchanged messages. Far worse is the
scenario when a drone, while hovering over a hostile area, is
physically captured and the data is compromised. Recently,
the widely accepted “Canetti and Krawczyk’s adversary
model (CK-adversary model)” [43] becomes the “current de
facto standard model in modeling authenticated key ex-
change protocols.” According to the CK-adversary model,
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“the adversary can not only deliver the messages (as in the
DY model), but can compromise the secret credentials,
secret keys and session states a well, particularly, when
stored in the insecure memory.” (erefore, it becomes an
essential requirement that “the leakage of some forms of
secret credentials, such as session ephemeral secrets or secret
key, should minimally effect the secrecy of the communi-
cating participants” [33].

5. Proposed Identity-Based Generalized
Signcryption Scheme

5.1. Syntax of Identity-Based Generalized Signcryption
Scheme. A formal model of identity-based generalized
signcryption scheme consists of the following four algo-
rithms [13, 37]: setup, key extraction, generalized sign-
cryption, and generalized unsigncryption. (e notations
used in the proposed scheme are illustrated in Table 1.

(i) Setup. In the setup phase, the private key generation
(PKG) generates the public parameters, randomly
selects their master private key, and computes the
master public key with the input of security
parameter.

(ii) Key Extraction. When each of the participated
contestants transmits their respective identities
(IDps) to the PKG, PKG generates the private (Apc)
and public (Bpc) keys for each of them and delivers
them using the private network.

(iii) Generalized Signcryption. (e sender performs this
process for producing generalized signcryption of a
message (m). It initially takes the input parameter
such as the identity of the sender and receiver
(IDcs, IDcr), message (m), the private key of the
sender (Acs), the public key of the receiver (Bcr), and
a fresh nonce (ncs).

(iv) Generalized Unsigncryption. (e receiver performs
this process for recovering a message (m) and

verifying generalized signcryption text ψ. It takes
the input parameter like generalized signcryption
text ψ, the identity of the sender and
receiver(IDcs, IDcr), the private key of the receiver
(Acr), the public key of the receiver(Bcr), and the
public key of the sender (Bcs).

5.2. Construction of the Proposed Identity-Based Generalized
Signcryption Scheme. It includes the following four sub-
phases [13, 37]:

Setup: in this phase, the private key generation (PKG)
center performs essential steps. It

(a) Selects a security parameter κ
(b) Selects a hyperelliptic curve (HEC) of genus 2
(c) Selects a parameter q where the length is equiva-

lents to 80 bits
(d) Selects a finite field fq, where its order is q

(e) Selects a divisor D of the order q

(f ) Selects two one-way hash function, i.e., ha and hb

(g) Selects a number uniformly for its private key as
δ ∈ [1, 2, . . . , (q − 1)]

(h) Computes its public key as Λ � δ.D

(i) Produces all the public parameter param
E � [q, ha, hb,fq, κ,Λ, HEC, D ] and publish them
to the network

Key extraction: when each of the participating con-
testants transmits their identity (IDpc) to the PKG, the
PKG generates the private and public keys by utilizing
the performing the following computations:

(a) It computes private key for identity (IDpc) as
Apc � δ · ha(IDpc)mod q

(b) It computes public key for identity (IDpc) as
Bpc � Apc.D

(c) It delivers the pair of the public and private keys
(Bpc, Apc ) to the participating contestants with its
identity (IDpc) by using the private network

MEC-UAV

M-UAVs

MEC-UAV

M-UAVsMBS

Cultivated fieldCultivated field
Core network

SBSSBS

Figure 1: Multiaccess edge computing empowered FANET architecture of the proposed scheme when applied for monitoring.
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Generalized signcryption: given a message (m), the
private key of the sender (Acs), the public key of the
receiver (Bcr), the identity of the sender and receiver
(IDcs, IDcr), and a fresh nonce (ncs), the sender per-
forms this process for producing generalized sign-
cryption by undertaking the following steps

(a) It selects a number in an irregular manner as
φ ∈ [1, 2, . . . , (q − 1)] and calculates Δ � φ · D

(b) It calculates β � φ · Bcr · IDcr

(c) It computes η � eβ(m//IDcs//IDcr//ncs)

(d) It calculates σ � hb(m//IDcs//IDcr//ncs)

(e) It computes z � (IDcr · φ − σ · Δ · Acs · IDcs)

mod q

(f ) It produces the final generalized signcryption text
for the receiver as ψ � (z, σ, η,Δ)

Generalized unsigncryption: given a generalized sign-
cryption text ψ � (z, σ, η,Δ), the private key of the
receiver (Acr), the public key of sender and receiver
(Bcs, Bcr), and the identity of the receiver (IDcr), the
sender performs this process for verifying the signature,
and recovering a plain text (m) by undertaking the
following steps:

(a) It computes β � z · Bcr + IDcs · Δ · σ · Bcs · Acr

(b) It decrypts (m//IDcs//IDcr//ncs) � dβ(η)

(c) It computes σ∧ � hb(m//IDcs//IDcr//ncs)

(d) It compares σ∧ � σ, if holds, then accept ψ oth-
erwise generate the error symbol ╨

Note that, in the above algorithm, if IDcs � null and
IDcr ≠null, then generalized signcryption proceeds in an
encryption process. If IDcr � null and IDcs ≠ null, then
generalized signcryption will run in the signature mode.
And, if IDcs ≠null andIDcr ≠ null, then generalized sign-
cryption will run in signcryption mode.

5.3. Correctness. (e receiver can compute the decryption
key as

β � z.Bcr + IDcs · Δ · σ · Bcs. Acr,

IDcr · φ − σ · Δ · Acs · IDcs(  · Bcr + IDcs · Δ · σ · Bcs · Acr,

IDcr · φ − σ · Δ · Acs · IDcs(  · Bcr + IDcs · Δ · σ · Bcs · Acr,

IDcr · φ · Bcr − σ · Δ · Acs · IDcs · Bcr(  + IDcs · Δ · σ · Bcs · Acr,

IDcr · φ · Bcr − σ.Δ · Acs · IDcs · Bcr(  + IDcs · Δ · σ · Acs · D · Acr,

IDcr · φ · Bcr − σ · Δ · Acs · IDcs · Bcr(  + IDcs · Δ · σ · Acs · Bcr,

IDcr · φ · Bcr − σ · Δ · Acs · IDcs · Bcr(  + IDcs · σ · Δ · Acs · Bcr,

IDcr · φ · Bcr � β,

(3)

and it verifies ψ as it computes σ∧ � hb(m//IDcs//IDcr//ncs)

and compares σ∧ � σ. In case of equality, it accepts ψ and
else generates the error symbol ╨.

6. Informal Security Analysis

(is section is dedicated to spotlight the proposed scheme’s
contribution in upholding basic security including resistance
to replay attack, confidentiality, integrity, and unforgeability.
Each of the characteristics is briefly analyzed in the following
sections.

6.1. Confidentiality. (e proposed scheme ensures confi-
dentiality. In case an intruder wants to steal the original
contents of a message or the secret key, he/she must have
beforehand information about the key as
β � φ · Bcr · B IDcr. In order to determine β, it is required to
compute φ from Δ � φ.D, which is the discrete log problem
in the hyperelliptic curve.

Table 1: Notations used in the proposed algorithm.

S.NO Symbol Definition
1 hεc Hyperelliptic curve
2 κ Security parameter
3 PKG Private key generation center
4 q A large prime number with length equivalents to 80 bits
5 Iq A finite field of the order q

6 ha, hb. Hash functions
7 δ Master private key of PKG
8 Λ Master public key of PKG
9 Ε Public parameter param
10 IDcs Identity sender
11 IDcr Identity receiver
12 Acs Private key of the sender
13 Acr Private key of the receiver
14 Bcs Public key of the sender
15 Bcr Public key of receiver
16 η, m Ciphertext and plain text
17 ncs A fresh nonce
18 β Encryption and decryption key
19 eβ, dβ Encryption and decryption through β
20 ψ � (z, σ, η,Δ) Generalized signcryption text for the receiver
21 // Used for concatenation
22 ╨ Used for error
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6.2. Replay Attack. (e scheme offers replay attack resis-
tance. Each session implies a fresh key (β) and a nonce (ncs)
i.e., η � eβ(m//IDcs//IDcr//ncs). (erefore, it is, literally, not
possible for an intruder of a session to penetrate another
session with the same session key. Besides, the receiver is
required to run a check for ascertaining the freshness of a
message at every instance of reception. An obsoleteness, if
spotted, renders the message useless.

6.3. Integrity. (e sender takes the “hash value” of the
message before sending the message, i.e.,:
σ � hb(m//IDcs//IDcr//ncs). (e “hash” exhibits a property
of being an irreversible function. For the confirmation if
either of the ciphertexts is altered or not, the receiver
performs the following steps: it first decrypts
(m//IDcs//IDcr//ncs) � dβ(η) and computes
σ∧ � hb(m//IDcs//IDcr//ncs). After it compares σ∧ � σ, if it
holds, then it accepts ψ; otherwise, it generates the error
symbol ╨.

6.4. Unforgeability. In our proposed scheme, if the intruder
tries to generate a valid signature, then he/she is, first of all,
required to compute z � (IDcr · φ − σ · Δ · Acs · IDcs), and
to do so, the intruder needs to findφ from Δ � φ · D and Acs

from Bcs � Acs · D. (is equates to solving two hard prob-
lems with commensurate efforts. (us, it is ensured that our
designed approach offers resistance against the signature
forging attack.

7. Deployment of the Proposed Scheme

In this phase, we provide the practical deployment of our
proposed technique in the UAVs network for precision
agriculture that involves monitoring of crop health in a
cultivated field. (e proposed scheme includes three sub-
phases that are initializations, registration, and data trans-
mission and verification, respectively.

7.1. Initialization. Figure 2 illustrates the initialization
process, in which the PKG first calls the setup algorithm; i.e.,
it first selects a security parameter κ, picks a hyperelliptic
curve (HEC) of the genus, chooses a parameter q where the
length is equivalent to 80 bits, selects a finite field fq , where
its order is q, picks a divisor D of order q, select two one-way
hash functions, i.e., ha and hb, chooses a number uniformly
for its private key as δ ∈ [1, 2, . . . , (q − 1)], computes its
public as Λ � δ · D, produces all the public parameter
E � [q, ha, hb,fq, κ,Λ, HEC, D], and published it to the
network. Note that, in this subphase, we used IDmec, IDmbs,
and IDm−uav for the identity of MEC-UAV, MBS/SBS, and
M-UAV.

7.2. Registration. Figure 3 illustrates the registration process
in which the PKG first calls the key extraction algorithm; i.e.,
when each of the participated contestants transmits its
identity (IDpc) to the PKG, then PKG generates the private
and public keys as follows: it computes the private key for

identity (IDpc) as Apc � δ · ha(IDpc)mod q, and then it
computes public key for identity (IDpc) as Bpc � Apc · D

Finally, PKG delivers the pair of public and private keys
(Bpc, Apc ) to the participated contestants with its identity
(IDpc) by using the private network.note; in this subphase,
we used (Amec, Bmec), (Ambs, Bmbs), and (Am−uav, Bm−uav)

for the private and public keys of MEC-UAV, MBS/SBS, and
M-UAV.

7.3. Data Transmission and Verification. Figure 4 illustrates
the data transmission and verification of the proposed
scheme. In this phase, MEC-UAV performs the following
process for generating a signcrypted ciphertext: it first selects
a number in an irregular manner as φ ∈ [1, 2, . . . , (q − 1)]

and calculatesΔ � φ · D. It also calculates β � φ · Bmbs · Dmbs

and computes η � eβ(m//IDmec//IDmbs//nmec). (en, it
computes σ � hb(m//IDmec//IDmbs//nmec) and
z � (IDmbs · φ − σ · Δ · Amec. IDmec)mod q. Finally, it sends
ψ to MBS/SBS using an open network. Upon reception of ψ
MBS/SBS, it performs the verification and decryption pro-
cess as follows: it computes
β � z · Bmbs + IDmec · Δ · σ · Bmec · Ambs and decrypts
(m//IDmec//IDmbs//nmec) � dβ(η). It also computes
σ∧ � hb(m//IDmec//IDmbs//nmec) and compares σ∧ � σ; if it
holds, then, it accepts ψ; otherwise, it generates the error
symbol ╨.

In the above process, if IDmec � null and IDmbs ≠ null,
then MEC-UAV performs the encryption process. If
IDmbs � null and IDmec ≠null, then MEC-UAV performs
the signature method. If IDmbs ≠null and IDmec ≠ null, then
MEC-UAV performs the signcryption mode.

8. Performance Comparison

(is section equates the performance of the proposed
scheme with the existing counterparts suggested by Yu
et al.’s scheme [13], Kushwah et al.’s scheme [35], Wei et al.’s
scheme [36], Shen et al.’s scheme [37], and Zhou et al.’s
scheme [39].

8.1. Computational Cost. For evaluating the effectiveness,
the proposed scheme is compared with five existing schemes
proposed by Yu et al. [13], Kushwah et al. [35], Wei et al.
[36], Shen et al. [37], and Zhou et al. [39].(emajor findings
obtained from the comparison are depicted in Table 2. (e
five existing schemes utilize elliptic curve scalar multipli-
cation and bilinear pairings, both of which are costlier
options. (erefore, we apply the hyperelliptic divisor mul-
tiplication. From the observations, it has been revealed that
the time taken for processing a single scalar multiplication
varies considerably: Elliptic Curve Point Multiplication
(ECPM), 0.97 ms; bilinear pairing, 14.90ms; pairing-based
point multiplications, 4.31ms; and modular exponentiation,
1.25ms [44]. In order to measure the performance of the
proposed scheme, the Multiprecision Integer and Rational
Arithmetic C Library (MIRACL) [12] is used. It tests the
runtime of the basic cryptographic operations for about 1000
times. For testing the simulation results, a workstation
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having the following specifications is used: Intel Core i7-
4510U CPU @ 2.0GHz, 8GB RAM, and Windows 7 Home
Basic 64-bit Operating System [42]. Owing to a smaller key
size of 80 bits, the Hyperelliptic Curve Divisor Multiplica-
tion (HCDM) is assumed to be of 0.48-millisecond duration
[45, 46].

From the findings in Tables 2–4 and Figure 5, it is evident
that our approach is far more efficient in terms of com-
putational costs.

8.2. Communication Cost. (is section is dedicated to
discuss the comparison results in the perspective of
communication costs. (e proposed approach is com-
pared with the existing five schemes presented by Yu et al.

[13], Kushwah et al. [35], Wei et al. [36], Shen et al. [37],
and Zhou et al. [39]. In the comparative analysis, the
variables used along with the respective values are shown
in Table 5 [40].

It is assumed that each of the schemes has associated
communication costs as shown in Table 6.

From Figure 6, it is evident that a decision to opt for our
proposed scheme results in a significant reduction in the
associated communication costs. Table 7 depicts the per-
centage reduction in communication costs.

8.3. Security Functionalities. Here, the proposed scheme is
compared with the existing schemes in terms of security
functionalities. Table 8 lists the comparison outcomes based

MEC-UAVM-UAV MBS/SBS

PKG

Compute Apc = δ·ha (IDpc)mod q
Compute Bpc = Apc·D

Registrations
(i)
(ii)

Ambs, Bmbs

Ambs, Bmbs

Ambs, Bmbs

Ambs, Bmbs

Figure 3: Registration phase.

MEC-UAVM-UAV MBS/SBS

IDmbs/IDsbs

E

PKG

IDm–uav

ID
m
ec

Initializations

E = [q, ha, hb, fq, κ, Λ, HEC, D]E = [q, ha, hb, fq, κ, Λ, HEC, D]

Select δ ∊ [1,2, …, (q – 1)]
Compute Λ = δ·D
Produce public parameter param E = [q, ha, hb, fq, κ, Λ, HEC, D]

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Figure 2: Initialization phase.
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Table 2: Computational cost.

Schemes Generalized signcrypt Generalized unsigncrypt Total
Yu et al.’s scheme [13] 4bpm+ 1bp+ 1mexp 1bpm+ 3bp + 3mexp 5bpm+ 4bp + 4mexp
Kushwah et al.’s scheme [35] 5bpm+ 2mexp 4bpm+ 2bp + 3mexp 9bpm+ 2bp + 5mexp
Wei et al.’s scheme [36] 9bpm+ 1bp+ 7mexp 2bpm+ 4bp 11bpm+ 5bp + 7mexp
Shen et al.’s scheme [37] 2bpm+ 6mxp 5bpm+ 2mexp 7bpm+ 8mexp
Zhou et al.’s scheme [39] 3bpm+ 1bp 1bpm+ 2bp 4bpm+ 3bp
Proposed 6 hm 5 hm 11 hm
hm� hyperelliptic curve divisor multiplication, em� elliptic curve scalar multiplication, bp� bilinear pairing, bpm� pairing-based point multiplications,
mexp�modular exponentiation.

ψ = (д, σ, η, ∆)

Generalized signcryption Generalized unsigncryption

MEC–UAV MBS/SBS

Decrypt(m//IDmec//IDmbs//nmec) = dβ (η).

Compute β = д.Bmbs + IDmec.∆.σ.Bmec.Ambs

Compute σ^ = σ

Compute σ^ = hb(m//IDmec//IDmbs//nmec)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Select δ ∊ [1, 2, ..., (q – 1)]

Calculate Δ = φ.D

Calculates ϐ = φ.B_mbs.(ID)_mbs

Compute η = e_ϐ
(m//(ID)_mec//(ID)_mbs//n_mec

Compute σ = h_b
(m//(ID)_mec//(ID)_mbs//n_mec

д = ((ID)_mbs.φ – σ.Δ.A_mec.(ID)_mec) mod q

Send ψ to MBS/SBS

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

Figure 4: Data transmission and verification phase.

Table 3: Computational cost in milliseconds.

Schemes Generalized signcrypt (ms) Generalized unsigncrypt (ms) Total (ms)
Yu et al.’s scheme [13] 33.39 58.38 86.23
Kushwah et al.’s scheme [35] 24.05 50.79 74.84
Wei et al.’s scheme [36] 62.44 68.22 130.66
Shen et al.’s scheme [37] 16.12 24.05 40.17
Zhou et al.’s scheme [39] 27.83 34.11 61.94
Proposed 2.88 2.40 5.28

Table 4: Percentage improvement in computational cost.

Schemes Total computational cost of extant
scheme (x) (%)

Total computational cost of proposed
scheme (y) (%)

z (using the
formula∗∗) (%)

Yu et al.’s scheme [13] 86.23 5.28 93.87
Kushwah et al.’s scheme [35] 74.84 5.28 92.94
Wei et al.’s scheme [36] 130.66 5.28 95.95
Shen et al.’s scheme [37] 40.17 5.28 86.85
Zhou et al.’s scheme [39] 61.94 5.28 91.47
∗∗Percentage change, z� x− y/x∗ 100.
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on the following security parameters: unforgeability, in-
tegrity, replay attack, and formal analysis. From the table, it
can be seen that none of the existing schemes offer a replay
attack.

9. Flying Ad Hoc Network-Based Precision
Agriculture: A Case Study

To further assess the practicability, the proposed scheme
is applied to a precision agriculture case that involves
FANETs for monitoring the health of the crops. Small
UAVs are used to capture the images, which are, in the
next step, processed to extract useful information. Values
from the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI) are computed to differentiate healthy plants
from the nonhealthy ones. (is is done by measuring the
chlorophyll content. It further helps in the localization of
the area under stress. (e images captured by the
M-UAVs are transferred to the MEC-UAV, which, uti-
lizing the onboard microcontroller, generates the re-
spective tasks to be carried on by the Decision Support
Engine (DSE). For value addition and versatility, the
M-UAVs can have additional gadgets, such as cameras,
IMU, sensors, and GPS units. (e web portal contains
a variety of services such as visualization of historical/
real data, NDVI mapping, and the correlation
functionality.

Yu et al. in [13] Kushwah et al. in [35] Wei et al. in [36] Shen et al. in [37] Zhou et al. in [39] Proposed
Schemes
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Figure 5: Computational cost (in ms).

Table 5: Variables used for a communication cost comparison.

Variable Value (bits)
|S| 1024
|Zq| 160
|Zn| 80
|H| 512
|m| 1024
|W| 1024

Table 6: Communication cost.

Schemes Communication cost
Yu et al.’s scheme [13] |S| + |m|
Kushwah et al.’s scheme [35] |S| + |m|
Wei et al.’s scheme [36] 7|S| + |m|
Shen et al.’s scheme [37] 4|S| + |m|
Zhou et al.’s scheme [39] |S| + |m|
Proposed scheme 3|Zn| + |m|
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10. Conclusions

(ere is an evolving trend of combining multiple small
UAVs, as a flying ad hoc network (FANET), to cater to the

needs of future applications that demand autonomy and
pervasiveness. However, the small UAVs inherent limited
onboard energy and restricted computational capability.
Such limitations hinder their deployment for longer time-

Table 8: Comparison with relevant existing schemes.

Schemes
Security functionalities

Informal Formal
U I C RA FA

Yu et al.’s scheme [13] ✓ ✓ ✓ 7 7

Kushwah et al.’s scheme [35] ✓ ✓ ✓ 7 7

Wei et al.’s scheme [36] ✓ ✓ ✓ 7 7

Shen et al.’s scheme [37] ✓ ✓ ✓ 7 7

Zhou et al.’s scheme [39] ✓ ✓ ✓ 7 7

Proposed ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
U: unforgeability, I: integrity, RA: replay attack, FA: formal analysis. (e symbol ✓ satisfies the security functionality; 7 does not satisfy the security
functionality.
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Figure 6: Total communication cost (in bits).

Table 7: Percentage reduction in communication cost.

Scheme Equation for evaluating reduction Resulting reduction in communication cost (%)
Yu et al.’s scheme [13] (|S| + |m|)− (3|Zn| + |m|)/(|S| + |m|) 38.28
Kushwah et al.’s scheme [35] (|S| + |m|)− (3|Zn| + |m|)/(|S| + |m|) 38.28
Wei et al.’s scheme [36] (7|S| + |m|)− (3|Zn| + |m|)/(|S| + |m|) 84.57
Shen et al.’s scheme [37] (4|S| + |m|)− (3|Zn| + |m|)/(|S| + |m|) 75.31
Zhou et al.’s scheme [39] (|S| + |m|)− (3|Zn| + |m|)/(|S| + |m|) 38.28
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intervals and complex cryptographic operations.
Addressing such deficiency, in this article, utilizing the
concept of the hyperelliptic curve (HEC), we propose an

efficient lightweight security scheme, called identity-based
generalized signcryption. (e scheme is based on mul-
tiaccess edge computing (MEC). (e HEC approach is

role
role_Mecuav(Mecuav:agent, Mbssbs:agent, Bmec:public_key, Bmbs:public_key, SND, RCV:channel(dy))
played_by Mecuav
def=

local
State:nat, Add:hash_func, Phii:text, Idmec:text, Delta:text, Idmbs:text, Nmec:text,M:text, Encrypts:hash_func, Beeta:

symmetric_key
init
State :� 0

transition
1. State� 0 /\ RCV(start)� |> State’:�1 /\ SND(Mecuav.Mbssbs)
2. State� 1 /\ RCV(Mbssbs.{Nmec’}_Bmbs)� |> State’:� 2 /\ Idmbs’:�new() /\ Phii’:� new() /\ Delta’:�new() /\ Idmec’:

�new() /\ Beeta’:�new() /\ M’:� new() /\ secret(M’,sec_2,{Mecuav}) /\ witness(Mecuav, Mbssbs,auth_1,M’) /\
SND(Mecuav.{Encrypts(M’.Nmec’.Idmec’.Idmbs’)}_Beeta’.{Add(Idmec’.Phii’.Delta’.Phii’.Idmbs’)}_inv(Bmec))
end role

ALGORITHM 1: High-level protocol specification language (HLPSL) code for the MEC-UAV role.

role session1(Mecuav:agent, Mbssbs:agent, Bmec:public_key, Bmbs:public_key)
def=

local
SND2, RCV2, SND1, RCV1: channel(dy)

composition
role_Mbssbs(Mecuav, Mbssbs,Bmec, Bmbs,SND2,RCV2) /\ role_Mecuav(Mecuav, Mbssbs, Bmec, Bmbs, SND1, RCV1)

end role
role session2(Mecuav:agent, Mbssbs:agent, Bmec:public_key, Bmbs:public_key)
def=

local
SND1, RCV1:channel(dy)

composition
role_Mecuav(Mecuav, Mbssbs,Bmec, Bmbs, SND1, RCV1)

end role

ALGORITHM 3: High-level protocol specification language (HLPSL) code for Sessions role.

role
role_Mbssbs(Mecuav:agent, Mbssbs:agent, Bmec:public_key,Bmbs:public_key,SND,RCV:channel(dy))
played_by Mbssbs
def=

local
State:nat,Add:hash_func, Phii:text, Idmec:text, Delta:text, Idmbs:text, Nmec:text,M:text, Encrypts:hash_func, Beeta:

symmetric_key
init
State :� 0

transition
1. State� 0 /\ RCV(Mecuav.Mbssbs)� |> State’:�1 /\ Nmec’:�new() /\ SND(Mbssbs.{Nmec’}_Bmbs)
6. State� 1 /\ RCV(Mecuav.{Encrypts(M’.Nmec.Idmec’.Idmbs’)}_Beeta’.{Add(Idmec’.Phii’.Delta’.Phii’.Idmbs’)}

_inv(Bmec))� |> State’:� 2 /\ request(Mbssbs, Mecuav, auth_1, M’) /\ secret(M’,sec_2,{Mecuav})
end role

ALGORITHM 2: High-level protocol specification language (HLPSL) code for MBS role.
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role environment()
def=

const
hash_0:hash_func, bmec:public_key,alice:agent,bob:agent, bmbs:public_key,const_1:agent, const_5:public_key,const_9:

public_key,auth_1:protocol_id,sec_2:protocol_id
intruder_knowledge� {alice, bob}
composition

session2(i, const_1,const_5,const_9) /\ session1(alice, bob, bmec, bmbs)
end role
goal

authentication_on auth_1
secrecy_of sec_2

end goal
environment()

ALGORITHM 4: High-level protocol specification language (HLPSL) code for environment role.

Figure 7: Simulation results for on-the-fly model-checker (OFMC).

Figure 8: Simulation results for AtSe.
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effective in generating small keys and is, therefore, suit-
able for low-computational devices such as small UAVs.
Both formal and informal security analyses, using the
AVISPA tool, demonstrate the potency of the proposed
scheme in thwarting various known and unknown
cyberattacks. Moreover, upon comparative analysis with
the major existing counterparts, the scheme has dem-
onstrated to be efficient in terms of computational and
communication costs.

For our future work, we aim to complement the research
work by including other aspects of formal analysis, such as
the Real-Or-Random (ROR) model and Random Oracle
Model (ROM). Moreover, we also intend to incorporate a
computational offloading and scheduling mechanism, in
which the M-UAVs will be able to offload and schedule the
computing tasks to the MEC-UAV for improved processing
power and faster execution.

Appendix

Implementation of Our Proposed
Scheme in AVISPA

High-level protocol specification language (HLPSL) has
been consulted to implement the proposed scheme for
MEC-UAV and MBS. (is has been illustrated in Algo-
rithms 1 and 2. To run the simulations, a Haier Win8.1 PC
computer workstation powered with an Intel (R) Core (TM)
i3-4010U CPU@ 1.70GHz and 64-bit Operating System was
chosen.(e software part of the setup is composed of Oracle
VM Virtual Box (version: 5.2.0.118431) and SPAN (version:
SPAN-Ubuntu-10.10-light_1). FromAlgorithms 3 and 4, the
roles for session, goal, and environment have been executed
to comply with the conventions.(e execution test considers
OFMC and CL-AtSe back ends for evaluating the system’s
susceptibility to attacks. (e simulation results do not in-
clude the results of SATMC and TA4SP. It is because
SATMC and TA4SP are not compatible with bitwise XOR
operations. Another factor worthy of consideration is the
requirement to monitor the execution of a specified pro-
tocol. (erefore, the back ends delegated the responsibility
to check operations. In order to verify the Dolev-Yao (DY)
model, the back ends also estimate the vulnerability of the
system to man-in-the-middle attack [42]. (e widely known
web-tool SPAN (Specific Protocol Animator for AVISPA) is
also used to simulate the proposed scheme. (e results
obtained from OFMC (Figure 7) and AtSe (Figure 8) further
demonstrate the scheme’s potency against replay and man-
in-the-middle attacks.
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